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ABSTRACT

A review of the literature on corrosion fatigue and
fatigue testing is followed in this work by an analysis of the
variables.involved and of the various mechanisms which have been
advanced.

Particular reference is made to the corrosion

fatigue of surgical implant alloys.

An experimental programme

was devised to be particularly relevant to the environmental
variations possible in implant/body systems.
A multi-specimen, reverse-bend, strain facility was
designed and produced for this research.

Small smooth specimens

were tested at a 'walking pace' of 1.7 Hz.

A multi-channel,

mini-potentiostat was also designed and produced for electrochemical
studies during corrosion fatigue.

Scanning and transmission

electron microscopy was used to examine fracture surfaces.
The corrosion fatigue performance of some alloys (stainless
steel type 316, titanium 130 and 318) currently used for
surgical implants has been evaluated.

A comparative study of

the performance of mild steel, a material which has in the past
been used for implants, was also made.

A series of experiments

was conducted to simulate normal conditions with a 0.17M saline
solution buffered at pH 6.5.

Some extreme conditions were also

investigated at pH 1.5 and FH 11.5.

In order to evaluate the

comparative influence of saline, additional experiments were
conducted in air and in distilled water for each material.

'.

A considerable number of metal/environment combinations was
thereby investigated, involving corrosion fatigue in both the
passive-state and the active state.

Since it is common place

for some implants to be drilled for fitting, a further series
of experiments was conducted using specimens containing a
drilled hole.

The influer.ce of such stress concentrating features

was thus established for each material.
The behaviour of mild steel in all the environments tested,
and that of S316 in pH 1.5 saline was described using a single
model for interaction between stress concentration and corrosion
during fatigue.

A different model was found to represent the

behaviour of all the other metal/environment combinations tested.
The two models were seen to represent, respectively, activestate corrosion fatigue and fatigue under passive state conditions.
The drilling of holes in mild steel and T130 showed a small
stress concentration effect.
holes in stainless steel.

No such effect was produced with

By contrast, however, the drilling of

a hole in T318 resulted in a dramatic reduction in the fatigue
limit:

a reduction of the order of 50% was obtained in both

distilled water and saline solutions.

Unlike other materials

S316 produced a wide scatter band of results in saline pH 6.5.
This was attributed to a naturally fluctuating corrosion
potential indicative of an irregular film breakdown and repair.
The results are generally discussed and the evidence
produced shows that the use of S316 for surgical implants cannot

be recommended because of poor resistance to corrosion fatigue
at low pH.

T130 was superior in this respect.

However, T318

showed the best resistance to corrosion fatigue even allowing
for the drastic reduction in performance with a drilled hole.
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1. IN'l'RODUC'nON

The corrosion fatigue failure of both large structures
and of relatively small engineering components in service
a common occurrence.

i~

Every pure metal and metal alloy is

susceptible to corrosion fatigue, regardless of' its structural
constitution and whether it is in an active or a passive state
with its immediate environment.

Total life data, based on

stress SiN cycle plots, has been accumulated over the years
for many materials in various environments.

Such data include ....

the time to initiate and then subsequently to propagate a
crack, to a length which causes catastrophic failure.

Crack

propagation rate studies have similarly amassed results which
have enabled certain design criteria to be generally applied to
large structures.

In' spite of this data, there are many

uncharted areas on the 'map' of knowledge and the understanding
of corrosion fatigue mechanisms is far from clear.
Corrosion fatigue is a complex subject primarily because
of the very large number of inter-related variables involved.
The separate effects of these variables are generally difficult
to measure or control.

It is fo.r this reason that the results

obtained from one programme of research have sometimes, in the
past, appeared to be
investigation.

~vari~lce

with the results of another

Different variables may be controlled in a

variety of different ways depending on the objectives of the
study.

It is then problematical whether the results for a

1

particular system may be more generally applied.
This programme of research was primarily concerned with
the corrosion fatigue of surgical implants.

Unlike large

structures, where cracks are assumed to be present and must
not be allowed to propagate in an undetermined way, surgical
implants must not be allowed to initiate a

cr~ck.

Crack growth

cannot be monitored in surgical implants.

Crack initiation is

therefore the most important aspect of the corrosion fatigue
process.

Since observation of this even when it occurs is

experimentally difficult,
useful.

siN

data for small smooth specimens is

When it can be demonstrated that the time for crack

initiation is more than 90% of the total time to failure,

siN

plots may be considered appropriate for small precision made
components.

Well designed medical implants are just such

components.

They are subjected to fluctuating stresses, particularly

in bending, and are exposed to corrosive body fluids.
Surgical implants are more frequently
young patients with fractures.

baing fitted to

Implants must therefore be

designed not to initiate a crack witiin a human lifespan.
Incorrect alignment during orthopaedic surgery, bone resorption
or cement degradation, will all

contribu~

to increased bending

stress as well as the promotion of crevice conditions.

Holes are

also commonly drilled through some implants during fitting.

The

actual effect of such holes on corrosion fatigue performance has
not previously been determined.

The application of vee-notch

data to well designed smooth implants with a drilled hole seems
most inappropriate.

Mathematically determined stress concentrations

2

cannot be viewed with any confidence as a method of predicting
performance for the corrosion fatigue of such implants.

The

conjoint action of corrosion and fatigue for implant plates with
holes was planned to be investigated here.
The metal alloys currently used for implants are specified
by British Standards, largely as the result of research on similar
materials in the aero-space industry.

The environment and loading

used for such research is obviously in general quite different
from that required for medical implants.

It is thus highly

desirable that research, with relevant criteria for implants,
should be urGently undertaken.

On behalf of the Department of

Health and Social Security, considerable progress has been made
at AWRE Aldermaston in recent years to establish the performance
of implants generally.

Much of this work, however, was at

frequencies of 100 Hz or above with single-specimen, push-pull
or rotating bending fatigue machines.

A test programme using

such machines at human walking pace frequencies of 1 to 2 Hz was
previously considered to be too protracted for test results.

In

this present work, however, a multi-specimen reverse-bend test
facility was designed and built by the author to operate at 1.7 Hz
for surgical implant resear.ch.

It was thus planned to obtain

results under conditions more typical of those actually occurring
in service.
With the object of furthering the understanding of corrosion
fatigue behaviour for surgical implants, a wide range of environments
was planned to be investigated during this research.

3

Air, distilled

water, and simulated body fluid saline at high, neutral and low

pH was considered so that behavioural differences could be
highlighted during fatigue.

The behaviour of mild steel, which

has been used for implants in the past, was considered also in this
research so that a wide range of metal/environment couples could
be compared.

Active-state corrosion fatigue conditions were thus

planned to be studied together with the conditions under which
the more desirable passive-state behaviour is observed.

The results

of this research are applicable therefore to a wider range of
environments than that usual in service for surgical implants.
High pH cleaning solutions, applied during preparation, and low
pH conditions locally for a period after the fitting of implants,
are two examples of more extreme conditions of service investigated
here.

Such results are of course also applicable to a wider

range of engineering components generally.

They should be

particularly useful in the design of small precision made components
for chemical plant, where the frequency of loading is relatively
low and where stress concentrations are known to exist.
Section 2 of this thesis generally presents a review of
corrosion fatigUe and the mechanisms advanced to adOunt
observed behaviour in past research.

for the

Relevant variables and their

interaction are discussed with respect to past results.

Section 3

of this work then presents the experimental research undertaken
by the author.
in Section 4.

The results and a preliminary discussion appear
Finally, in Section 5 there follows a general

discussion of the investigation and conclusions are drawn on the
information derived.

4

2.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Early Major Historical Developments

2.1.1

Fatigue
The fatigue failure of metals has been recognized for many

years.

Fatigue tests were carried out on chains and wrought

iron beams around the middle of the last century.

Repeated

bending test results were published by Sir William Fairbairn
in 1864.

1

Fatigue failure was then defined simply as a failure

at loads less than those required for static fracture.

Wohler

conducted a series of fatigue tests, using small specimens
wrought 'iron, and accurately controlled repeated loads.

2

of

Load or·

stress amplitude S was plotted against specimen life measured as
the number of cycles N to fracture, as shown in figure'R . 1.
S

Stress
Ampli tude
Fa t igue limit
Endurance~

limit
Figure R.1

(a)

_
~______________~______(_b)~logN

The form of the classical

siN

fatigue curve

The fatigue limit was considered to be the critical upper limit
of stress amplitude for the material, below which fatigue failure
would not occur no matter how many cycles of loading were applied
(see curve (a) in Figure R.1).Endurance limit, the stress amplitude
6
for a given fatigue life (e.g. 10 cycles in Figure I for the
curve (b», was a conce~t introduced later when it was found that
a fatigue limit for some materials did not exist.

-5-

Around 1810

sufficient S/Ndata had beon collected for wrought iron to
establish a fatigue limit for this material and to determine
the effect of mean stress.

Figure R.2shows the general

relationships between the cycled stress of amplitude S (range
2.S), the mean stress~ and the maximum and minimum stresses
m
occuring in a cycle.
STRESS
(J-"

Figure R.2

max

cyclic

stress and mean stress
relationship

The mean stress can of course be compressive or tensile, and for
the special case where the mean stress is zero the fatigue was
usually referred to as reversed stress cycling.

The work of

Wohler was extended to other materials by Bauschinger3 in 1886
and, using these results, Gerber4 and Goodman 5 deduced respectively
parabolic and straight line mean stress relationships.

These

'laws' deduced in the latter part of the nineteenth century are
still used today in design procedures to predict the effect of
tensile mean stress.
Metallographic studies on single crystals and on polycrystalline
materials were extensively made during the early part of this
century.

Ewing and Humphrey

6

in 1903 recorded the formation of

s:lip lines during the fatigue of iron.

They observed that these

s:lip lines broadened into bands before developing into surface
cracks.

Moore and Ver7 in 1930 and Gough8 in 1933 reported

similar findings in other materials and investigated differences

-6-

of slip line formation wi t~1 structure.

In all their tests,

slip occurred on the same crystallographic planes and directions
as for tensile static loadings.

There was however a marked

difference in the appearance of the slip lines produced by fatigue
and those produced by uniaxial tension.
appeara~ce

in the

Little change occurred

of the original slip lines in a tensile test,

and new fine slip lines appeared between the original ones.

In

the case of fatigue, however, after an initial period during which
fine slip lines were produced, the subsequent changes consisted
of the broadening of certain of the original slip lines to quite
broad bands.

These broadened lines were called slip bands liSE,".

Fatigue cracks were seen to initiate from the SB of most pronounced
slip by further cyclic loading.
Two classic books, both entitled "The Fatigue of Metals"
were written in 1924 by Gough 9

a~d

in 1927 by Moore and Kommers10.

These books described testing machines and test methods for fatigue.
Also included are photographs of slip lines and the idea of fatigue
as a progressive failure involving the initiation of a crack, often
at a stress raiser, and its subsequent slow progression.

Considering

the date of these publication, this idea of fatigue was very
advanced.
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers were very concerned
in 1913
axl~s.

11

at the very frequent breakage of wrought iron railway

The crystalline appearance of the fracture surfaces

convinced many members that cycli,c stressing made tough fibrous
iron, crystalline and brittle.

It was however recognised that,

since axle failure always occurred at the wheel location shoulder,
it was important to redesign the axle with less sudden changes in

-7-

cross-section.
Inglis

12

A notch effect was suspected and, also in 1913,

published his work on the elastic stress analysis of

plates due to the presence of cracks and sharp corners.

A more

general theory of elastic notch stresses was not published until
1946 by Neuber

13

•

A classical contribution on crack instability

under a static load was made as early as 1920 by Griffiths14,
but the ideas expressed were not developed for application to
fatigue studies for some twenty years.

Taylor

15"

concept of a dislocation in 1934, by which metal

introduced the
cry~ls

and

crystalline grains shear through the movement of dislocations
when stress is applied.

X-ray examinations of the changes of

latticestate in cyclic stressed steel by Gough and Wood
Barrett

17

in 1937, and Wener

18

16

in 193t,

in 1938, showed that fatigue limit

represented a deformation limit.

During cyclic loading, plastic

deformation was found to occur which lead to lattioedistortions.
It could be determined from X-ray pictures whether or not the fatigue
limit had been exceeded for a given steel specimen.
Studies, using the optical microscope, of the fracture faces
created by macro cracks revealed the presence of line-markings,
called striations.

These were generally accepted as marks

indicating the position of the crack tip on successive stress cycles.
The presence of striations on fatigue fracture surfaces was
considered evidence which could be interpreted to analyse the
cause of failure in practical situations.

Unfortunately many fatigue

fracture surfaces did not clearly show striations, owing to
metallurgical or environmental factors not yet appreciated.
Slip band extrusions, first recognised in 1953 by Fbrsyth19
in AI-4% Cu alloy; were found in the form of thin metal ribbons

-8-

extended from fine slip bands.

Interferometry and electron

microscopy was used to measure these extrusions which were
typically

10~high,

above the previously electrolytically polished

surface, and about 0.1~ thick.

~xtrusions were subsequently

found to occur in almost&ery material examined.

Extrusions were

thicker and more irregular at higher temperatures

20

•

Cold rolling

was found to stimulate the production of extrusions for pure metals
Thompson and Wadsworth

22

21

showed in 1958 that extrusion occurred,

in annealed single crystals of copper, along the slip plane in the
most highly stressed slip direction.

They also found that extrusions

did not occur when the most highly stressed slip direction was
parallel to the surface.

For single crystals of copper it was

established that extrusion took place during Ita few cycles" after
some initial period of cyclic load. 22
not observed for some other materials.

This result was however
Extrusions were found

generally to be developed gradually over many thousands of cycles
for annealed metals.
extrusions.

Hardened materials produced the most rapid

.
.
Thompson e t a 1 2,.3
uSlng speclmens

of high purity

copper in push-pull fatigue with electropolishing of surfaces at
various stages of fatigue life, found that they could remove
practically all the slip bands from the specimen surface from about

4%

up to about

7.5%

total life.

However a few slip bands did remain,

and at higher percentages of total life the number of slip bands
remaining after electropolishing the surface increased and became
very black in appearance.

These remaining bands were referred to by

Thompson et al 23: in 1956 as perSistent slip bands "PSB".

The

origin of the final fatigue crack was thus established as the PSB,
formed at about

4%

of total fatigue life, for high purity copper.

Slip bands which are going to form extrusions (PSB) and cracks

-9-

•

could then be distinquisheci quite early in life from other more
normal slip bands.

Slip bands produced by tenaile deformation

were largely removed by electropolishing and any ones remaining
were faint and indistinct, and quite unlike the dark broad PSB
remaining on fatigue specimens.

Hempel

24

examined slip band

formation in steels, and Harries & Smith working with pure
aluminium (reviewed by Smith?-5), found similar PSB behaviour for
these materials.

Slip band intrusions were often found associated

with extrusions.

~

---

cracks developing from PSB

Figure R.3

Extrusion/Intrustion phenomenon

Cottrell and HUll

26

.

,Wood and Segall

27

,and Hull

and intrusions in a variety of f.c.c. metals.

28

,found extrusions

The intrusions were

generally equivalent to cracks of a few microns in depth and were
directly adjacent to extrusions.

Intrusions were typically paired

with extrusions, as show diagramatically in F'igure R.3.

Plastic

strain was thus identified by such work as a prerequisite for
fatigue, and the nucleation of cracks required localization of strain.
2.1.2

Environment
The effect of environment on fatigue failure was first

seriously examined by Haigh

29

-10-

in 1917.

The failure of medium

carbon steel towing ropes attached to the paravane equipment used
for mine sweeping during the first world war was investigated.
Higher tensile steel wires were found to behave no better than the
normal medium carbon steel wires in service.
contrary to all expectations at that time:

This result was
fatigue performance was

mown to be proportional to tensile strength.

Clearly fatigue,

resulting from vibrating tensile load on the wire at sea, in an
aggresive environment was a somewhat different phenomenon.

Haigh

found the solution to the problem in galvanized steel wires.

These

wires showed considerable improvement in service and demonstrated
the importance of materials selection for a specific environment
rather than for high tensile strength.

McAdam30 in 1926 describ~d

the conjoint action of corrosion with fatigue.

He was the first

to use the term "Corrosion Fatigue" to describe this action.

In

an attempt to increase the rate of heat removal from fatigue
specimens

of Monel he surrounded them with water.

The result he

noted was that although only slight corrosion occurred, life was very much shorter and a new lower corrosion fatigue limit was
produced.

A vast quantity of data was amassed by systematic testing.

He showed that shorter lives were always obtained with corrosion
fatigue than that produced by the sum of the damage by corrosion
and by fatigue acting separately, in whatever order.

Gough and

Sopwith31 in 1932 found that, by comparison with tests in vacuo,
the fatigue lives of most structural metals are significantly reduced
by the presence of air.

In 1933 these authors31 compiled a wide

variety of data for materials in conditions of corrosion fatigue.
In general it was found that compositions which are resistant to
corrosion also have superior corrosion fatigue properties.

In

particular it was found that specimens of iron of increasing purity

-11-

showed less difference behlOen the SiN curves in "corrosive" and
"non-corrosive" conditions the purer the iron.
Electrochemical corrosion studies by Evans 32 established the
behaviour of local anodes and cathodes during the corrosion of
metals.

In 1929 he produced a graphical method of showing how the

corrosion rate depends on the polarization of the anode and cathode.
Evang diagrams, showing current-potential relationships, can be
regarded as the fundamental basis of the theory of corrosion of
metals. Figure R4 'illustrates the ideas of polarization using an
Evans type diagram.

The points A and C represent the potentials of

the anode and cathode respectively when no current is flowing, i.e.
the unpolarized potentials.

4l

At the start of a corrosion process,

the current which would flow between the anodic and cathodic areas
is given by the potential difference AC divided by the external
resistance of the circuit.

However, as soon as a current starts

to flow, chemical changes at the electrodes alter their character
and therefore their potential.

The change in potential, known as·

polarization, is represented in FigureR.4 by the two lines CP and AP.
The resistance may be considered low, if anodic and cathodic areas
are adjacent, so that the corrosion current may be assumed to be the
abscissa of P.

The corrosion rate in gram-equivalents per second

is given by dividing the current by Faraday's constant.

Evans and

Simnad33 found in 1946 that when steel is strained below the elastic
limit there is little effect on an Evans diagram.

When strained

beyond the elaotic limit, however, tho unpo1arized anode potential
of mild steel in acid solutions is shifted some 25 mV in a more base
direction:

the anodic polarization is also reduced.

Simnad34

suggested in 1950 that the latent energy in a deformed metal should
be manifest as a change in the

electrode potential of the metal

and in its resistance to corrosion.

Film free aluminium was tested

by Simnad 34 in neutral solutions and an appreciable lowering
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Figure R.4 Rudimentary Polarization Diagram According to Evans
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32

of potential was found for cold worked metal.
During the process of corrosion fatigue a number of
possibilities are shown as dotted lines in Figure

R.~

If the

applied stress shifts the anode potentional to a more base
potential AI, the corrosion current will be increased to pl.
If the stress decreases the anode polarization so that the anode
curve rises less steeply, the point of intersection is P

/1

If

on the other hand the anode curve is unaffected but the cathodic
polarization is reduced, the point of intersection is shifted to
p

III

All of these possibilities increase the corrosion rate.

For some metal/environment combinations possibilities may exist
for decreasing the corrosion rate.

Results from considerable

research work have been often contradictory, supposedly due to
not being able to measure the actual reversible potential, and
the fact that the corrosion potential of a metal does not usually
bear a simple relationship to its unpolarized potential.

The

effect of the o.xide film was studied by Gould and Evans 35 in 1939.They found an immediate tendency towards the repair of imperfections
in an oxide film when a solution was introduced to the metal
surface.

It was also found that, after

rising, the potential

started to fall as soon as breakdown of the film exceeded the rate
of repair.

They termed the time to commencement of the fall in

potential the "film life" and found longer life in less corrosive
solutions and at lower stress conditions.

In distilled water a film

life of just over 30 minutes was observed on steel at a stress

+ 309 MN/ m2) •
range of +
- 20 ton / in 2 (f

Evans and. Simnad33 also

found that the initial rate of corrosion was proportional to stress
range in fatigue.

In the first half hour the rate for ~ 309 MN/m
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2

was double that for zero : cress.
and later Gould

37

Inglis and Lake

36

in 1931

in 1949 saw film repair after cracking as the

main criterion for corrosion fatigue.

They showed that the stress

range S was the only important factor in their tests influencing
film repair, and that providing the mean stress of the cycle was
not excessive it did not have any great affect on life.

This is

in contrast to pure fatigue where mean stress determines the safe
range of stress which may be applied.
2.1.3

Conjoint Action and Crack Growth
Some of the early major historical developments have been
<-

outlined here to illustrate the conjoint nature of corrosion
fatigue and the fact of its early
or corrosion phenomena.

stu~y

separately as fatigue

Corrosion fatigue has been developed

and advanced intermittently in three traditionally separate work
disciplines.

Engineering stress analysts and designers,

metallurgists and electrochemists (in historical order) have each
had periods of intense interest in corrosion fatigue sandwiched
between periods of research stagnation.

Interest has been shown

when a new idea has been put forward and is capable of being
substantiated by practical experimental measurement:

diminishing

returns or difficulties with measurement tends to slow further
research.

Lack of knowledge by one discipline about the difficulties

and attempts at solution to problems by workers in another field
of study has been largely responsible for the past slow progress
of work in corrosion fatigue.

Further, more recent work shows

that not only is corrosion fatigue a conjoint process requiring
multi-disciplinary study, but also that the mechanisms occuring
during the early stages of the process are often quite different
to those responsible for final fracture..,.
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38
and Ryder 39 showed, in the mid-fifties that a twoForsyth
stage process for crack development in fatigue was operative.
Metallographic studies showed slip band cracks developing under
the action of resolved shear stresses:
"stage I".

these cracks were termed

A "Stage II" crack was formed when one or more of the

cracks reached such a length that it changed its direction, growing
normal to the maximum cyclic principal tensile stress.

Stage II

cracks were observed to grow much faster than Stage I cracks.
These two stages of crack growth are now generally accepted and
replace more descriptive terms such as micro crack and macrocrack.
The distinction between Stage I and Stage II, determined by crack
direction with reference to applied cyclic stress, is usually cl~ar
and avoids debates such as "When is a microcrack not a microcrack':"
Unfortunately this debate is still unresolved for microcracks which
are very small.

The boundary for crack initiation, followed by

Stage I cracks provides a dilemma.
for microcracks is -

1~

A generally accepted limit

for the start of Stage I in ductile

materi~ls.

However, for some brittle materials the inherent flaw theory has
been postulated and accepted.

This theory assumes defects are

always present and no initiation of crack is necessary, fatigue
failure being merely a consequence of Stage I and Stage II propagation.
Fatigue in vacua is considered to be a purely mechanical
process whereby cracks of a certain critical length are propagated
as the result of local stress concentration - relieving processes.
Corrosion under immersed conditions is essentially an electrochemical
phenomenon.

Corrosion fatigue has been suggested by various workers

to result from a combination of mechanisms, ranging from almost
purely mechanical to almost purely electrochemical or chemical.
For any particular metal alloy/environment many factors may vary
and cause a mechanism change during any of the separate stages of
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fa tigue.

These factors hav'3 largely been identified during

the last two decades and are listed in the following scction
of this review.
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2.2

Identification of the 'lelevant Variables
The corrosion fatigue of any metal alloy/environment

combination to be studied requires the identification of the
relevant factors active in the process.

The factors to be

considered must be selected from the following list of variables:2.2.1

Mechanical Variables

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Cyclic stress amplitude or intensity related factor
Cyclic strain range (elastic/plastic)
Maximum stress/strain or intensity related factor
Geometric:

component size, notch size and shape

Type of stress/strain state (method of testing)
Residual stress
Interactions of load for applied variable amplitude loading
Cyclic stress/strain wave-form and strain rate for
constant amplitude conditions

(ix)
2.2.2.

Cyclic loading frequency

Metallurgical Variables
(i)

Microstructure; grain size, preferred orientation of
grains and boundaries.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(Vi)

Mechanical properties
Metal alloy composition and lattic structure
Element and impurity distribution in the alloy
Heat treatment
Cold working, surface treatment and coating properties
relative to bulk properties

(Vii)
2.2.3

Surface finish and surface films

Environmental Variables
(i)
(ii)

Environment type - gaseous, atmospheric, liquid, etc.
Concentration of damaging species
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(iii)
(iv)

Temperature of I,,'~tal alloy and environment
Mass or volume of environment relative to surface
area of metal exposed.

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(lX)

Viscosity of the environment
Velocity of the environment relative to exposed metal
Current density and electrical potential
pH
Inter±ace reactions and reaction rates, inhibition,
passivation, embrittlement, etc.

2.3

Which Variables?
Corrosion fatigue properties of any metal alloy/environment

combination are in general a function of all the above variables.
Of the 25 listed above, some parameters may be inter-related for
any particular system and in general they are by no means
independent variables.
analysis for a

giv~

For reasons of time and expense, a complete

system is seldom justified even if it were

practical to attempt one.

Only those variables which are

considered relevant for a particular need are studied.

The other

factors are discarded by attempts to control them at constant
states, or are ignored by reason of their small contribution
compared with the larger effects being studied.

The effect of

these variables in general may be indicated by studying the results
of research work to date.

Caution must be exercised however when

attempting to apply such results to any new work.

It is

n~uncommon

to find apparent contradictions for the influence of any parameter
studied, until it is realised that the parameter is highly specific
in its effect to some combination of .the other variables.

A

general literature review of the variables will now be made to show
the relative importance of each for the process of craCk initiation,
stage I, and Stage II corrosion fatigue.
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2.4

Which Mechanical Vari;.;.bles?

2.4.1

Stress or Strain Amplitude
Mechanical variables have been investigated traditionally

using S - N curves for smooth or notched specimens.

Totalfatigue

life prediction for particular metal alloys in service have been
based on experimentally determined stress amplitude versus life
curves.

More recently, for particular applications of high stress,

plastic ranges or thermal fatigue, strain amplitude versus life
curves have been found more useful.

Figure R.5 shows such a plot:

total strain amplitude (log scale) is the ordinate instead of the
traditional stress amplitude (normally linear scale).

~

f
log (/!f)

~

~j

..L
E

Ac'

_t

2

log (2N ) f
Figure R.5

A strain/cycle diagram due to Landgraf
Microyield stress ot=~t E

=

......
40

intrin::lic fatigue strength
limi t
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Landgraf40 shows that this plot represents elastic, plastic and
total strain amplitude-fatigue relations.

The curve breaks into

two linear plots; the plastic strain Manson-Coffin Law and the
elastic strain Basquin relationship.

A transition fatigue life

2N T, defined as the point at which the elastic and plastic strains
are equal, conveniently serves as a useful definition of the
quantitative boundary between low cycle
high cycle (low stress) fatigue.

(high stress) fatigue and

An empirical equation can be

written which describes the whole curve of FigureR.5.
(6E/2) =

(~fel2)

+ (Atl'/2)

= (r/E)~~2Nf)b + f~(2Nf)C --{i)

where the parameters in the equatinn, and FigureR.5 are:
I

(~= stress)

.0£

= fatigue strength coefficient

e'f

= fatigue ductility coefficient (t= strain)

E

= Young's modulus

=
=

= ?umber of reversals)
f
total strain range (~f/2 = amplitude)

number of cycles to failure (2N

suffix e

= elastic value

suffix P

= plastic value

suffix i

= intrinsic value

suffix f

=

band c

= constants for a specific system

fatigue

At short lives it is clear that the plastic strain component
predominates, emphasizing the importance of ductility.

At long

lives the elastic component becomes predominant, emphasizing the
role of strength.

Experimentally.it is often most convenient to

control the total strain amplitude, since stress or local cycling
control can lead to instabilities or require sophisticated equipment.
Frequently, strain cycling is also more applicable to service
applications of structural members.
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S - N (or ~ - N) curves are often

produced, for tradi tional
in some cases.

J'~asons,

but have lea. to difficulties

Owing to a lack of information on the relative

contribution of the crack initiation and the crack growth stages
to toLal fatigue life, other methods of presenting data have been
established.

Corrosion fatigue tests can now usually be classified

into two distinct test types.

Those traditionally based on S - N

or £ - N curves for the determination of total fatigue life, and
those based on 'Crack Growth Laws' developed to predict the
behaviour of stage I and stage II fatigue failure only.
specimens of ductile material tested at low

Smooth

stress have generally

been found to be cracked in air-fatigue after <1 Cf/o of their total
1 ~" f e 41 •

This is not the case however for many situations with

corrosion fatigue.

Surface films can be responsible for prolonged

initiation periods so that cracks will not be found in smooth
specimens until after:>9o% of their total life.

Grosskre~tz42 has

found that the crack initiation phase becomes a larger fraction of
total life at lower stress amplitudes and that surface film effects
can be very significant.

Most large structures either contain crack-

like defects introduced during manufacture or develop them early,
so that virtually the whole fatigue life is occupied by fatigue
crack growth.

Testing to determine fatigue crack growth data is

now virtually universal for corrosion fatigue.

For plain or mildly

notched components which have been carefully made, and which are
highly stressed (e.g. turbine blades) or which have low stress
amplitudes in corrosive environments, (e.g. surgi:cal implants),
traditional total life test data is more appropriate.

Attempts

to establish the proportion 01' life occupied by initiation 'ai-a then
usually made as a supplement to S - N data.
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2.4.2

Specimen Geometry and Crack Growth
The difficulties often experienced in the past when

interpreting fatigue data were due mainly to a lack of appreciation
of the starting position for fracture, i.e. was the data obtained
from an

un~racked

body requiring initiation of a crack, or was the

data obtained from tests on pre-cracked bodies?

Stage I and Stage II

corrosion fatigue crack growth tests and results are based on a
fracture mechanics approach.

Notched specimens

pre-cracked by

fa~igue, of sufficient size and proportion43 , 44, have been used
for some years to establish the fracture toughness of metallic
materials.

Paris 45 , in 1961, showed that fatigue crack growth rate

was a unique power function of the range of the elastic stress
intensity factor "K".
growth plot:

Figure R6 shows the shape of a typical crack

the cyclic crack growth rate (~) (mm/cycle) is plotted

versus range of stress intensityAK (N.mm- 3/ 2), both variables
having a log scale.

A linear region of slope m (where m~

usually found for such a graph.

log

1/
~1
I
I
I

da

mr

Figure R.6
typical crack
growth rate plot

A

/

0

I

K
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T~ere

has been a wide variety of 'laws' of fatigue - crack

growth developed for special cases in order to predict rates and

I

,i

further the understanding of growth phenomena.

The Paris-Erdogan

law 46 is the most generally applicable, and simplest to use:

The parameters of this equation are:
a

= crack size (mm)

N

= number of cycles of stress
= range of stress intensity in fatigue cycles = !Max - Kmin

t.

K1

=

~

= applied stress (MN/m2 )

Y

=

0"". a

Y (N.mm-3/2)

stress intensity factor coefficient which corrects
for geometric effects

C &m
suffix I

= scaling constants

=

mode I opening of the crack which is usually relevant
to fatigue crack growth perpendicular to the maximum
principal app]ed tensile stress.

The life of a component, or structural member, in which cracks are
present initially can be predicted from equation (ii).

A knowledge

of C, which is a particular function of Young's Modulus, and the
initial flaw size is required.

The value of K for the initial flaw

shape is also needed and, although precise values of K are not
available for many complex crack shapes, engineering approximations
for K are often used.
A review of fatigue crack growth data and analysis has been
made by Pook47 , Irving & Mccartney48, and McEvily & Wei49 •

It

is generally agreed that crack growth driving forces are a function
of applied stress, and that they are also a function of crack
dimension and of component geometry.
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stage II

crack growth is

adequately described by eq\..ation (ii) and growth rates are
typically 10- 5 to 10-3 rom/cycle.
approaches

Klc

At hieher erowth rates when K
max

(Figure R.6), this equation often underestimates the

propagation rate which increases rapidly towards final brittle
fracture.

However, of greatest interest generally is the region

of the lower growth rates (see Figure R6.) where it is found that
equation (ii) is too conservative. AK approaches a threshold stress
intensity~K

o

below which crack propagation cannot be detected.

Few laws have been advanced which contain provision for a threshold
for fatigue crack growth.

Threshold values are usually determined
<.;.

experimentally and are

t~en

used, together with a theoretical law,

as the value ofb.K below which growth will not occur.

A

modification

of the Paris equation, equation (iii), to take account of the
threshold stress intensity was suggested by Liu 50 , but was found
not to be generally applicable.
da
<IN

= C (AK _ AK )m
0

----------------------

(iii)

Many other attempts have been made more recently to account for
threshold but with very limited general success.

Priddle 51 reviews

some of these attempts and suggests the following modification for
mild steel.

~ =

2.2 x .10-

7

fAK -aK

o

j 2 + 2 x 10-10

_ _ _ _ (iv)

Kc - ~ax.
Priddle 51 also concludes that the Paris equation cannot account for
non-propagation, fast fracture, or mean stress intensity effects.
Hence the introduction of K (the· fast fracture strength) as well
c

as

Ko in equation (iv).
The effect of mean stress on the fatigue limit of a material,

in the absence of corrosion, is historically well known (Gerber4 &.
Goodman 5).

2
Frost, Pook &: Denton5. have recently also

~hown marked

dependence on tensile mean stress in some structures due to brittle
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intermetallics.

In genera';" however', rates of crack growth were

found to be largely independent of mean strenG.

It is ulso known

that mean stress has little effect on surface film life (Inglis &
Lake 36 , and Gould 37 ).

The effect of mean stress on initiation of

corrosion fatigue requires investigation for each and every
particular case.

It usually has very little overall effect on the

high endurance corrosion fatigue performance of materials:
amplitude having by far the major effect.

stress

However, high tensile

mean stresses can result in material failure other than that by
corrosion fatigue in certain environments.

For example, stress

corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement processes may result.
Such possibilities must be remembered when considering stress levels
generally and the effect of mean stress in particular.

Mean stress

is taken into account for crack growth studies by noting the effect
of stress ratio.

The ratio R = l{'
-min

/K. max has

been found to have

little influence on Stage II crack growth but to have a large effect
on the results at thresholdAK and near K (Ritchie 53 and
IC
o
54
Schmidt & Paris ). Increased near-threshold crack-growth rates
and a decrease in the threshold for crack propagation (6K ) were
o

found as the load ratio R was increased.

The value of ~Ko was

found to be inversely related to R.
2.4.3

Stress/Strain State and Notches
The type of test and the state of stress or strain applied

to specimens, has taken many forms during the last 100 years.
Fatigue tests for total life S/N,data have used smooth or mildly
notched specimens utilizing rotating bending, flat plate bending,
torsional, or axial load type configurations.
tests have caused concern.

Results from these

Because of complex stress states «nd a

shifting neutral axis in some cases, the differentfatigue;l1mit
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obtained in each case has been difficult to explain.
the ratio

For example,

of the torsional to uniaxial fatigue limit for ductile

metals is between 0.5 to 0.6:

the main reason for this is generally

accepted to be the presence
of a normal stress on the maximum shear
...
stress planes in uniaxial loading and its absence in torsional
loading.

For corrosion fatigue the state of applied stress/strain

could cause changes in mechanism for initiation and/or propagation.
State of applied stress/strain is clearly an important variable.
Crack growth tests are now usually conducted using recommended
specimen proportions and load methods (ref. 43 and 44 previously
mentioned) to enable either plane-strain or plane-stress conditions
to be established.

Total life or initiation studies have been

08

recommended to utilize axial loading, for simplicity of stress state,
where appropriate (Recent ASTM Committee E9).

However, other types

of test are sometimes more appropriate for corrosion fatigue
initiation studies and will no doubt continue to be used.

Environ-

mental and frequency simulation of "real life structures", for
example, may overide the importance of a simple stress state
condition.

Geometric variables are then inter-related with stress/

strain state and stress intensities.
geometric variables now

of tbe

removes uncertainties in this area

l~rgely

for crack growth type tests.

Standardization 43,44

The effect of notches on low-cycle

fatigue is well documented in a review by Wundt 55 based on' Neubers 13
early work, applicable to S - N tests, and updated to include the
work of many other researchers.

Calculations of stress concentration

factor, fatigue strength reduction factor or similar related term,
may now be estimated from such theoretical analyses for fatigue
tests.

However, notch profiles encountered in practice are likely

to be difficult to predict.

Fatigue limits of notched specimens

have long been known to be different, in many cases, from that
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predicted by the plain

spp,~imen

fatigue limit of the material

divided by the elastic stress concentration factor for the notch.
Attempts to correct this difference were made by introducine a
notch-sensitivity index q where,
k = ~---f

q

(v)

kt -

kt

= theoretical
=~x

kf

concentration of stress factor

geome~c

calculated for notch~x

calculated nominal value

= fatigue strength reduction factor at a given endurance life

= ~unnotched

specimen/~notched specimen

This index, with q typically 0.6~~ 0.9, although much used
by some designers today, can give unsafe predictions for fatigue
life.

At conception it was hoped that q would be a material

constant, indicating notch

se~tivity,

for a given material.

Unfortunately neither k f nor q is constant for a material and both
depend upon the size of the specimen tested.

Fatigue limits

decrease generally as the specimen size increases.

The volume of

material subjected to maximum stress affects the fatigue properties
and this will differ considerably in plain and notched specimens.
The effect of stress gradient and the apparent ineffectiveness of
small notches suggests that, in cases of non-uniform
fatigue behaviour is

gove~d

str~ss,

the

not by the peak stress but by a value

averaged in some way over a volume of material including the point
of maximum stress.

These problems have been extensively studied by

the fracture mechanics approach and to some extent resolved for
crack growth data.

Stress intensity factors K change radically

as soon as crack growth starts and,.,as discussed earlier, stage II
growth data for a given material can be made to fall
line (Figure R6).

o~

a single

The effect of notches and size effec~son

corrosion fatigue is however uncertain.
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Nominally considered a

mechanical variable,

notclll~s

have been found to have considerable

influence on the environment.

Such a concorn i tant offee"\'. io.

difficult to assess and must be considered for any particular
application.
On a purely mechanical basis the local stress-strain response
at notches has been studied more recently, and an anlysis developed
by Topper et a1 56 , from the work originally by Neuber13, can be
stated as follows:
in nominal

in a notched member the peak-to-peak changes

stress,A~

and nominal strain,Ae., are related to the

peak-to-peak changes in local

stress,6~,

and local strain,AEt,

'":..

through the fatigue concentration factor K
f
1
1
_
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ ( vi)
K (Aa'li£E)2 = (A~AE.L. E)2
f

Kf is a fatigue concentration factor considered a constant throughout
the life range and E

= elastic

modulus.

This analysis should apply

equally well at short and long lives since non-linear stress-strain
behaviour is accounted for.
2.4.4

Residual Stress
Residual stress in a material under fatigue is another

mechanical variable with environmental as well as metallurgical
implications.

Considered, for the moment, as a purely mechanical

variable it can be mathematically taken into consideration for its
effect on mean stress.

In practice residual stresses are difficult

to measure with any degree of accuracy_

It has been long established,

from early work-hardening and coaxing studies, that induced residual
compressive stresses will retard the development of a
the macrocrack stage.

The reason for this retarded

microcrac~to

developme~t,

from stage I to stage II growth, is. now realized to be due to the
reduction of the effective value of A ~ _ Residual tensile stresses
accelerate the process for the similar reason that the effective
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.ll Kl is increased.

Most si:J'uctures in service are subjected

to varying-amplitude loads and this generally results in residual
stress complications.

The order in which loads of varying amplitudes

are applied can have a profound influence on the rates of fatiguecrack growth, and also on the threshold 57 •

Crack growth is found

to be retarded for a time following load reduction, and the threshold
is often increased.

These effects occur because of the compressive

residual stress which

aris~

at the crack tip, or in the vicinity

of crack initiation.

For stage II growth and a loading spectrum

in which the current tensile peak is never less than its predecessor,
a crack growth law of the form e qn (U) is valid.

As yet, there

is no simple means of a&sessing the case of load reduction and resultant crack retardation.

Mechanically, it is thought that the residual

compressive stresses are not an important variable for initiation
in fatigue, but coaxing effects on strain-ageing materials could be
important.

Metallurgically and environmentally residual stresses

require consideration for interaction effects in corrosion-fatigue
studies.
2.4.5

Wave-form
Wave-form for constant amplitude stress cycling is a

variable which, until recently, has not been studied to any great
extent.

Figure R. 7

the loading cycle.

shows several possible wave-forms to depict
The sine-wave is the most common form assumed

in practice even if the actual form is somewhat different.

Laboratory

tests recently, using square waves with various.hold times and saw
tooth waves, has thrown new light on the effect of strain rate.
Computer linked simulated real life load amplitude and wave-form
tests are now possible.
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Stress

Sine-Wave
Form
Time

I

-+-1

TlI

I

f-t-f

Square-Wave
Form
(T = Hold Time)
H

Positive Sawtooth
(T = Rise Time)
R

Negative Sawtooth
(T = Fall Time)
F

Figure R.7

some idealized approximations to possible wave-form
shapes

X is the position of maximum strain rate for the cyclic load.
crack growth cleavage is terminated at position Y by plastic
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During

deformation.

Strain rate is an important variable for initiation

and crack growth phenomena, and because wave-form controls strain
rate it too must be considered important.

Atkinson & Lindley58,

using distilled water at 90 0 C in the corrosion fatigue of steels,
investigated the effect of triangular, square, sinusoidal,
trapezoidal, positive and negative sawtooth waveforms, on the crack

~K

growth rates at a

2

of 50 MN m- 3/ .

The square wave or negative

sawtooth loading at 0.1 HZ reduced the fatigue crack growth rate
almost to the level observed in air.

Triangular and positive saw-

tooth waveforms with the same rise times (over a range of frequency
0.001 - 10 Hz) lead to the same environmental enhancement of
~

fatigue crack growth rate, although the cycle time of course differs
by a factor of 2.

These results suggest that, in this instance,

hold time effect if any is similar to that of fall (square wave
versus negative sawtooth).

Most significant, however, is the result

showing that rise time (or strain rate) is a prime variable for
crack growth instead of frequency.
crack growth was

The environmental component of-

found to be primarily controlled by mechanical

rise time and not the total cycle time, provided hold times at

K

max

Longer hold times at K
caused a reduction in
max

were short.

fatigue crack growth.

All waveforms produced results within a

general scatterband for (~H)' when plotted against rise time, showing
a small environmental enhancement of growth rate at very slow rise
times and at very fast rise times.

A peak result, at approximately

40 seconds rise time (corresponding to a rate of increase of stress
intensity
research.

(K)

of 1.3 MN m- 3/ 2 per second), was found in this

It seems therefore that a critical rate of increase of

•

stress intensity K might be a generally important variable controlled
by waveform and frequency.
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2.4.6

Freguency
Corrosion is a time-dependent process so that frequency is

obviously a prime variable for corrosion fatigue.

Stress cycles

of low frequency are individually more damaging than similar ones
of high frequency, because the former present a longer time per
cycle during which conjoint action can take place.

The early work

of McAdam (reviewed by Gough 59 ) expressed the complex correlation
of frequency, stress, time and damage by a series of curves for
specific metal/environment combinations.

Frequency has been found

to be important to initiation processes as well as to propagation
of cracks in more recent research.

James

60

,for example, finds that

the decreasing of frequency for stainless (type 304) steels resuits
in a significant increase in the fatigue-crack growth rate (da/dN ).
Smith & Hughes 61 find that, from stainless steel (type 316 ) in
0.17m saline, the total life fatigue strength is almost independent
of frequency up to 60 Hz.

It is anticipated that the fatigue

strength in saline would approach the air value at higher frequencies.
Jordan 62 conducted rotating bending corrosion fatigue tests at
frequencies of 1 - 80 Hz and compared these results, for titanium
and stainless steel alloys, with those obtained for an Amsler
Vibrophore 100 Hz test.

Even allowing for the difference usually

found between rotating beam and push-pull fatigue tests, Jordan was
surprised at the high 107 cycle endurance limit obtained for stainless
steel

bar compared with the results obtained from the Amsler tests.

For the range tested endurance limits in air were constant with
frequency for each alloy.

Tests in 0.17 m saline solution however

showed some variation of endurance limit with frequency:

stainless

steel showed a slight increase in endurance limit with frequency,
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titanium (T318) showed a s:i.ight decrease and titanium (T160)
remained constant.

Luther & Williams 63 , investigating the shape

of the SiN curve of a ferritic steel, obtained results which
showed fatigue limits in air for both R

=0

and R

= -1

tests are

raised by approximately 24% when the frequency is increased from
50 to 100 H

in axial loading.

They also discovered no such

improvement in fatigue resistance under rotating cantilever testing
for a comparable increase in frequency of-testing.

The onset of strain

ageing at the higher frequency for the-axial loadings was established
as an explanation of these results.

Forsyth

64

reports that at

very low frequencies (in the region of O~3 H ) for aluminium, normal
stage II cracks become
graf'\ ular mode.

intergra_~ular

instead of the normal trans-

He asks the questbn whether corrosion fatigue ceases

at such low frequencies and is replaced by another failure mechanism
such as stress corrosion cracking.

Ryder and Lynch65 , reviewing

the effect of environment and frequency on the fatigue of some
aluminium alloys, report that stage II crack growth rates for
corrosion fatigue are markedly increased at low frequencies for the
low stress intensity ranges.

They also examined the effect of

frequency on stage I growth and found the direct opposite effect to
those observed for stage II.

In particular, it was found that salt

solutions were less damaging to stage I growth at low freqencies
than at 10 H.

Strain rate sensitivity, over the

frequenc~

tested, was ruled out as an explanation of this result.

range

The increase

in stage II crack growth rates with decrease in frequency was
thought to be only partly an environmental effect:
frequency effect" was concluded to operate.

an "inherent

Generally, it seems

that the effect of frequency alone is difficult to

as~ess

since

frequency is indirectly the cause of changes in the effect of many
other variables.

Mechanical pumping of a fluid environment within
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a crack, for example, is an environmental variable possibly
controlled by frequency in phase with streSG intensity.

-3 -

2.5

Which Metallurgical Variables?

2.5.1.

Microstructure
Microstructure has been found to have very little

influence on the fatigue crack growth rates in steels during
stage II 53.

Failure generally occurs by a transgranular

ductile striation mechanism in steels 66, 67, and striation
advancement of cracks in stage II generally is not dependent
upon the microstructure 68 .

At the higher growth' rates, where

Kmax approaches Klc ' microstructure does however become
important since the striation type crack growth no longer
operates.

In this region, static type fracture modes such

as cleavage, intergranular, and fibrous fracture, have been
observed 53,

68

Crack initiation, near threshold and

stage I type crack growth rates are strongly influenced by
.

m~crostructure

69-73 •

The threshold region has been termed

"microstructurally sensitive" 70 , 74, and work so far has
not provided a clear understanding of

which microstructures

provide the best near threshold growth resistance.

For steels 72

and titanium alloys 70 , near threshold crack growth rates
have been reduced by increasing the grain size.

Yet increasing

grain size decreases the fatigue limit of steels and the life
at a given stress amplitude 75 •

Aluminium and copper large

grained specimens have been found to have a relatively shorter
e ta·~n~. t·
'~a t·
~on
1 ~. f

than f ~ner
.

.

gra~ne

d

.

spec~mens

76 :

crac k s

nucleated earlier at the grain boundaries for the large
grained .spacimens.

Generally total life decreases with

increasing grain size, although the opposite result
occasionally found 77 •

is

Also some small grain size steels
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are known to be more notch-sensitive

78

•

High local stress

concentrations occur with mechanical notches of small root
radii, and it seems that small grains can cause similar high
local stress concentrations in certain cases.

The effect of

grain size is difficult to assess from much of the past
research owing to heat treatment variations required to produce
the different grain sizes.

The structure of the grain

boundary and its immediate vicinity is simultaneously changed
with size of grain, which could also affect resistance to both
' 't'la t'lon an d propaga t lone
'
crac k lnl

For examp I e 77 , N"lmonlc
'80A

solutionized at 1975 F and aged at 1290 F to produce small
C in the grain boundaries~
7 3
this is not found in the grain boundaries after a 2190 F

grains has been found to contain Cr

solutionizing and the same aging treatment to produce large
grains.

Additiona~

research is required to separate the effect

of grain size from the concomitant changes in grain boundary
structure.

It is also not yet clear what effect grain size

has on each stage of the fatigue process, other than on
stage II where it is considered unimportant.
2.5.2

Mechanical Properties
Higher threshold values for crack growth were obtained

in low strength steels by decreasing the yield strength69 , 72.
Strength as well as scale of microstructure are likely to be
important variables in the vicinity of threshold.

Stage II

crack growth, apart from showing little influence of microstructure, also appears to be independent of mechanical
properties such as tensile strength and toughness79 •

Large

structures, containing crack-like flaws, have virtually the
whole of their fatigue life occupied by stage II crack growth.
Fatigue strength of the material from which such structures
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are made is therefore dete "inined by the crack growth charac tcristics.

Since these characteristics are largely mechanical in

nature, stage II crack growth is independent of material
strength.

The use of higher strength steels with hiGher

design working stresses would result in increased probability
of fatigue failure for this reason, even excluding environmental
effects for the time being.

Toughness is simply strength in

the presence of a crack, so that metallurgical techniques for
producing stronger materials by inhibiting plastic flow
cannot result in a tougher material.

Inhibiting plastic flow

at a crack tip will not improve resistance to fatigue.

Optimum

resistance is obtained for the higher crack growth rates,
which again become sensitive to microstructure, with hightoughness materials.

Near-threshold crack .growth rates were

observed by Ritchie 79 as the strength of steel was reduced.
He found the value of

K to be inversely related to the

'cyclic yield strength'.

o

When annealed metals are cycled L in

the plastic region, either between fixed stress limits or
80

strain limits, they usually harden'

81

•

Cold worked metals,

however, usually soften when subjected to such cycling conditions.
Low carbon steel in the annealed condition has also been found
to soften 75

during the first stages of fatigue, by the forma-

tion of free dislocations in expanding zones in which plastic
strain occurs.

Figure R.8 schematically illustrates the process

of cyclic hardening (a)

and the process of cyclic softening

(b), both under conditions of strain control.

In the case of

pure metals, hardening (i.e. decrease of strain amplitude

or,

as illustrated in Figure R.8, increase of stress amplitude at
constant strain controlled amplttude) is usual.
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Under strain

oJ
I

r-J"--- -

t

f:.

stress response

I

hysteresis loops
cyclic hardening

a-'I

t

,
I stress response

hysteresis loops
cyclic softening

t

Figure R.S

strain control

Schematic representation of the response of
metals to reversed strains.

control, stress concentrations within a structure would thus
be increased if the material cyclicly hardens or would
decrease if the material cyclicly softens.

It is important

to note also that stress adjustments take place early in life
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(first few cycles shown in Figure R.S) so that the strens

,
amplitude becomes constant over most of the
under strain control.

fatil~O

life

During high-stress fatigue copper

hardens at a rate dependent on the orientation of single
crystals

82

; at low stress fatigue the influence of crystal

o.rientation disappears and the hardening rate is the same for
both single crystals and polycrystals.
o

spec~mens

lo
0 fa
um~n~um83

a t 1 ow s t ress amp lot
~ u d es also h ave

0

the same hardening rate.
regions

Mono-and polycrystallino

Copper crystals nucleate cracks, in

of strain concentration, when the matrix structure

becomes unstable after initial cyclic strain hardening.

Cyclic

strain softening has been found to occur locally in P.S.B.'s,
after initial hardening, so that these bands are softer than
the matrix84 •
2.5.3

Lattice Structure

•

Mild steels with distinct yield pOints85 -87 and pure
88

body centred cubic structure (bcc) metals like molybdenum.

o 89 exhObot
and ~ron
~ ~
a ne t so ft en~ng a t I
ow t
s ra~n amp lot
~ u des,
0

0

and a net hardening at high strain amplitudes.

At low strain

amplitudes first softening and then hardening occurs87 •

The

intrinsic fatigue strength limit in bcc metals should be highe!'
than in other structures such as face centred cubic (fcc) or
hexagonal Peierls stress (or lattice friction stress).90
Owing to difficulties of

s~parating

out the effects of inter-

stitial impurities this is hard to demonstrate in practice.
Slip bands exhibit differences in appearance between structure
and hexagonal metals introduce complications in that twinning
and also grain boundary cracking could occur.
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There is less

fatigue data available for metals having hcp structures but
it is known that slip is confined almost entirely to basal planes
for many and that cross slip is difficult.

Slip band

extrusion has been found to occur in cadmium and magnesium
bu t

"
no t l.n

"91

ZIDC

•

Lattice structure is a basic variable which

defines dislocation mobility.

For example, cleavage (a fast

mechanical fracture along well-defined crystallographic planes)
occurs in materials with low dislocation mobility such as bcc
and hcp structures.

In these structures, a fa"st propagating

crack can outrun dislocation movement to the crack tip and
thereby remain sharp.

This effect results in the common

cleavage type failure observed for bcc and hcp structures,
especially at high strain rates.
growth rates have been studied.

Lattice spacing and crack
It is common practice to

"
re 1a t e propaga t ~on
ra t
est0l a tt"~ce

"

spac~ng.

79 , for
Rl."tch;e
~

example, concludes that if propagation rates becQme less than
a lattire spacing per cycle then growth is not occuring uniformly
over the entire crack front.
2.5.4

Impurities
Working on "impurity-induced embrittlement during heat

treatment" specimens, which were then subjected to fatigue,
Ritchie 79 also found increased near-threshold crack-growth
rates and significantly lower thresholds.

When inclusions

were present, Boettner et al 76 found these to be the primary
sites for crack initiation for aluminium and copper.

It has

also been found, at short endurances, that stronger materials
initiated cracks from inclusions rather than from slip bands.
Two general properties of ductile metals which are responsible
for fatigue behaviour are clearly their structural inhomogeneities
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and their capacity for slip and strain hardening.Gell et a1 77 ,
re~iewing

the role of defects, concludes that cr.ack initiation

and propagation resistance, to a lesser extent, can be
improved by removal of the defect or a reduction in its size.
They also conclude that this may be accomplished in a given
material by alloying, casting, or heat treatment modifications
depending on the type of defect.

Where crack initiation

along annealing twin boundaries is the limiting factor, the
density and length of the twins can be controlled by the amount
of deformation prior to recrystallization and by the grain
size, respectively.

Twins can be avoided by using cast materials,

and brittle phase cracking may be eliminated by better fabrication or surface-finish practices.

High cycle fatigue is most

likely to benefit from reduced defects of structure, since in
both wrought and cast materials growth of a crack is usually
from a single dominant defect.
2.5.5
Kramer

Coldwork and Surface Treatment

92 has shown that during cyclic hardening, the surface

plastic resistance of materials is increased.
The material properties of the surface layer are therefore
important

metallurgical variables to be considered apart from

the obvious environmental factors.

Commercial alloys,

frequently strengthened by cold work and/or surface treatments
producing residual compressive stresses (see mechanical variables),
are common.

The dislocation substructures introduced by cold

working are however generally unstable so that appreciable
softening occurs.
The cyclic stress-strain behaviourand changes in
dislocation structures for cold-worked materials has received
considerable attention93 - 96 •
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In low-strength single-phase

metals and alloys, good fatigue properties have been associated
with a planar slip character and a high degree of slip
dispersa1 97 - 99 •

Slip dispersal has been achieved by increasing

the number of active slip nucleating sites and the cyclic
strain hardening rate 1OO •

This was made possible by the

introduction of a finely spaced, hard, incoherent dispersoid
at the surface or throughout the volume of the material.
Dispersal of slip in surface grains is helped by surface working
treatments.

Surface treatments such as short-peening, glass

bead blasting, and nitriding have been found effective over many
years in low stress, long life fatigue where crack initiation
is a significant fraction of total life.

Residual compressive

stresses (as discussed in section 2.4.4) as well as beneficial
changes in surface structure being responsible for the improved
performance resulting from these hardening processes.

Coating

the surface with a soft layer, as in aluminium cladding, has
been shown to be detrimental to fatigue resistance 64 •
Alloying, heat treatment, and cyclic work hardening can
also effect a change in slip dispersal by changing the density,
size, and location of hard second-phase particles.

Some

materials, for example copper, exhibit a 'wavy' mode slip.
A 70/30 brass is an alloy found to exhibit planar slip and if
this can possibly be changed to that of the wavy mode, an
improvement in fatigue propertt:es would result77.

Materials

which have a wavy slip mode show a unique cyclic stress-strain
curve and a unique saturation dislocation structure has been
found irrespective of prior history.

This explains why

cold work has virtually no effect on fatigue life behaviour at
high amp{itudes 101, 95.

Ma terials having a

pl~r

slip-mode

have such a marked softening, during high amplitude load
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cycling, that little effec L of cold work on fa Lib'Uc life is
observed for these materials either 101 •

At long lives, the

effect of macroscopic softening is however small and cold
working should have a considerable effect:

in practice a

small improvement in fatigue strength relative to tensile
strength is usually found, but not so great an effect as might
be expected

88

•

Steels, ,for example, cold-worked by drawing

or rolling have long been known to show improved fatigue
strength, but not to the same extent as the improvement in the
.

tens~le

strength102 ' 103 •

During aqueous corrosion fatigue of

steel the rate of solution is usually increased by cold work34
which is an environmental factor, changed by this metallurgical
variable, often responsible for shortened life.

However, in

aerated salt solutions the rate of solution is not increased
by cold work, since attack is largely controlled by the supply
of oxygen34 •

For steels the pH of a solution generally has to

be below four before the effect of cold work becomes appreciable 34 •
88
More recent studies , on low amplitude fatigue dislocation
structures in cold worked pure metals, revealed large dislocationfree regions about

1~~m

percentages of life.

in extent after fatigue at various

Yet prior to fatigue, after cold working,

a uniformly dense dislocation cell structure of about
diameter was present.

O.5~m

The dislocation-free or softened areas,

present only after load cycling, had little or no effect on
bulk softening measurements.

Because these areas also

developed early in life, the long-life fatigue resistance was
not increased by cold working to the extent expected.

It

seems therefore, from this work and the other limited data
available, that cold work does generally increase long-life
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fatieuc resistance but that this effect is related to the
initiation stages only.
on crack growth rates

104

Cold work has very little effect
, owing to appreciable softening

of material at the high-strain crack-tip reGion.
Surface coatings, deposited during component manufacture,
for corrosion protection and/or improved fatigue performance
have proved useful.

For example, the fatigue limit of steel

can be changed by chromium or nickel plating105 •

Such

coatings are an obvious complication to the problem of
isolating the variables of corrosion fatigue and will not be
reviewed in any detail here.

Suffice it to say that the

possibility of either crack initiation in the base metal at
the metal/coating interface, or alternatively, crack initiation
in the coating at the coating/environment interface exist
in such cases.

Additional variables such as adhesion strength

of coating, residual stresses in coatings, and the relative
strength of coating and the base metal, determine initiation
behaviour 105.
2.5.6

Surface Finish and Surface Films
The condition of a metal alloy surface has been under-

stood for many years to be of prime importance for fatigue
resistance.

Corrosion fatigue studies have as the focus of

attention a metal/environment interface.

The single most

important metallurgical variable is therefore likely to be
that of surface finish.

In addition, whenever surfac'e films

are present, environmental variables are probably impossible
to separate in effect from metallurgical ones.

Owing to the

varying nature of the mechanical, chemical and electrochemical
properties of films, they can have an influence on the behaviour
of the entire metal alloy structure that is out of proportion
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to their volume fraction.

The nucleation of fatigue cracks

during corrosion fatigue is strongly influenced by surface
films and surface films in turn are influenced by the surface
finish.

Surface finish embraces not only the topography of

a surface but also its mechanical, metallurgical, and
environmental factors, relative to the properties of the bulk
material and relative to the local environment.

Surface

finish properties, because of such factors, are time-dependent.
Steel abraded with emery, annealed in vacuo and again abraded,
is attacked in acid solutions 30% more quickly than steel on
which the final abrasion is omitted34 •

The increased reactivity

of a freshly deformed surface is now well established.

Mechanical

polishing also o.ften alters the chemical composition of the
oxide film formed on a meta1

106

•

Chemical analysis of films

stripped from 18/8 stainless steel have shown, for example,
a marked enrichment of chromium in the film compared with that
in the underlying meta1

106

•

Chromium enrichment of the film

has been shown to increase with mechanical polishing up to a
maximum of 80% chromium, the balance being mainly ferric
oxide.

No enrichment of nickel was observed but the film

thickness increased with mechanical polishing.

Electrode

potential measurements of 18/8 stainless steel specimens
immersed in sodium chloride solutions confirmed also that
polishing with alumina

yielded a less passive surface than

polishing with chromic acid

106

• When alumina was used for the

final polishihg it appeared in the film and the enrichment
of chromium was less.

The use of chromic acid as a polishing

agent did not affect the content of chromic oxide in the film.
Too much attention can be given to the topography of surface
finish and insufficient thought given to the other resultant
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fac tors.

'l'he rnetullurGicu I condl t.Lon or LIIU :;Ul'rUCe luyul'u

resulting from the method of specimen preparation is too
easily forgotten.

A roughly finished surface might be

associated with a deeply disturbed surface layer, and a fine
finish with less
the case.

but this is not necessarily

dist~cbance,

For example, a

subse~uent

fine finish operation

following a rough one might smooth the surface without
appreciably reducing the thickness of the

dist~~bed

layer.

Surface scratches, particularly those running perpendicular
to the direction of applied tensile stress, can be responsible
for experimental scatter of results oWitig the the notch effect.
Small surface imperfections may also cause scatter of results
if the surface is otherwise too smooth:

the notch effect of

the imperfection in this case is far less on a rougher surface!
For experimental accuracy it would be far better to have a
uniformly disturbed surface and a uniformly produced surface
finish.

Electrolytic polishing often produces a disappointing

accuracy of results because although it removes surface scratches
it may also introduce pits.

The net effect of electropolishing

is to lower the fatigue strength of the material below that
obtained with mechanical finished surfaces

107

•

Fatigue

strength is enhanced by the disturbed layer but if this layer
is not uniformly thick scatter of results can be greater than
that obtained with electropolishing107 •

Cold-rolled bright

mild steel has been fatigued in air and in distilled water
while the following surface finish preparations were compared

108

deg;easing only (carbon tetrachloride and acetone); mechanj,cal
abrasion and degreasing (to 1 micron); electropolish (20V, 4A,
in 133 cc acetic acid with 20 cc water and 25 g chromic acid);
o
oxide film growth and degrease (400 C for t?ree hours or: 25~oC
for one hOur).

The results of this work showed that the
-4?-

:

corrosion fatigue life was longest for the 'degreased-only'
treatment.

Electropolishine markedly reduced life, and the

life of the 'oxide-film-treatment' specimens was somewhere
between the electropolishing result and the 'degrease-only'
result:

400°C for three hours being a better treatment than

o

250 C for one hour

108

•

The removal of beneficial compressive

stresses from the original cold-rolling process was thought
to account for these results, especially since 'mechanicalabrasion prepared' specimens also had a slightly shorter life
than those specimens which were 'degreased-only'.

The

,'.

'degreased-only' treatment of speCimens-also produced the more
precise results.

It seems, from this work

108

, that the best

surface preparation sometimes can be the least preparation!
From a practical point of view, therefore, the surface of the
test specimen should be identical with the surface of the
actual service component.

This is usually, though not always,

impossible because the surfaces of large commercial metal
alloy components vary as produced and as fabricated.

Film

formation on components depends on the practical environment
which is not always easily reproduced in the laboratory.

A

"standard" clean metal surface condition is usually created
on specimens for laboratory tests and the results sometimes
call for 'experience in the field' when interpretation to
real-life situations is required.

For example, is the test

specimen result from an olcctropolished nurfnce, producine
on a microscale a structure which is not representative of
the state of affairs on the surface of the component, conservative
or otherwise?

For small components of simple geometry it can

be much easier to simulate practical conditions for laboratory
testing than for larger structures.
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Test specimen surface

finish preparation should lor,ically therefore be either such
as to truly represent that of the component, or alternatively,
it should be of a standard conducive to precise results.
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2.6

Which Environmental Variables?

2.6.1

Type and General Effect of Environment
A considerable amount of evidence exists, as discussed

1
in section 2.1.2 and reviewed in the li terature 09, to show
that fatigue life is shortened by chemically aggresive
environments.

Materials which normally show a fatigue limit

in mild or neutral environments, e.g. FigR.1 curve (a), often
show no such limit in more
FigR.1 curve (b).

aggressi~environments,

e.g.

Fatigue results from tests in a vacuum

generally indicate best resistance to fatigue.

The 'effect

of environment is usually most marked at low stress intensities
and at low test frequencies:
a time-dependent process.

an observation consistent with

•

Stage II crack growth rates in

steels and aluminium alloys are increased by chemically
.
.
t s 49,110-112
aggresslve
enVlronmen

Stage I cracks in aluminium-

zinc-magnesium alloys have also been found to have enhanced
growth rates in aggressiveenvironments 65 •

All stages of

initiation and crack growth are in general likely to be
affected by the environment

109

and the question remains:

what is an aggressive environment for a particular metal or
alloy?

Environments have been classified at NEL 113-

11

5,

for the purpose of studying crack growth behaviour,
according to their effect.
(i)

"Neutral" - those which have little or no effect

on the basic deformation process of fatieue crack
growth; crack growth rates at the threshold are
approximately one lattice spacing per cycle.

(ii)

"Inert" - those which retard crack growth by

allowing some rebonding of freshly created surfaces;
crack growth rates at the threshold tend to be greater
than one lattice spacing per cycle.
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(iii)

"Corrosive" - those which accelerate crack

growth by chemical action at the crack tip; the
threshold can be drastically reduced, possibly
corresponding to crack growth rates very much less
than one lattice spacing per cycle, and timedependent effects appear, so that test frequency becomes
significant.
During initiation, surface.variables can produce the same
effects in corrosion fatigue as they would for stressless
corrosion.

Of the many possible forms of corrosive· attack

on unstressed materials which have in general to be considered,
the following discussion in this work will be limited to
corrosion in aqueous NaCl _ solutions.

Reference will also

be made to the atmospheric corrosion resistant properties of
materials in judging the relative effect of other environments.
Aqueous corrosion fatigue involves the same variables as
aqueous corrosion but the effect of each will in general be
modified by the application of a load cycle.

These variables

will affect the interaction, chemically and elatrochemically,
between the metal alloy surface and the bulk environment via
in terface films.
Reactions occur in aqueous systems which can, for
instance, result in the dissolution of the metal, the
adsorption on the metal surface of atoms or molecules from
the electrolyte, adsorption into the metal of species initially
adsorbed on the surface, and the formation of solid films at
the metal electrolyte interface.

Aqueous corrosion is an

electrochemical process and certain areas of the metal alloy
surface are anodic to adjacent areas.

For example, iron

corroding in wa t,er will have metal . io ns passing into solution
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at the anodes according to the reaction
Fe - Fe

++

+2e

The principal corresponding reaction
H20 + ~2 + 2e - 20Hwill be occuring at the cathodic areas on the surface.
Since the cathodic reaction requires oxygen, those parts of
the surface which are more accessible to oxygen will become
cathodes.

The availability of oxygen is an important variable

in this case:

if uniformly supplied to the metal surface,

anodic and cathodic areas will be equally uniformly distributed
so that uniform dissolution of metal is encouraged.

In general,

metallurgical inhomogeneities such as inclusions or plastically·
worked material, as discussed in Section 2.5.4-6, can also
cause anode and cathode formation.

Differences of chemical

reactivity between different areas on the surface can produce
localized attack.

A uniform metal surface structure and a

uniform environment encourage uniform dissolution in unstressed
metal.

Localized attack can result also from localized stress

concentrations and geometric variables in fatigue.
The initial metal/environment interface becomes
modified, often very rapidly, by the oxidation of metal.
The corrosion products may in some cases form a barrier at
the interface so that, as the oxide film thickens,

ions and

electrons have increasing difficulty in passing through
the barrier:

corrosion in such cases is stifled.

On the

other hand, as exemplified above for iron, a barrier may not
be produced at the interface.
produced ferrous
ions

The reaction

of anodically

ions with cathodically produced hydroxyl

takes place in the bulk of the solution initially to

form ferrous hydroxide

Fe(OH)2' before oxidation to a
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higher

vale~

y state,

Fe 20? .H 0:
j
2

since this occurs away

from the metal alloy surface there is no possibility of
corrosion being stifled in this case.
2.6.2

Damaging Species
Mild steel has been fatigued in various solutions

.
116-118
at various concentratlons
•

Below 0.025M concentration,

KC1. solutions have been found to have the same effect as
distilled water during fatigue.

Also, concentrations within

the range Q.025M to 2M produced the same corrosion fatigue
life.

The damaging species has here a critical concentration,

below which it has no effect and above which its effect is
unchanged by further increases in concentration.

The most

-

commonly occuring damaging species in practice for steels is
the chloride ion.
reduceD.K c

119

•

Immersion in

3% Nael can dramatically

The da:nage ratio, as measured by 107 cycle

endurance life stress <liviued by the fatigue limit in air,
120
at 24Hz as 0.57 l'n well
has bcon established f or ml'ld stee1
water.

In river water, having about one-sixth the salinity

of sea water, the damage ratio was reduced to only 0.2 •
Salt solutions are also damaging to aluminium allOys65.

An

increased rate of stage I crack growth results from the presence
of chloride ,ions, yet surprisingly salt solutions are much
less damaging in this case at very low frequencies than at
10 Hz and above.

This effect, is directly opposite to that

found for stage II crack growth.

Geometric effects as cracks

extend could, by concomitant changes in local environment,
be responsible for this change in environmental effect
between stage I and stage II crack growth.
In general since corrosion fatigue is ca.used by any
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species which causes corro::ion in stress-froe material, no
ion type specific to fatigue is necessary for the conjoint
process.

It is this observation, apart from the cyclic

nature of the stress, which distinguishes corrosion fatigue
from either intergranular or transgranular stress corrosion
whore a upecific ion type iu certainly required.

Solutions

which are generally chemically aggressive are also more effective
in reducing fatigue life than water.

The intensity of attack

can increase with the concentration of the solution.

However,

a limit may be set to this attack because the solubility of
air decreases with increasing concentration of the solution,
and oxygen is required for most corrosion fatigue processes.
The importance of oxygen has been well established.
gas bubbled through

NaCl solutions

121

Hydrogen

to purge out most of

the disnlved oxygen produced far less damaging liquid
environments for fatigue.
the solubility of oxygen
results.

122

Solutions heated to 96 0 C to limit
also produced longer life fatigue

The supply of oxygen to the cathodic areas of a

material during fatigue is the single most important variable
to consider with its effect on possible damaging species.
. t lon
.
t
. 1 17 or, ln
.
Res t rlC
0f
oxygen
can·
s 1fl e ac t 10n

0 th er

circumstances where chemical solutions of certain concentrations
are intended to inhibit corrosion, localized attack at otherwise filmed surfaces may occur as the result of fatigued
bare anodic areas. 31

Such inhibitors are more dangerous in

use for corrosion fatigue than for simple corrosion protection
and the supply of oxygen is a critical variable.

During

stress-free corrosion, inhibiting ions can retard or even
prevent localized pitting attack.
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The concentration of such

inhibiting ions as OH-, NO;, and S04 to retard pitting
depends on the concentration of aggressive ions, such as the
halides, in solution.

Sometimes inhibitors are effective

even under corrosion fatigue conditions.
Sodium dichromate at 200 ppm, restores the fatigue
limit of 0.35% carbon steel immersed in water with 25 ppm
each of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate

120

•

At stresses

above the fatigue limit a longer life is obtained using this
inhibitor than for the steel in air.

No such protection is

obtained with this inhibitor when the supply of oxygen to any
part of the surface is restricted so that localized corrusion
is induced.
The normal air fatigue limit can be regained in mild
steel for completely deaerated water or 3% Na CI sOlution

123

•

This shows that adsorbed water alone is not harmful to fatigue
life of mild steel below the fatigue limit:

it also shows

that the chloride ion does not affect the fatigue limit unless
accompanied by the presence of oxygen.

The presence of the

chloride ion alone in deaerated solutions is, however, sufficient
to lower fatigue life at stress levels above the fatigue
limit

123

During the fatigue of a quenched and tempered 1035

•

type steel in 5% Na Cl solutions it has been found that hydrogen
su1 ph 1Ode lS no t par tolCU I ar I y damaging in th e a bsence
0

Carbon dioxide,

howe~er,

fati~ed

alr 124 •
0

was found equally damaging in the

presence or in the absence of air for this steel
steel

0f

124

•

Mild

in aerated ~ Na Cl solution shows almost

immediate formation of intrusions and extrusions at the surface
without prior formation of pits 123 •

Corrosion pitting in

13 Cr steel is associated with crack initiation even in the most
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t

.~--.""

dilut~ aerated solutions of NaC1 125 • The size of pits from
which cracks originate are found here to be of the order of
1)A.m and to increase in sizl> considerably as the concentration
of

NaCl is increased

125

•

Halides generally cause pitting

corrosion of high alloy chromium and chromium-nickel steels

125

,126.

Of the group of halogens the chloride ion is most frequently
found in practice and concentrations of 3 x 10- 4M are critical
for these steels 125 , 126.

The chemical and electrochemical

reactions in a pit are described as working active-passive
.
126-128
cell reactlons
•

The cell exists, as shown in Fig. R.9,

as the result of aeration dlfferenceG or chloride penetration
through the passive layer formed on these steels.

The base

of the pit is enriched with halide and relatively starved of
an oxidising agent for the repassivation process.

The area

of surface metal around the pit is relatively well supplied
with oxygen and becomes the cathode while the base of the pit
dissolves anodically.

Concentration of damaging species near

the base of a pit or tip of a crack are likely to be quite
different therefore from that in the bulk solution.

Dissolution

at the base of a pit (Fig. R.9) causes migration of chloride
to the pit site, which in turn produces increased dissolution:
the process is thus self-stimulating, or autocatalytic

127

•

It is well established that126-128 metals susceptible to pitting
have increased dissolution rates in the presence of chloride,
whereas some metals, e.g. some titanium alloys, resistant to
pitting corrosion are largely unaffected by chloride ion
concentration.

Further discussion on mechanisms of pitting

and application to fatigue are left for section 2.7.

This

section is concerned only with the observed effect of this
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Schematic illustration of a growing pit

damaging species as a variable in fatigue.

Titanium 8 Al -

1 Mo - 1V alloy has been found to form a monolayer of passive
oxide film, preventing the alloy from further attack, in less
than 5 ms in IN NaN0

sulutions. The time taken for a similar
3
monolayer of oxide in 1N NaCl solutions was however found to
be in excess of 38 ms

129

The chloride ion was in this case

more damaging than the nitrate.

During fatigue the effect of

the chloride ion is often found to be alloy-composition or
frequency dependent.

Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-6!l-3V-1Mo, Ti-6Al-6V-
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2Sn-1Cu-O.5 Fe, Ti-7AI-2.l)\VIo alloys havo no d.eGrad.ation in
fa tigue crack propagation rosistance in "). J% cml t wa tor
environment at 0.08 Hz130.

Ti-7AI-2Cu-1Ta alloy however is

qUl"t e mark e dl y degra d e d by chI orl"d"
e lons d"
urlng f a t"19ue 130 •
For Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn and Ti-6Al-4V alloys, owing to the increasing
ability to form a passive film at the crack tip, crack growth
rates decrease with decreasing frequency in solutions containing
chloride or bromide ions

131

•

A transition stress intensity ~K

is also found, above which corrosion fatigue crack growth
is increased with decreasing frequency.

This reversal in

frequency effect is the result of stress corrosion cracking
at the higher stress intensities in the presence of chloride
or b roml"d"
e lons 131 •

The addition of Na S0
2 4

with these alloys

produced frequency independent behaviour,yet in distilled
water crack growth rates increase with decreasing frequency.
It is very apparent from all these results that damaging
species cannot be easily isolated in their effect.

They are

variables which are often dependent on many other mechanical,
metallurgical, and environmental variables for resultant action.
2.6.3

Temperature, Velocity. Viscosity and Volume Ratio
The influence of temperature on corrosion fatigue

processes has been investigated by several researchers and the
results have often been at variance with previous work.

It

seems that the differences in material tested and the method
of testing as well as the specific environment may explain
the differences in results obtained.

For example, mild steel

2

at 55 MN/m stress amplitude with an artificial sea water
drip environment has been tested at 15, 25, 35 and 45 0 Cl17 •
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Compared with 15°C, a 24~b r(~duction in 107 endurance Gtrc:J:J
was found at 45°C but only a 3% difference at 25°C.

The

increasing temperature was more damaging here, although
within temperate climatic ranges the effect is small.

The

0 117
same tests in air showed no appreciable effect even at 45 C
.

Another test, at low and moderate stress amplitudes, on steel
wires immersed in 0.1 M NaCl
results

118

:

has produced somewhat different

life was increased slightly by increased temperature

°

°

from 23 C to 35 C followed by a decrease in life at 50 0 C to
values slightly below the lives obtained at 23°C.

At high

stress amplitudes there was found to be no change in life
at 35°C. but some 11% increase in life was obtained at 50°C.
The results of this series of tests

118

were explained at the

time as being the balancing result between increased penetration
power of the chloride ion with decreased concentration of
dissolved oxygen depolarizer as temperature is raised.
rod material was also tested in 2.5% Nael

solutions

Drill

118

and

0

showed definite improvement in fatigue life at 82 C compared
with 27°C.

In this case it was thought that improved life

was the result of a more uniformly distributed pitting attack
at the higher temperature.

The pits produced were also much

shallower at high temperatures than at lower temperatures so
that the ratio of cathodic to anodic areas was higher at
lower temperatures.

The temperature of the material in the

vicinity of a crack tip has been measured, using fine wire
thermocouples

132

,so that the heat dIssipated during the

cycling of a low carbon steel could be investigated.

Temperature

o

changes in the region of 3twere recorded which varied with
frequency of test and stress amplitude.

Initial temperature

rise occurred with cyclic load, followed by constant readings
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and a final increase in temperature near specimen fracture.
The difference between the

temperature effect variation

in aqueous environments and the lack of a temperature effect
in air fatigue, up to 45 C, was later suggested37 to be the
0

result of an environmental cooling effect:
a higher local temperature

132

crack tips, having

, being more effectively cooled

by immersion than in drip or spray-type tests.

The effect

of a large electrolyte to specimen volume ratio is that of a
constant temperature heat sink for the metal.

Viscosity of

electrolyte and relative velocity may also influence this
temperature effect.
The main reasons for a temperature effect are likely
to be due to the influence of temperature on the activity
of damaging species and, for aqueous solutions, the solubility
of oxygen.

In distilled water, for example, the oxygen

content of air-saturated water reduces from 14.16 mg/l at

oOe

0
to 8.11 mg/l at 25 C133 •

The severity of attack by the

environment is likely to increase with temperature for fatigue
in the same way as chemical corrosion in stress-free materials:
however, the effect is also likely to be limited or even
reversed owing to reduced solubility of oxygen in aqueous
environments with increase of temperature.

Fatigue action

also results in crack pumping of liquid environments and where
the diffusion coefficient is low, mechanical movement by load
oscillation could dominate'the process of active species
supply.

Stirring of electrolytes can change the otherwise

static situation of diffusion controlled active species transport,
to one of relative velocity control.
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Agitation of the solution

can help to uniformly supply oxygen to the metal Gurfucc
and

to prevent local heterogeneities in the solution:

&SO

the tendency if any for local pitting attack is thereby
reduced.

Liquid environments can assist Stage I growth,

perhaps by displacement of fretting debris134, even when
they are essentially inert:

the effect is increased with

decrease of liquid viscosity and increase of cyclic frequency65.
These effects of relative velocity and viscosity have not
received much attention but are generally thought to be
relatively small.

A review and list of results obtained

for many materials in fatigue at temperatures below and above
atmospheric values has been made 135 •

Reference to the electro-

chemical influence of these variables is made in the following
sections.

For small natural fluctuations in atmospheric

temperature, however, the overall effect on fatigue life
seems small.

For this reason close control of testmmperature

near atmospheric values has usually been neglected.
2.6.4

Current Density and Potential
The effect of applied cathodic currents has received

considerable attention.

The early work,32, 33 discussed in

section 2.1.2, was based on the interpretation of the elecirochemical
contribution to corrosion fatigue by means of Evans-type
polarization diagrams (Fig.R4).

Fig. R.10 illustrates cathodic

protection of a material by suppression of the corrosion
current as follows:-
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Figure R.10
Schematic Cathodic Polarization

The effect of an applied cathodic current YZ is to depress
the cathodic potential below P to a value X corresponding to
the position Z.

The corrosion current is thus reduced to XY.

In the case of the cathodic potential being reduced to the
original unpolarized potential of the
current is entirely suppressed.

~ode

A, the corrosion

In this case the applied

cathodic current AZ' is responsible for the polarization of
the cathode exactly to the more negative potential of the anode.
The effect of small c,athodic currents in neutral K Cl solutions
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was

found

to

produce :JLtGll L

decra:_).l;U~_l

tn fa Li GUu

Lil\~

However, as the magnitude of the applied cathodic currents was
increased, life was steadily lengthened until a corrosion
fatigue limit was established similar to that found in air for
steel 33 • With increasing cathodic currents, increased life
was accompanied by a decrease in the number of cracks found
in the test specimens and a reduction of the amount of iron
going into solution.

At the limit, when life became infinite,

no cracks were found and no iron went into solution.

A lower

fatigue limit than that obtained in air was established which
was a function of applied cathodic current.

It was also found

that less current was required to establish a fatigue limit
at the lower cyclic stress amplitudes than at the higher ones.
In acid solutions, where polarization effects are a predominant
feature, some improvement in fatigue life was also found with
applied cathodic currents 33 :
steel in 0.1 N Hel

solution.

no fatigue limit was found for
However, later work has shown

a fatigue limit for mild steel in both neutral and acid solutions
under cathodic polarization 123 , 136.

The protection afforded

by applied cathodic currents has been shown to be proportional
.
to curren t d enSI. t y 137 , up t 0 a maXImum

0f

1 amp/ em 2 •

Anodic

currents were also shown to decrease fatigue life to the same
extent.

Applied currents to materials during corrosion fatigue

can thus protect completely in some solutions &nd at least
certainly modify the fracture process in others.
Further modification of the electrochemical rcactions
possibly occurs with pH,variation and this is discusscd in
Section 2.6.5.

Much of the work in the past has suggested that

the greater the cathodic polarization, the better the fatigue
resistance.

This has been shown not always to be the case,
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however, since at potentials where a significant amount of
hydrogen is liberated from solution and absorbed by the metal,
embrittlement may occur.

An optimum value of potential resulting

from cathodic polarization for the protection of steel in sea
water has been established

138

•

It has also been shown that the

protection in this case results from inhibition of the initiation
stage.

Crack propagation rates have sometimes been shown to

decrease slightly during cathodic protection and fatigue, but
more often tha~ not there is little or no benefit

138

• ~ Ko in

brine has a value substantially lower than in air, and yet in
brine ·wi th cathodic protection~Ko is slightly higher than in
air139.

A pipe-line X-65 steel (0.16 C) fatigued in tension

with 3.5%

NaCl solution showed maximum environmental enhancement

of fatigue crack growth at the lowest frequencies and at the
highest

~

values.

Crack growth rates in this steel were fifty

times that of air with cathodic protection at - 1.04 V SCE but
only ten times that of air if fatigued at a free corrosion
0
potential of - 0.68 V SCE (~ 30mV free variation)14 •

Generally

it seems that cathodic protection usually enhances life in
corrosion fatigue on smooth specimens or small well made
comp(;nents without cracks, but can dangerously increase fatigue
crack propagation rates and so shorten life for pre-cracked
specimens or large structures containing flaws.
Anodic currents applied to mild steel during fatigue in
3%

N~l result in improved life up to 30~A/cm2. Between 30

and 300~A/cm2 fatigue life is constant and at hieher anodic
currents than 300~/cm2 fatigue life is drastically reduced 135 •
The anodic behaviour of metals such as 18/8 stainless steels
and titanium alloys is somewhat different.

Such metals exhibit

passivity under certain conditions as schematically illustrated
by F.igure R.11
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As the applied anodic potential is increased from zero at
P, the current density also increases indicating increased
corrosion.

At point Q an oxide film, formed on the metal surface,

is responsible for a fall in current from i . This passive
c
oxide film protects the metal from corrosion so that the rate
is reduced to the passive current density i

P

indicated by R.

The potential E at R is mown as the passivation potential,
p

and further increases in anodic potential are not accompanied
by any significant change in corrosion rate until the breakdown
potential Eb is reached at point S.

The passive film then no

longer so effectively protects the metal and a rapid increase
of corrosion occurs.

If polarization is reversed in this

transpassive region, the curve may follow a different path T
until a protective potential is reached in the passive region
at point U.

The active region path PQR may also be rather

different in the reverse direction.
Anodic polarization curves potentiostatically determined
for stress-free metal/electrolyte systems are reproducible if
conducted with due care and attention to standard conditions' 41 •
Such potentiostatic or potentiodynamic curves may then be
modified to assess the effect of stress in general and fatigue
in particular.

For example, the rest potential, that is the

potential that a metal will itself develop when immersed in an
electrolyte, is important.

If this lies within the passive

region, the metal will resist corrosion in that electrolyte:
the application of fluctuuting strcDD and/or Dtirrine of tho
electrolyte could affect this rest potential radically.

Stainless

steels, for example, generally have a breakdown potential in
saline solutions ranging from 200 to 550mV
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SHE and this appears

to be influenced by residual surface stresses and surface finish
135, 142-144

The rest potential measured for En 58J in

0.17M NaCI, O free at 37°C is 400 m V SHE and this is typical
2
for stainless steels so that rest potentials border on breakdown potentials.

Over a period of time a rapid fall and rise

of potential between 150 mV and

mV SIlE in oxygenated isotonic

~OO

saline has been recorded for this reason indicating breakdown
and oxide film repair 144 •

It has been stated that it is usually

not possible to distinguish between the fracture surface from
corrosion fatigue in a stable passive state and a fatigue
fracture in an inert environment

142

•

Passivity is thus a

major factor to be considered for corrosion fatigue behaviour
and variables which affect the passive state are critical.
It has been shown that the aggressive chloride ion, discussed
earlier in section 2.6.2, in fact reduces the passive region
by lowering the breakdown potential as well as increasing the
passive current density so that the rate of corrosion is
greater.

These two electrochemical effects are enhanced as

the concentration of chloride ions is increased 143 •
The potential/current density cU.r:'ve obtained for anodic
polarization of a specimen during fatigue is also often greatly
modified from the standard curve (Fig. R.ll) under static
conditions.

This is illustrated in Fig. R.12 where the passivation

potential and the

correspo~ding

reduction in current density

in the passive region are non-existant in the extreme case.
The concentration of oxygen in solution, temperature, viscosity
and velocity can also similarly considerably modify the potential/
current density curve produced under standard anodic
" t "10n condOt"
pass1va
1 lons 141 •

The effect of imposed potentials is
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Schematic anodic polarization curves for
stress-free and fatigue loaded electrodes

thus frequently difficult to predict and also to interpret
even when recorded in laboratory tests.
The freely corroding potential measured during the
aqueous corrosion fatigue of a metal alloy is frequently
found to vary with both applied amplitude and time 144 , 145.
Open circuit potentials have been measured for many materials
and three basic types of curve found, as shown in Fig. R.13
Curve "a" represents the behaviour of a material which rapd.dly
forms a stable oxide film in the given environment.

Curve "b"

shows the initial formation of an oxide film as the potential
rises, followed by pitting corrosion and a sequence of film
I

breakdown (b ) and repair processes with time.
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Schematic potential-time curves
(after Hoar & Mears 144 )

behaviour illustrated by curve "c" is that of general
corrosion:

the freely corroding potential in this

ca~e

falls

1
rapidly (c ), after initial s~rface layers are removed, and
then becomes quite stable.

Materials exhibiting stable passive

film formation, such as that shmV1l in Fig. R.13 curve "a" ,.
for stress-free corrosion are also desirable for fatigue
· t·lons 146.•
app 1 lca

Curve "b" materials are very unpredictable

in behaviour while those following curve "c" such as 'Ilild
steel are more certain.

It is well established 145 that, after

an immediate tendency towards the repair of imperfections in
the film when the solution is introduced to the m.etal surface,
the potential will fall (at c

1

Fig. R.13) for these materials.

The time which elapses before the potential beeins to fall is
termed the film-life, and is related to the intensity of the
corrosive action as well as to the magnitude of applied cyclic
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stress as shown in Fig. R.14

free
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Film Life

l ' -- -- - -"-
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increasing
cyclic stress

Cone. of Chloride ion
Figure R.14

Schematic representation of the influence

-

of a damaging species and stress amplitude
on film life as determined by a fall in
potential (after Gould and Evans 35 )

Film life is longer with less corrosive solution's and with lower
cyclic stress amplitudes.
It has been observed that, for materials such as mild
steel, the approximate air fatigue limit is regained if the
uniform corrosion rate is sufficiently low 147 •

For example,

tests have been carried out on 0.18%C steel exposed in deaerated

3% NaCl and anodically polarized at selected current densities.
Uniform corrosion rates in excess of the natural corrosion
rate in aqueous solution were found to be proportional to the
current density.

A "criticaP current density was found

for this steel/environment system to be 2~A/cm2.

Below this

value 107 endurance fatigue life was established.

This

critical current density, equivalent by Faraday's Law ·to a
rate of 5 m d d (Fe ~Fe++ + 2e) was independent of stress,
within the range tested 147 •

Further cathodic polarization

tests also confirmed that this critical corrosion rate was
not sensitive to pH or to the
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a~ion

type.

Furthermore, it

was not found necc:.:mary

to u

LLain

~cro

corro~;

i on ru Lc in

at: ill

solutions in order to extend fatigue life to~107 cycles
provided the corrosion rate was below the critical value:
the critical rate being approximately the same in all these
solutions 147 •

Similar tests on other materials have also

shown critical corrosion rate effects although generally the
rate is influenced by pH.

The critical corrosion rate is a

fundamental factor to be considered for corrosion fatigue.
It appears to be basically a material constant but unfortunately
it is also a function of specimen size and geometry in a given
environment 135" 147.
The influence of cyclic stress and strain in modifying
the electrochemical behaviour of a metal surface has also
been investigated.

Patel et a1

148

have recorded current

transients synchronised with loading frequency under potentiostatic control.

Cyclically

fluctuating currents have been

observed and explained in terms of local depassivation or
dissolution of the metal surface in phase with the applied
. stress 108 ' 148 •
CyCllC

Cyclic stress may generate active I

passive cells on the metal surface which can lead to earlier
crack initiation than for fatigue in inert environments.
The influence of wave-form and frequency on potential variation
during a single cycle has been found to be closely related to
fatigue life 149 •

The shorter life often observed in tests

.
t·lmes ( perlo
. ds
Wl. th 1 ong rlse

.
0 f ·lncreaslng

· ) ·lS sugges t e d
s traln

as being the result of greater ability of the potential
to more closely follow the strain:

the range of potential

variation per cycle is thereby increased.

Shorter lives were

related to small variations in potential.

No frequency effects
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149

were Jound when the potential of the specimen during a cycle
followed the applied strain magnitude exactly.

Current density

or potential effects are thus sometimes considered as fundamental
predetermined variables which are imposed on the system, and
sometimes these electrochemical factors are measured and used
as a means of detecting changes in other variables.
2.6.5

The Influence of pH
Potential/pH diagrams have been constructed for pure

metal/water systems based on the original 1945 publication and
now extended in the "Atlas of Electrochemical Equilibria"
works by pourbaix150 ,

This work is based on the formulation

of the thermodynamic equilibria of all the reactions possible
in a given system as a function of two independent variables.
0
The Pourbaix diagram for the iron-water system at 25 C is
shown in Fig. R.15 simplified and shaded to show the zones of
"
"
"t y an d paSSlva
" t "10n 150 •
corrOSlon,
lmmunl

These regions are determined from Fig. R.15 according
to the following practical definitions:

corrosion zones are

regions where the activity of metal cations, anions, or
complex

anions~10-6

g ion/ 1; immunity zones are regions
ions~10 -6

where the activity of metal

g ion/ 1 and oxides,

hydroxides, etc., are thermodynamically unstable with respect
to the uncombined metal; passivity zones are regions where
solid metal compounds are thermodynamically stable and in
equilibrium with activity of metal ions~10-6 g ion/I; while
the underlying metal is thermodynamically unstable.
arrowed lines, marked 1

~2

The

and 3 .. 4 on Fig. R.15 are results

to be discussed later in Sections 4.4. to 4.7. and 5.1.
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Potential-pH equilibrium for the Fe/H 0 system
2
0
at 25 C

Electrochemical considerations must take into account
three factors:

thermodynamic, kinetic and structural.

Thermodynamic studies alone, or in combination with kinetic
studies, are insufficient to define the behaviour of the system:
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"thermodynamic nobility" but a knowledge of kinetic parameters
and the influence of structural factors is required in addition
to arrive at "practical nobility" scales.

For those metals

0

whose ionic exchanges at 25 C in aqueous media are rapid,
the behaviour is in accordance with thermodynamic predictions.
For those metals whose ionic exchanges are slow, on the other
hand, the divergence between the thermodynamic nobility and
the practical nobility is sometimes very great.
of anions in the practical case is critical.

The influence

Structurally

anions are a factor to be considered in cathodic deposition
or as selectivity factors in anodic attack.

Kinetically

anions, as essential constituents of the metal solution
double layers and catalysts of ionic exchanges or destroyers
of the surface layers, are a major feature.

Practical systems

are usually multiple electrode systems in which several
reactions can occur simultaneously so that kinetic aspects
are not so simply studied as in the case of bimetallic systems,
where a single well-determined reaction occurs at each of the
two electrodes present.
The diagrams only

& present concern pure metals and

therefore cannot give direct information about the behaviour
of alloys.

The corrosion behaviour of alloys will in general

differ from that of pure metals with regard to all three factors
mentioned above.

However a knowledge of the thermodynamic

properties of the major constituent metals of an alloy can
sometimes enable predicti.ons to be made regarding the conditions
for passivation or otherwise for the alloy.

For this reason

relevant Potential - pIt diagrams are included in section 2.8
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for the materials selection review.

Use may also be made

of such diagrams to investigate local environments within
pits, or other such minority areas of a specimen surface.
There is a considerable amount of evidence151-157 which shows
that changes in electrode potential, pH and solution composition
occur within pits. "The pH and potential have been measured
at the tips of propagating cracks in high strength steels for
various bulk solution pH values and conditions of external
" t"lon 151-157 •
po 1arlza

The results, when plotted on a Pourbaix

diagram for the Fe/H 0 system, clearly showed that the crack2
tip pH is virtually independent of the bulk pH and is determined
solely by the electrochemical reactions occuring within the
confines of the crack.

Further, it was found that irrespective

of external polarization conditions, the crack-tip potential
in these tests151-157 invariably settled at a value just below
the hydrogen line (see Fig. R.15) defining the limit of
thermodynamic stability of water.

It was also found in these

experiments that crack growth stopped when either pH or potential
were controlled so that crack tip conditions were maintained
above the decomposition of water line.

Generally i t was

found that the pH in pits or near crack tips is more acidic
than the bulk solution when under anodic control.

When the

bulk solution is very acidic, however the crack-tip pH can be
lower but also sometimes much higher:
pH

= 2,

for a bulk solution at

crack tip pH values have been measured ranging between

approximately 1 .5 and 10.5 dependine on the external polarization
152-154

Cathodic control, in contrast to anodic control,

usually results in crack-tip pH values which are higher than
in the bulk solution.

Changes in the pH value with pure iron
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anodic site together with a potential shift of up to 150 mV
more negative in the centre.

Such changes have been observed

sometimes prior to any corrosion

bein~

observed.

Restriction of oxygen supply in crevices of all sorts
can also lead to pH values appreciably lower than that of
the bulk solution.

Zapffe 159 found that after fracture

trauma local pH values may decrease from neutral values to
between 5.3 to 5.6 for human body fluid:

as healing took

place, the pH gradually returned to the normal 7.4.

Local

and general working pH may thus vary with time and affect
the corrosion fatigue performance of implant metal alloys.
Stainless steels have been immersed in near neutral pH solutions
and local crevice values of pH
. res t rlC
. t e d159 •
lS

=

1 are possible if oxygen

The fatigue performance of stainless steel

is satisfactory in neutral pH solutions but shows a drastic
decline at pH 4 and less

160

(also see Section 2.8).

decreasing pH value, the critical current density i
required for the passivation process increases.
pH

0f

With.
c

(Fig. R.l1)

The depassivating

l e,
'lS a crl. t·lca 1 f ac t or 161 •
· 1 ess s t ee 1 s, f
s t aln
or examp

The corrosion fatigue strength in this case decreases when the
pH value decreases 142 •

For example, an 18/ 9 austenitic

stainless steel requires a minimum passivation current density
of 500~/cm2 in sulphuric acid solution of pH 1, while
passivation takes place naturally in the applied currentless
state in solutions at pH 4.6.

The corrosion fatigue strength

at 107 cycles for the pH 1 solution has been recorded as
2 142
206 MN/m2 and at pH 4.6 it is 245 MN/m
A 0.48% C steel
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in aerated water, adjusted to a pH value greater than 12,
has been shown to exhibit a fatigue limit which was attributed
to the formation of a protective

passiv~

layer at this pH,

reducing the corrosion rate below tho "critical" valuo 12:5, 1G2
The pH value of a bulk solution or of any local environment
within pits, crevices or cracks is thus a fundamental factor
affecting the type of corrosion possible; since this factor
is also frequently indirectly responsible for the corrosion
kinetics and structural selective attack, pH is a var:iable
of paramount importance for corrosion fatigue studies.

2.7

The Development of Modern Theories and the Present
Understanding of Corrosion Fatigue Mechanisms

2.7.1

A Systems Approach
A study of the variables discussed in section 2.6

together with the ways in which they have been found to interrelate in the process of corrosion fatigue is most valuable
in the formulation of possible mechanisms.

Fig. R.16 is an

attempt by the author to correlate these variables on a
systems-type diagram.

The boxes and lines shown in full

illustrate the inert environment situation:

mechanical and

metallurgical variable factors interact with each other
('A'), as the result of forward path and feedback (indicated
by double lines and arrows); the inter-action of 'cyclic
load' and the 'basic material' (paths 'E' and 'F') result in
'fatigue', which causes changes in the basic material (feedback
path 'F'); further feedback paths indicate resultant changes
in metallurgical variables ('D'), mechanical variables ('e'),
and cyclic load ('B').

The boxeo and lin.es, shown daohed,

together with the diagram in full lines (as discussed above)
-77-
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A Systems Diagram Relating Interaction Paths
In The Process of Corrosion Fatigue

illustrate the new system for corrosion fatigue:

environmental

variable factors inter-act with both mechanical and metallurgical
factors (paths 'G' and 'H'); reaction with the basic material

('J') and inter-actions ('K') result in '~orrosion', which
in turn can affect the environment (feedback path 'L'); the
process of corrosion fatigue is then tho conjoint action of
fatigue and the environment (paths M and N).
Note, from Fig. R.16, that the environment can affect
the process of fatigue in at least two different ways resulting
in quite different corrosion fatigue behaviour.

If the

predominant effect of corrosion is a feedback effect, via
-78-
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path L, all the input variables will be likely to be affected,
so that processes such as cmbrittlcment and stress corrosion
may be possible.

If, on the other hand, the predominant

effect of corrosion is a forward path M, the conjoint action
of inputs M and N may result in corrosion

fati~lc.

FIe. R.16

provides a 'skeleton' on which to hang some mechanisms; it
is, however, likely to prove to be far too simple a model.
Fig. R.17 schematically shows some possible
resulting from corrosion fatigue.

siN

curve types

Curve (a) represents

fatigue in vacuo or in an inert environment; curve (b) shows

S

(stress amplitud )

-,,

(c)

"
log N (cycles)

Figure R.17

Possible Fatigue Curves

reduced fatigue life above a reduced fatigue limit; while
curve (c) illustrates, what is commonly referred to in the
literature as, "true corrosion fatigue".

It is a requirement

of any proposed mechanism to explain in each case, why a
fatigue limit exists (curve (b», or alternatively, why such
a limit is absent (curve (c).
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A "Fatigue of Metals Refresher Course" organised by the
Institution crMetallurgists in 1955, reviewed the results
of work then available and firmly established, in a paper
by Waterhouse 134 , the conjoint nature of corrosion fatigue.
It was suggested also then that the processes of fretting
corrosion and corrosion fati/?,lle had much in common, so that
the fretting may assist crack nucleation and hence lead to
fatigue.

In the following sections a rev.iew will be made of

the many mechanisms which have been advanced, firstly for
"purely mechanical" fatigue and then for "corrosiorl' fatigue,
in the light of more recent studies.

2.7.2

The Mechanical Aspects of Fatigue Crack Initiation
A mechanism of fatigue in vacuo or inert environments

cannot, by definition, involve corrosion processes.

Such a

mechanism must therefore have a purely mechanical and
metallurgical basis and, while it represents a special case
of a more general corrosion fatigue mechanism, it should
provide a better understanding of fundamental processes.
Landgraf40 has reviewed the mechanical response of
metals to repeated strains and Fig. R.5 of Section 2.4.1
was used to illustrate a summation of elastic and plastic
strain resistance.

Fig. R.18 (a) shows the strain resistance

of three idealized metals, using a plot similar to Fig. R.5.
Fig. R.18 (b) compares the stress-strain responses of the
three metals.

163 164 that
A "rule of thumb" has been noted'

most metals when subjected to a strain amplitude of 0.01 will
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Loe

~E
2.

0.01

strong
tough
ductile

stress
strong

strain

= 0.01

Figure R.18

Schematic representation of the cyclic strain
resistance of idealized metals due to Landgraf 40

fail in approximately 2000 reversals.

This is a convenient

position, where the curves cross on Fig. R.18 (a), to distinguish
between high and low cycle fatigue.

The relative materials

rankings will depend upon this distinction:

ductile metals

offer maximum strain resistance in the low cycle region,
while strong metals are superior at high cycle lives, and
tough metals are shown to exhibit good overall strain resistance.
Strone metals reoist impooed strains elastically on the basis
of strength, while ductile metals resist imposed strains
plastically on the basis of ductility.
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Overall behaviour

may be predicted, by equation (i) of Soction 2.4.1., and for
notched material equation (vi) may be used indicatinG that
resistance to fatigue is dependent upon the product of stress
and strain resistance.
Crack initiation is known to occur in regions of metal
where strain is concentrated or localized83 , 165 and a large
number of specific dislocation models have been developed
to describe the nucleation of fatigue cracks:

most models

inherently rely on the onset and localization of plastic
deformation by slip; leading to crystallographic notching of
the metal surface.

When considering such models, where cracks

are actually nucleated, it is the implicit assumption that
there is some stress amplitude below which plastic strain is
negligible.

It is to be concluded, therefore, that an intrinsic

fatigue strength limit exists in all materials below which
futigue can never occur.
Fig. R.5 shows the strain/cycle curve becoming horizontal
at6~/2, corresponding to a fatigue limit stress

Feltner and Morrow
of this

limit~

166

at= 6.

fi..E/2.

have given evidence for the existence

which is termed a microyield stress.

schematically shows their results:

Fig. R.19

at some small inelastic

strain (say 10-5 ) the anelastic strain, which is non-damaging,
is equal to the plastic strain.

The stress amplitude

~l

corresponding to this magnitude of inelastic strain has been
found to be nearly identical to the fatigue strength limit:
that is, fatigue will not occur at applied stress amplitudes
less thana.(, the microyield stress.

This concept of an

intrinsic fatigue strength limit for all materials is contrary
to some beliefs and long life tests are required to establish
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Variation of inelastic cyclic strain with stress
amplitude(after Feltner and Morrow

the facts:

166
)

some metals, such as aluminium alloys may not

show a transition 'lmee', establishing the existe.nce of OC:
until liv.es in excess of 109 cycles have been endured.
Data for low carbon steels fatigued above and below
the fatigue limit, shows essentially the same slip band
structure, although lower stresses produce less slip 24 , 167
The mechanism producing the fatigue limit is not generally
therefore that of preventing the formation of slip bands
or the elimination of shallow cracks from the root of PSB's.
On the other hand Helgeland

168

and Roberts 169 have both shown

that, in the ideal case of the single copper crystal, there
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is a stress of about 30 MN/rr? below which persistent nlipbands
(1'S13's) will not form; and l"cltner eL al,UU,l'{O
stress as equivalent to the rnicroyield atress

see

thin
The reason

why PSB's form still remains to be clarified.
88

Feltner

has described what is generally accepted as

the process of PSB formation.

During initial rapid hardenine

of crystals under fatigue a dense dislocation debris, much
of it in the form of dislocation dipo1e& forms uniformly over
the material

170 •
'
opera t lve

that is a debris-hardening mechanism is
PSB's are formed as the debris structure becomes

locally unstable, so that local stresses become large enough
to cause local scftening.

Cyclic plastic deformation is then

confined to reversible PSB's not only on the surface, but also
, th e ln
' t erlor
'
172, 173 •
ln

Catastrophic localized deeeneration

of the previously uniform dislocation structure occurs, during
this cyclic strain-softening process, where plastic strain is
concentrated.

This highly localized plasticity originates at

the surface and propagates into the material along adjacent
primary glide planes, producing a dislocation cell structure
containing twist boundaries.
Slip band growth has been studied by Avery et al 174
and an average rate of approximately 160 dislocations per cycle
emerged on the planes with the highest resolved shear stress 42 , 174
it was also established that slip bands develop in "bursts"
of slip which were not uniformly resolved in each cycle.
Watt et al 175 also confirmed this mode of slip band growth
in bursts, by recording intervals of zero development on
copper.

He polished off 55)(m from the surface of saturation-

hardened material, which then showed an incubation period during
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cycling before Slip bands reappeared at t?e surface.
It was shown

176

also that crack initiation in copper

single crystals may be postponed sienificantly by orienting
so that the slip vector on the primary glide plane was parallel
to the surface of a bending specimen:

the development of

PSB's by displacements on the secondary glide systems took
considerably longer.

Avery and Backofen

177

,Grosskreutz

178

,

Laird and Duquette 179, as well as L.ukaa and Klesni1 180 , have
historically reviewed the various mechanisms advanced for
fatigue crack nucleation via dislocation mechanisms of slip
band formation.
Electron microscopy has been used to show that, after
the initial fatigue hardening process has levelled off, the
dislocation structure in the material consists of tightly
packed, slightly wavy, elongated clusters of edge dislocation
·
1 172, 181, 182
d l.pO es
•

Crystals containing PSB's have been

clearly shown to have a tw.o phase disloca hon structure:
material in PSB's consists of a 'ladder' or 'wall' structure
of primary dislocation dipoles, whereas the matrix material
(not in a PSB) consists of a more loosely organised structure
of dipoles.

Fig. R.20 schematically shows the PSB ladder

spacing 'd' as well as the intrusions and extrusions developing
on the surface within a PSB.

The state of the crystal surface

here once established would have little influence on the slip
processes within the slip band.

PSB's have also been observed

as having a highly regular hexagonal honeycomb structure of
dislocation cells, extending to only approximately
below the surface 181 :

200~m

the C axis has been identified as
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Tensile
Axis

~re

R.20

showing schematic dislocation

dipo~s,

intrusion

and extrusion development on a PSB

always normal to the plane of the slip band 172 •

Kuhlmann-

Wilsdorf and Nine 183 have suggested how cyclically shakendown,
quasi~~quilibrium,

dislocation structures could form inside

PSB's.
A very recent review of fatigue by Laird 171 concludes
that work has been done on most f.c.c. metals and alloys to
show that a true fatigue limit exists in each case, and that
the fatigue limit is associated with the formation of PSB's.
If the stress is not high enough to form PSB's, then no fracture
will occur.

This behaviour for f.c.c. metals and alloys is

not, however, generally found for other metal structures.
Mild steels (as already discussed) together with iron, have
a fatigue limit well above the stress required to fo.rm PSB's.
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Why is the behaviour so different from Lc.c. meLals?

When

viewed by optical microscopy i t in reported that P3B's in
iron and copper appear quite similar, yet the dislocation
behaviour of the two metals is very different:

the difference

being not just that due to the interstitial solutes, although
these are known to be valuable in raising the fatigue limit

88

, 171

As discussed in Section 2.5.3, very little is known about the
fatigue behaviour of h.c.p. structures:

twinning and grain

boundary cracking complicates crack nucleation mechanisms

1811

'

185

although it has been established that fatigQe life is still
governed by cracks that originate at the surface

186

Similar

8 185
.
complications arise in rhombohedral metals '
where crack1ng
at deformation induced twin boundaries and along cleavage
planes may occur during fatigue.
Roberts 169 'has shown that fo!' copper, as the strain
amplitude is increased, the entire metal surface becomes
covered with PSB's.

This observation is thought, by

Lair~

' d'1ca t e a t en deney t oward
et a1 101 , to 1n
s '1n t ergranu l
ar '1n1. t'1a t'10n
of cracks in polycrystals at high amplitude cyclic strains,
rather than the transgranular initiation usually found at
' s tra1ns.
'
more mo dera t e eyc l 1C

EV1'd ence eX1S
. t s 187 t 0 s h ow

that in the single-phase materials, alloying with substitutional
atoms to achieve a more planar slip mode character produces
a more homogeneous slip distribution, as well as a greater
tendency to reversible strain hardening.

It was noted in

Section 2.5.2 - 2.5.4, that both reversibility and homogeneity
of slip play important roles in crack initiation, with the
worst combination being heterogeneous, non-reversible slip.
The severity of the notch-peak surface topography is enhanced
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by this combination so that cracks may be sooner nucleated.
Steel specimens havinG transverse holes show the first
appearance of PSB's at lower stresses than for plain specimens
owing to the stress concentration

24

•

It has also been

established that, on account of the cold working effect durinlj
drilling of holes, the crystallites adjacent to the edge of
the hole are strengthened so that slip does not start
immediately at the hole edge, but at a distance of about
f rom 1°t24 •

70~

During fatigue the slip lines then propagate

towards the hole.

The same phenomena of PSB formation and

propagation is observed in notched and unnotched specimens.
The first traces of slip have been observed after only 0.05
to 0.3% of the total life cycles, being faster in time with
lncreaslng cyc 1 1C s t ress 1 eve 124 •
0

o

0

Initiation of PSB's is

highly dependent on the shear strain, and cracks always start
on the slip planes with the highest resolved shear stress 42 •
With few exceptions, fatigue crack nucleation is confirmed
23 88
by experiment as a purely surface phenomenon"

170

The

mechanism of crack nucleation and the mechanism whereby PSB's
are formed are clearly related, and in the particular case of
f.c.c. metals and alloys a common mechanism may be shared
which is responsible for the fatigue limit.

A practical

difficulty exists in observation of the crack nucleation process.
How quickly do cracks form from the increasingly complicated
surface structure of PSB's, as the fatigue cycles are
accumulated?
McClintock

188

has shown that a Bauschinger effect,

which is an integral part of plastic deformation regardless
of molecular mechanism, is required for concentration of
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revers.i ble cyclic plaG tic ueforma t.ion insiuc P!313' G.

!3.ince

dislocations terminating at a clean metal surface will move
under a lower stress than those internal dislocations that are
anchored at both ends
results.

26 ,preferential surface deformation

Residual stress formation at the surface is thus

likely, which in turn may result in a substantial Bauschinger
effect.

This effect and..an effective recovery process seem to be

the only. two vital ingredients.for the developments of PSB's.
Argon

189

, when reviewing surface effects on fatib~e

crack initiation, points out that the production of PSB's
is not enough for the nucleation of cracks:

a mechanism

is also required for the production of damage or degradation
of slip band cohesion.

Without such a damage mechanism, only

intrusions could possibly lead to continous crack production
due to notching.

Since the established facts show that

98 172
intrusions are sometimes completely absent'
,and also
that crack nucleation commonly occurs at the extrusion
23 24 189
boundaries'
,
,a damage

.

mechan~sm

must be present.

Argon 189 sees a clue to the required mechanism of fatigue
damage in high temperature fatigue, where diffusion and plastic
deformation result i~ a continuous decrease in density190.
The resultant porosity is seen to be preferentially concentrated
inside PSB's to form cracks, as vacancies condense on
dislocation structures.

At temperatures below the diffusion

range 'where visible porOSity is not found in PSB's, submicroscopic porosity could still exist.

The existence of the

extrusion itself is seen as proof of porosity, and the result
of swelling in the PSB's by vacancy production191-193.

This

mechanism is general and would of course also apply to glassy
polymers as well as crystalline solids.
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Intrusions would

negate this damaging process, but could be explained by the
brittle subsurface fracture of isolated extrusions.

Experimental

work 194 , 195 has firmly established the presence of
subsurface pores in PSB's.

The pores observed are always

surface connected and, for low amplitude fatigue stressing
6
and at cycles >-10 , a series of tubular holes is found extending
in the deepening PSB's perpendicular to an irregular embryonic
crack front 195 •

Recent observations

196

that dipoles in the

cyclically hardened material are largely of vacancy type,
is seen by Brown 197 to suggest that PSB's are accompanied
by macroscopic internal stresses which can strongly influence
crack nucleation and growth.

The vacancy production mechanism

would therefore appear to be not only possible, but also most
pro'bable of the major mechanisms advanced for fatigue crack
nucleation.
A further recent development in the understanding of
crack nucleation mechanisms has been introduced by Freudenthal

198

He suggests that there are in fact two major fatigue mechanisms:
one referred to as 'plastic fatigue', and the other as 'elastic
fatigue'.

'Plastic fatigue' refers to all the work discussed

so far where materials scientists have concentrated on annealed
metals with simple crystal structures.
little or no

Such materials have

initial elastic range so that fatigue here is

caused by stress cycles that continually impose cyclic strain
of the kind occuring when yield is exceeded.

A mechanism

of 'plastic fatigue' has therefore been evolved which assumes
that the behaviour of more complicated structures, resulting
from alloying or cold work for example, is still one basically
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•

of the 'plastic fatigue' of 'weak' points.
is sugGested by WOOd

199

'Plastic fatigue'

to be a special caGe meehllnl.Grn which

will not apply to metals generally.

Load bearing structures

require strong metals with extensive elastic ranges, and they
are meant for use primarily under stresses confined to this
range.

These materials are nevertheless just as susceptible

to fatigue as the simpler plastic metals, yet they do not
produce the massve post-yield strain, when cycled well within
the elastic range.
An alternative mechanism described as 'elastic fatigue'

has been proposed to account for materials such as titanium,
where a fatigue failure at amplitudes considerably less than
half its elastic range occurs without any sign of slip.
'Elastic fatigue' results in a

t~ansgranular

shear microcrack

suddenly nucleating in an otherwise flat and featureless
surrounding; no visible slip disturbances occur during this
sub-yield strain fatigue.

Quite literally, on the face

o~

it,

'elastic fatigue' appears to have little in common with
'plastic fatigue'.

There is a grey area for some metal alloys,

where it seems arguable whether 'elastic fatiGUo' may still
be 'plastic fatigue' arising in occasional weal, localities
within the structure.

Steel and McEvily200, however, provide

experimental evidence, from a Ti-6Al-4V alloy to indicate
fatigue failure by a distinctive mechanism characterized by
a slipless and apparently brittle mode of crack initiation:
such materials have been termed pseudo-elastic 198 •
concluded

200

It was

that crack initiation in this pseudo-elastic

metal alloy was the result of internal stress-intensification
in the high cycle range, rather than the surface PSB formation
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responsible in 'plastic' material; the restricted ability to
cross slip in this

alloy~s

considered responsible for a

strongly path dependent dislocation content and behaviour
under given cyclic conditions; a process of cyclic softening,
a pronounced Bauschinger effect, and a high rate of cyclic
hardening in a given hysteresis loop was observed, which was
considered also to be importantly involved in the crack
nucleation process of this alloy.
Shaw

201

Benson, Grosskreutz and

also worked on Ti-6Al-4V and found crack initiation

in h.c.p. dl-grains by a slip-band mechanism at stress
amplitudes above the fatigue limit

but, under cyclic stresses

near the fatigue limit,fatigue cracks initiated at the interface between h.c.p.dl and b.c.c. p-grains without detectable
slip.

It therefore seems that the distinction between 'plastic'

and 'pseudo-elastic' materials can be made only in low-stress,
high-cycle fatigue.

2.7.3

The Mechanical

Aspect~

of Fatigue Crack Growth

Fatigue crack growth laws were discussed in Section 2.4.2
In this section an attempt will be made to answer the question
why a crack of a given length should grow under a cyclic
stress whose magnitude is far less than that required in
static tension to propagate the crack?

Fig. R.21 helps in

placing a scale to various views of fracture.

Crack growth

rates of practical interest range from the threshold up to
about 10- 3mm per cycle.

On purely physical grounds a crack

cannot grow less than about 4 x 10-7mm per cycle since this
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Schematic Illustrations of Fracture when
viewed at Different Scales (After Pook47 )

is the order of one lattice spacing.
of say 10

-1

On a macroscopic scale,

mm, a metal can usually be regarded as a homogeneous

continuum •
. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the process of fatigue
crack growth has been defined by Forsyth38 , 39, as illustrated
in Fig. R.22.

Stage I cracks grow from slip ccnerated nuclei
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t-

alone plm ")s of maximum sJwur cire:.)::; un ill u certain cri LIeul
depth is reached.

StaGe 1 cryntnllo/jruphie growth, or

microcracking along slip places, is then replaced by stage II
crack growth alone planes perpendicular to the maximum tensile
stress; that is, noncrY3talloera phic Growth.

~

Wood Hi ';, 19'1

STAGE II (NonCrystallographic)

~~--~~--~--

STAGE I (Crystallographic)

Figure R.22

Schematic Diagram showing the different stages

38
of crack growth as defined by Forsyth

has also distinguished between high-strain, low-cycle fatigue,
and low-strain, high-cycle fatigue, on the basis of the slope
of the S/Ncurve as well as the type of damage produced by
various load levels.

He showed a transition in behaviour

at approximatley 10 5 cycles, and a high-strain fatigue has
been regarded ever since as a quite distinct mechanism from
that responsible for fatigue at low strain.
Ryder

202

Plumbridge and

, examining the metallographic evidence, however,

see no justification for the
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s~paration

of high and low cycle

fatigue:

they conclude that there is adequate evidence

to show that both high and low cycle fatigue results in the
production of cracks growing in stage I and stage II modes.
The only reason for differentiating between high and low
cycle fatigue, in an inert environment, would be that of
distinguishing between the relative proportions of fatigue
life spent in the initiation, stage I, and stage II crack
growth modes.

High-strain cycling in many materials results

-in large proportions of the total cycles to failure being
spent in extending stage II cracks

203

•

Crack propagation from notched structural members will,
depending on the severity of the notch and specimen Geometry,
be

essenti~lly

stage II propagation in most cases.

Owing

to the major engineerine interest in large strong structures
containing inherent flaws, and the comparative simplicity
of observation, stage II crack growth has been extensively
"
"
" d 43 - 51 uS1ng
s t u d 1e
pre-crac ke d spec1mens:

viewed in the

light of linear elastic fracture mechanics, great progress
has been made.

A mechanism of stage II growth, involving

a repeated plastic blunting process at the crack tip, appears
to be widely accepted.

Fig. R.23 is a model by Laird

204

,

as presented by Grosskreutz 178 , which is strictly applicable
only to ductile materials under moderate to large fatigue
load amplitudes.

During the tensile part of the load cycle,

large plastic strains at the crack tip cause localized slip
on the planes of maximum shear.

At maximum stress, yielding

occurs to the extent of the plastic zone, r .
p

Reversal of the

strain forces the crack faces together, but the new surface
created during tension is not completely rehealed by reversal
slip.

The slip during the compression occurs mostly on new
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planes so that the crack I.ip take::.; on a folued appearance
with "ears".

After completion of the compressive half cycle,

the crack tip is re-sharpened and the sequence can begin all
over again.

Laird

204

based this model on a synthesis of many

&

&
£9
Figure R.23

Fatigue crack growth by the plastic blunting
mechanism (model by Laird

204

).

Drawings at left

indicate points on the cyclic hysteresis loop for
which the crack-tip geometry obtains.

r

is the

p

plastic zone size measured along planes of
maximum shear (after GroSskreutz

178

)

photographs of cross sections taken through the crack tip
of pure aluminium at various positions of load cycle.
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This

repetitive process accounts for the regular pattern of growth
striations and, since there is a lack

o~

dependence on any

specific dislocation mechanisms, the model is capable of
generalization.

67 188
Other mechanisms"

193, 205

have been

advanced but are essentially also plastic blunting mechanisms,
with specification of the Slip processes involv.ed.

In the

case of a truly brittle cleavage crack, Tysm and Alfred

206

have reviewed crack propagation models on the atomic scale and
suggest that, since this is only possible in a crystal if the
stress required to rupture atomic bonds at the crack tip is
reached before the shear strength of the latticeis exceeded
the tensile stress at the tip of a brittle crack must be of the
same magnitude as the theoretical tensile strength of the
material.

Continuum mechanics may be used, albeit with some

difficulty and great care, in some cases.

However, for reasons

now to be discussed, fallacious estimates of fatigue life
often result from the indiscriminatt use such methods.
Sufficient elastic energy must be released during stage II
crack growth to provide the energy required to create new
surfaces, and amy plastic zones which accompany the creation
of those new surfaces.

Stage II crack growth occurs because

of the resharpening of the crack tip with each cycle and not
as a consequence of any progressive structural damage.

However,

as reviewed in Section 2.5.1 - 2.5.5, 'he microstructural
variables have some effect on the blunting mechanism, so that
crack growth rates can be different at the samecyclic stress
amplitude in materials of different structure.

A crack will

remain dormant, in an inert environment, if the increment of
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local growth during any uLl'e:.3G cycle

j:J

Ie:.;:.; Lhunonc nLom.lc

lattice spacing, so that now surfaces cannot be created, or if
some mechanism is operative which prevents resharpening of
the crack tip.
Experimental evidence, during the examination of stage II
cracks, shows that the material immediately adjacent to and
ahead of a crack contains the dislocation morphology characteristic of high strain fatigue cycling of bulk specimens 207 , 208
If this is indeed so, then the cyclic stress-strain curve
determined for bulk material should be applicable to the plastic
zone.

Additional, more recent, evidence, however, suggests

that another zone within 1 to 2/Um of the crack tip may be
far more

.

~mportant

178

'

209

•

Material in this inner zone

may deform in ways not observed in normal bulk deformation.
It has been observed, for example, that very dense dislocation
clusters are present just below the fracture surface of a highstrength aluminium alloy, yet if as little as a?proximately
· remove d f rom th e sur f ace the clusters are not found
5 ~m ~s

209

Observations near the fracture surface of pure aluminium and
copper have also shown extremely dense dislocation structures,
together with highly misorientated subgrains much smaller in
size than ever observed <in bulk deformation 208 , 210, 211.
Grosskreutz

178

sees such evidence pointing ·to the existence

of enormous plastic strains in the region immediately ahead
of a crack, the magnitude of which is never approached in
bulk samples, even at ductile neckine.
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Since the mechanical

•

properLies of such highly

:J

Lraineu. rna tor ial lirc qui LrJ unknown,

the indiscriminatt. use of bulk material continuum mechaniea
in treating crack-tip material deformation is hardly justified.
It is still not certain also exactly how fatigue striations
are formed.

Wanhil1

212

considers that they are created only

as the stress is increased from its minimum value in each
loading part of the cycle.
the opposite view.

Laird, on the other hand, takes

He concludes in a recent review discussed

by McEvily12 5 that striations are created during the unloading
portion of each cycle.

The latter view is supp0rted by

experimental evidence from the fatigue striations created during
the unloading portion of each cycle for PVC.

For this material

it was observed that striations were the result of a depression
formed as the localized region behind the tip was compressed.
A corresponding lateral expansion of material at the crack

tip could also be seen during unloading.

Lynch

213

sees the

formation of striations on fatigue-fracture surfaces as
evidence of a two-part process.

Compressive deformation,

during unloading brings the opposite crack faces closer together
and deforms the fracture surface immediately behind the crack
tip.

The next tensile half cycle reopens

produces another increment of growth.

the crack and

This model for striation

formation accounts for the smooth appearance of the first part
of a striation and the coarse slip step on the second part of
a striation 204 , 214:

it also accounts for the deformation

bands beneath the fracture surface

215

•

The influence of

symmetry and the number of slip systems operating at the crack
tip on the appearance of the striations, which have been noted 21~
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would also be expected from such a model.
Two types of striation are commonly found and are capable
of resolution at crack growth rates of the order of 10-5 mm
217
per cycle. •

Forsyth 109 defines 'ductile striations' as

characteristic of a normal 'soft' material fatigue fracture.
Enough plastic deformation occurs at the root of a crack in
this case during each stress cycle to produce a series of parallel
step lines, perpendicular to the direction of crack progress.
Crack progress and striations in this case are often strongly
grain orientated.

'Brittle striations', on the other hand

are characteristic of a 'hard' material fatigue fracture,
where less plastic deformation occurs at the root of the crack
per cycle so that growth is more brittle:

the characteristics

of cleavage develop and a series of circumferential step lines
appear representing the advancing crack front, together with
'river' markings radiating from a narrow crack origin.
Electron fractography has been used extensively218 to analyse
the fracture surface topOgraphy of most engineering materials,
and while these two basic striation types are often identified,
striations not clearly identified as belonging to either
group, or the complete absence of any striations, is also a
common occura.nce.

It is not at all clear whether the models

so far proposed for striation formation do indeed always
operate, being subjected only to growth rate modification
according to material properties.
Tomkins 219 has studied factors which might modify
the crack tip material in the fatigue of high strength metals,
and so affect the basic mechanism of stage II growth in these
materials.

He noted that at the lower applied strain level,

high strength metals had improved fatigue properties; that is
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decreased crack growth rates and increased endurance, consistent
with their decreased plastic strain ranGe for a
stress range.

~iven

applied

At high applied strain ranges, however, he

noted that endurance is drastically reduced and that the
simple power law relation of the Coffin-Manson fonn(approximating
to the 'plastic' line of Fig. R.5, Section 2.4.1) is not
operative for the strong metals.

The intervention of 'fast'

fracture at the highest plastic strain levels could easily
account for this behaviour.

However, the most dramatic

difference in the behaviour of strong metals occurred at the
lower plastic strain levels.

Tomkins

220

showed that the

stage II mechanism operates but that secondary fracture.
features are also present in electron fractography studies
of high strength steels.

Secondary fracture evidence was

also found on the fracture surfaces of aluminium alloys tested
221
in high strain fatigue by Erhardt and Grant
• Microcracking
occurs within the flow bands formed at the crack tip.

Fig. R.24

schematically shows how the 'stage II model, based on the
Tomkins shear decohesion mechanism

205

variant of the general

Laird 204 model (Fig. R.23) of plastic blunting, is modified for
strong metals.
The effect of microcracking on the amount of crack
growth per cycle is that of inhibition of the lateral development
of the flow bands.

The overall crack tip displacement here

is similar to the ductile case but a smaller proportion of
it is accommodated by increase in flow band width and the shear
decohesion is higher than for the ductile model.

Tomkins

reports 219 that this secondary cracking is seldom observed
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~tY

2

t
microcracking

11:;-1
2

Figure R.24

Modified model for stage II crack growth analysis
for high strength metals (After TOmkins219)

in the regions of stage I fracture so that the ductile model
of stage II crack growth, which is also thought to apply to
ductile materials during stage I growth, should hold for high
strength metals during the early stages of growth:

this is

borne-out at low strain levels, where most of the life is
spent in stage I crack growth.
It seems generally agreed 204 ' 213 , 222 that the essential
difference between Forsyth's stage I growth, at 45° to the
metal surface, and stage II growth is that only one shear
plane is operative at the crack tip during stage I, whereas
both planes operate in stage II.

This is strongly supported

by direct observations of the dislocation structures at stage I
and stage II crack tips in copper single crystals by Klesnil
et a1 211 , 223
Stage II cracks have also been observed, at
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low stress intensities, to revert to stage I crack growth 39 •

.

Stage I cracking in f.c.c. metals has been usually found
along (Ill) plan~s, which is in accord with a shear mode of
failure

224

and therefore supports the idea of a single stage I

and stage II mechanism.
in a few cases

225-227

Furthermore, it has been reported

, that growth striations have been

observed in stage I growth.

These stage I growth striations

were similar to the stage II markings but tended to be somewhat
finer.

The rate of growth in stage I is, as discussed in

Section 2.4.2, likely to be too small for observation by
conventional techniques.

Fractographic examination of stage I

fracture surfaces is also difficult, since these areas are
small and it is hard to replicate the very fine features, if
any, likely to be present.
Luther and Williams

228

conclude that, when considering

the mechanism of fatigue in an inert environment, the material
may be considered as a testpiece, composite with a relatively
weak surface layer.

This model of fatigue was concerned

principally with the attainment of a condition of plastic
instability.

When the weak surface layers becomes plastically

unstable, stage I cracks will form, and only when the crack
tip attains a condition

of plastic collapse will stage I

growth change to that of stage II.

2.7.4

The Conjoint Aspects of Corrosion Fatigue Crack Initiation
The environment and surface oxide present on a metal

surface both exert a large effect on the formation of PSB's
and the nucleation of fatigue cracks therein.
was generally discussed in Section 2.6.1.
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This fact

It is hoped here to

review some of the proposnd mechanisms responsible for the
shortening of fatigue life relative to that obtained in a
vacuum.

During the fatigue of a metal the mechanical model,

whereby PSB's are generated, has the inherent possibility
of producing newly produced dip steps or fracture surfaces
free of absorbed gas, which can therefore be crack rewelded
on reversal of the load.

The higher fatigue life generally

found in a vacuum is usually ascribed to 'clean' slip steps
permitting slip reversal

229

•

The rupture of an oxide film

by an emergent slip step, on the other hand, has long been
advanced 230 , 231 as a mechanism for the earlier nucleation
of a fatigue crack.

o
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produced by Smith and Staohle

232

in behaviour of a metal with a

, illustrates the difference

protecti~e

film while the

slip step process is occuring under a protective gaseous
environment (e.g. air) and an active aqueous environment.
Freshly exposed surfaces are reprotected almost immediately
in air while metal ions, soluble in the aqueous environment,
dissolve until a new film reforms.

From the available data

Laird and Duquette 179 concluded that for gaseous environments
there is little, if any effect of environment on the initiation
of cracks and that the major effect is in the propagation
of cracks during fatigue.

In strict contrast, aqueous environ-

ments were seen to playa significant role in the fatigue
crack initiation process.
The existence of oxide films or other surface molecular
layers, during aqueous corrosion fatigue, will control the
movement of dislocations whose ends terminate at a metal
surface.

Andrade 233 has found that surface films, even when

very thin, have a very marked strengthening effect on the
mechanical properties of single metal crystals.

He also

showed that dislocation movements at the surface may carry
atoms of the ·surface contaminant into the metal.

The mechanism

of film rupture is only operative provided, obviously, that
the film actually rLlptures, and also where the rate of film
repair is not too high.
. 230
by Laute
for steels.

Originally this mechanism was proposed
He found that lower test frequencies

sometimes gave longer lives owing to an almost continuous film
repair.

This mechanism has since been supported by Simnad and

Evans 33 and Ryabchenkov 231 for ~eutral solutions but,. not,
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however, for acid solutions where oxide films are soluble.
Duquette

and Uhlig136 experimented with NaCl . solutions at

pH 12 where steels showed passivity.

The fatigue limit in

the presence of this absorbed OH- surface film was not
affected and it was therefore concluded that even where films
are present, the stresses generated in high cycle fatigue
is not sufficient to rupture the film.

Alternatively it

was suggested here that, the generation of PSB's occurs at
low enough rates that film repair takes place more rapidly
than does significant corrosion damage due to 'the corrosion
couple between freshly emerging metal and the film.
Preferential dissolution mechanisms have been used by
Evans 234 to explain early crack initiation in corrosion fatigue.
This mechanism involves the deformed areas of a metal, such
as regions of intense slip, becoming more anodic than the
undeformed areas.

Pelloux et a1 235 have recently reviewed

and stressed the importance of PSB's for crack nucleation.
Dissolution of the oxide layer has been shown to enhance
PSB formation in some cases.

Thus a film rupture mechanism

could sometimes be a later development of a preferential
dissolution mechanism.

Parkins 236 has suggested recently

also, that anodic dissolution may sometimes remove the initially
fatigue damaged surface layer before cracking is initiated.
It was further suggested that this process would sometimes
continue until the dissolution itself, by producing a fissure,
initiates cracking or until the activity decays to the point
where an alternative mechanical initiation becomes possible.
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Parkins found good agreement, in exporiemenis

236

with mild

steel immersed in a carbonate-bicarbonate solution held at
2
-750 mV (SCE), for the time "t" to form a crack of 10- mm
depth when crack nucleation is controlled by dissolution
from:
=

2
10- 7.I'fO
i M

=

anodic current density

Z

-

valency of the nolvnLed lon,

F

=

Faraday's constant

t
whoro i

and

(vi)

to -

density of the metal

M =

molecular mass of the metal

At - 750 mV this system was at its most electrochemically
active state:

at -1400 mV dissolution was negligible, and

at -650 and -500 mV filming of the surface rapidly followed
initial dissolution, so that crack initiation times were
much faster when not under dissolution control.
Deformation prior to fatigue has been found to have no
.
. 237, 2")8
appreclable
effect on crack nuc 1 ea t lon
"

so tha t the

mechanism of preferential dissolution of PSB's, resulting
in premature crack initiation, is a dynamic one.

Lihl239

and Glikman and Suprun 237 suggest that the cyclic deformation
of metal alloys induces slip band precipitation of impurities
which then increa::::e electrochem:i cal reacti vi ty.

Some

dynamically induced electrochemical heierocenolty mechanism
is thus seen as responsible for accelerated crack nucleation.
Changes in potential, in the active direction, have frequently
been recorded durine the early stages of corrosion fatigue.
108,

H~,

145,

Spahn

162

saw those potential chances

as the result of localized corrosion occurring at the anodic
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PSB's, and thus lends support for the mechanism of preferential
dissolution.

Duquette and Uhlig 136 , as discussed in Section

2.6.4, potentiostatically applied cathodic potcntials to

,

low carbon steels under hiGh cycle fatieue in various solutions.
They concluded that a higher general corrosion rate does
not occur in cyclically stressed atccls and that polarization,
as envisaged by Evans and Simnad 33 , does not occur in this
case.

t d corros1on
.
· an d S'1nyavok'11. 240.1nveo t·19ae
Ve d en k 1n

fatieue behaviour of steels under cathodic polarization in
neutral and alkaline solutions.

They concluded that the

action of protective currents was that of changing the pH
locally at the metal surface sufficient to generate a
passive film and that the observed change in potential of a
stressed area is a consequence rather than a cause of cracks.
A galvanic couple produced by stressed - unstressed metal
was not favoured as a mechanism on this evidence in situations
where protective currents are applied.

The presence of

passive .films considerably complicates the process of corrosion
fatigue.
One of the earliest

proposed mechanisms for crack

nucleation in fatigue under aqueous environments was that
o f p1. tt·lng241 •

As discussed in Section 2.6.2, reduced fatigue

lives are usually obtained in aggressive environments where
pi to are formed.

Mechanically, the ohape of thc pi to formed

is all important, however, corrosion induced pits tend to be
hemispherical in section so that stress concentrations are
not large

13

•

Elongated pits have sometimes been found in

failures but generally they are now regarded as the result
and not the cause of corrosion fatieuc cracking.

That is,

after nucleation and growth, cracks arc broadened by corrosion
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108

•

Pitting, although conceivably a mechanism of fatigue in
some environments, cannot be a general mechanism since
corrosion fatigue of metals occurs in environments where
pitting is known not to occur

33, 136

Rollins et al

160

,

working with high carbon steels, showed that initial growth
of pits was controlled by a corrosion process independent of
cyclic frequency.

The geometry of a pit altered from the

corrosion induced hemispherical section, to that of an
elongated pit, as a crack commenced to develop after some
critical pit size was attained.

The critical pit size

depended on the stress level, suggesting that size necessary
to produce local yielding at the base of the pit by reaching
a critical stress concentration.

Fig. R.26 shows that a

Preferential
dissolution
here

Tension

Compression

Figure R.26

schematic development of a crack at the
base of a pit

crack may be nucleated by the mechanism of preferential
dissolution of an emergent slip step at the base of a hemispherical pit.

Since there will be little change in the stress

concentration factor at the base of a pit so long as it
remains hemispherical in section during growth, in fact since
the radius is increasing there is a tendency for reduced
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stress concentration with growth, this reason for crack
nucleation is unlikely.

What seems more probable, is that

having reached a certain critical size, a pit ceases to
grow so that a crack can then be initiated at its base by
another mechanism, such as preferential dissolution of an
emergent slip step, in the same way as from the surface of a
material without pitting.

Cracks initiate at pits simply

because they are, by geometry and past history, the more
active anodic sites.

It in far Ie os likely that PSB's, for

example, will penetrate the cathodic surface film away from
a pit.

However, failure of a passive steel, for example,

involves metal consumption by repassivation of slip steps
rather than dissolution, and pitting may be more important
here where a passive layer is destroyed by chloride ions.
Another mechanism for corrosion fatigue, first advanced
by Rebinder 243 , is the concept of a reduction of surface
energy of a solid following the adsorption of a liquid.
This Rebinder mechanism has been held by his co-workers as
·
a genera 1 mec han~sm
Karpenko

246

0f

.

corros~on

fat;gue
for many years 244 , 245
~

later modified the Rebinder effect and proposed

separate mechanisms for crack initiation and propagation:
nucleation was still thought to be strongly influenced by
absorbates, but propagation was thought to be more the result
of an electrochemical process within the cracks.

Karpenko

245

based his ideas for a crack initiation mechanism on the results
of tests using mild steel in distilled water with and without
1% addition of saponine, a surface active agent.

Many cracks

rapidly appeared on the steel surface in the treated water
and yet in the untreated distilled water they were absent.
This observation, together with the results of fatigue
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teats in air compured w.ilh dlcLilled wuLc)r', convinced h.irn
of the importance of surface wettinG.

Later work by Karpcnko 246

explained the beneficial effect of surface compressive
stresses as a suppression of the adsorption factor and thus
supported the Rebinder effect for an initiation mechanism.
However, even for nucleation, Rebinders ideas are not entirely
acceptable as a mechanism.

Andrade

233

, as discussed above,

has demonstrated the importance of thin oxide films in
strengthening single crystals.

He interpreted the Rebinder

effect as the action of surface active reagents penetrating
between the oxide film and the metal, which thus destroyed
the otherwise strengthening action of the oxide.
As discussed in Section 2.6.4, Uhlii 49 , 123 has established
a critical corrosion rate, below which a fatigue limit may
be established.

A certain small corrosion rate must therefore

be maintained to nucleate a fatigue crack.

For steels this

rate was approximatew 2~A/cm2 which is equivalent to an
overall corrosion rate of only 1 x 10-4 atom layers per
stress cycle:

obviously this rate cannot be responsible for

corrosion fatigue initiation since cracks clearly develop
at

rates only slightly higher than this.

Selective corrosion

of specific sites may, however, manage to remove small amounts
of anodic material.

~yle

et al

247

suggest

that in order

to remove one atomic layer from a step face during each stress
cycle, a local dissolution rate of

ap~roximately

sixty atoms

per surface site per second is the minimum rate at which
dissolution mechanisms could be expected to produce cracks.
In practice therefore, since only very local areas of metal
surface are subjected

to

cyclic slip, the effects on total
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dissolution behaviour are extremely small and it is local
dissolution only which may play an important role.
al

248

Patel et

have recently investiGated tho cyclic-plastic strain

enhanced dissolution behaviour of metals, under conditions
where they are immune and susceptible to corrosion fatigue
failure.

Under potentiootutic control, transIent dissolution

currents were observed at each strain reversal.

These

currents increased progressively with each strain cycle,
where crack initiation was known to occur in practice.

They

also decrease progressively with continued cycling where
the metal was subjected to conditions under which it was
known to be immune from corrosion fatigue.

Since no exceptions

to this rule were found it was concluded that strain-enhanceddissolution is an operative mechanimn of corrosiqn fatieue
crack initiation.
Spahn 142 reviewing a mechanism of corrosion fatigue
in the case of passive steels, points out that failure occurs
in the fully passive state if only the pH is low enough.
He sees the minimum current denSity necessary for passivation
as a prominent factor.

This is supported by the fact that

sleels ar-c more scnsitive to corroDion fatiL,'llc failure, in
the passive state, the higher the current density for repassivation.

Followine the penetration of the passive layer

by a slip step the local area is repansivated and, during
this process, metal is dissolved.

Both from a mechanical

pOint of view and from electrochemical considerations, this
'weak-passive-filmed-notched' area is activated again and
again so that a crack is eventually nucleated.

Strong

localization of corrosion in the passive state is observed and,
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as opposed to corrosion fatir,uc in the activo otate, relatively
few cracks are nucleated and lead to fracture.
Yet another mechanism advanced for the nucleation of
fatigue cracks is that of hydrogen adsorption penetration
into the metal lattice and consequential embrittlement.
Under conci.i tIona of ;:ta1..i<:

:;Lr'o;1f~

J

L

ha;:

l()n{~

he]on known

that some metal alloys fail because of the entry of hydrogen
atoms into the lattice.

An outstanding feature of hydrogen

embrittlement is that it is only detectable at low strain
rates, so that if a similar process is to occur during
corrosion fatieue any mechanism proposed must be strain rate
critical.

Many mechanisms 249 , 250 for the static stress

hydrogen embrittlement have been advanced.Zapffe postulated
that

~aooous

hydrof,'en waG formed at discontinuities in steels,

and that hic-h pressures wor'e slowly built up which eventually
lea.d to cracking.

Cottrell considered a similar mechanism,

but that hydrogen atoms concentrated round dislocations and
travelled with them throuc-h the lattice during strain, discharging as gas at voids or inclusions.
see an equilibrium

betwee~

Troiano et a1

251

the hydrogen, considered harmless,

in voids or lattice defects and that found in the lattice.
Straining is considered to increase the capacity of the voids
in the region of which multi-axial stress concentrations
occur so that ombrittlement is caused by the hydrogen in the
lattice.

Cracks found in practice are mainly intergranular

and, as discussed in Section 2.6.4, hydroc-cn cracking is
induced by cathodic polarization, since this promotes the
production of hydrogen.
Karpcnko

252

experimented with
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0.31~

steel with cathodic

and anodic currents during corrosiQn fatigue:

he attributed

the reductio:1. in fatigue strength to hydrogen adsorption
at cathodic areas.

He also concluded that corroaion fatieue

could be the result of one of three mechanisms as illustrated
by Fig. R.27.

t
oJ

A

=

Adsorbate

Nf _____

Fieure R.27

Schematic diagram of Karpenko model of
corrosion fatigue as a function of applied
stress amplitude (Karpenko 252 )

At high stress amplitudes, hydrogen embrittlement of cathodic
areas dominates; at

moderate amplitudes, Karpenko's earlier

combined adsorption-electrochemical two-part mechanism due
to corrosion at anodic areas is operative; and at low
ampli tude:..: crack nucleation and grow th in eona] dered to be
mainly due to an electrochemical corrosion fatieue mechanism.
Holder 253 has recently investigated fatigue crack initiation
in cast steels with and without surface absorbed water.

His

results indicate that small amounts of water considerably
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reduce the life to initiation of a crack.

H'ydroeen waD

also shown to be liberated as a crack c9mmenced to grow.
Hydrogen embrittlement was proposed as the failure mechanism
and the first stage of such a mechanism has much in common
with the Rebinder effect.

Beachem

254

proposed a model for

hydrogen embrittlement in steel in which hydroeen aided
whatever deformation processes the matrix allowed.

Hydrogen

acts as a plasticizer in iron instead of an embrittler
according to this theory:

microvoid coalescence, quasi-

cleavage, or intergranular cracking are made easier because
hydrogen lowers the yield point stress of steel.
The effect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties
of titanium and its alloys has recently received considerable
attention.

Beck 255 has studied occluded hydrogen resulting

from the cathodic cha.rging of Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V and Ti-6Al-4V.
The resultant embrittlement of these alloys was a function
of the interstitial hydrogen content rather than the amount
of precipitated titanium hydride.

A hydride layer, which is

a hard and brittle phase, was also formed on the surface of
Ti-6Al-4V by cathodically charging at -850 mV

seE.

This

layer should serve as loci for crack initiation, however, the
presence of hydride did not impair the ductility of commercially
pure Ti255, 256.

Irving and Beever~57 found that the hydride/

Ti matrix boundary was the weakest point and is more likely
to be the site of crack nucleation.

A similar mechanism of

hydrogen embrittlement, to that proposed by Beachem254 , seems
to act also for titanium.

Hydrogen is required to mobilize

dislocations which pile up on hydride/Ti boundaries causing
a build up of stress and hence cause crack initiation.

In

the st.atic stress situation it is generally accepted that
it is difficult to initiate cracking in titanium in most
-115-

environments.

If therefore hydrogen embrittlement is a

mechanism of corrosion fatieue crack nucleation it must owe
much to the mechanical factors in the dynamic case.
Of fundamental importance, when considering any mechaniBm,
is the nature of slip itself.

Considered in Section 2.7.1

as a mechanical feature of the material considered, the details
of the slip process clearly affect the effective area of
clean material surface available for reaction.
after Payer and Staehle

151

Figure R.28,

, schematically compares the slip

step heights with the thickness of any protectlve film:
(a) shows coarse or discrete slip where the protective film
is easily broken and a relatively large amount of unprotected
material is exposed; (b)

shows fine or wavy nlip where far

lens unpro tee teu rna tcrial

j:::

eXlJOGed and in Gorne ea:::cs, where

the protective film is a thick one, no fresh material may be
exposed for reaction.
Protecti ve film

4

~l

(a)

l"it~re

ul tiple slip
planes
Fine slip

Coarse slip

H.2B

Comparison of slip step heir,hts with thickness
of protective films
step height, ~
(b)

(a) Coarse slip where

1 >">A X

Fine slip where step height ~

(after Payer and Staehle 151 )
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Latanision and Staehle

258

have shown further that the

existence and properties of protective films can affect the
nature of slip itself.

Slip step height was found to vary

significantly for filmed and non-filmed surfaces.

The slip

lines were spaced at distances five times greater for the nonfilmed surfaces than for the filmed surfaces.

Corrosion

fatigue is thus shown to be a conjoint process from as early
as the formation of slip lines.
Pyle et a1

247

believe that slip steps must exceed a

certain critical width for corrosion fatigue, which for
aqueous electrolytes is

5 x 10

-4 mm.

It is suggested that

preferential dissolution bands are at least this wide.

They

also propose that the height of slip steps is important

m

determininG the fraction of depth of penetration of surface
waves which may be

used for subsequent crack Growth.

spaced slip bands are found more often in

fatiG~e

Widely

specimens

than in deformation of metals in simple tension and it is
suggested that this is the reason why corrosion fatigue is a
more general phenomenon than stress corrosion cracking.
Mechanisms for crack nucleation involving, rupture of
oxide films, oxide film dissolution, preferential dissolution,
general onodic dissolution, repassivation, pitting, reduction
of surface energy by adsorption, critical corrosion rate, and
hydrogen embrittlcment, have been advanced by researchers to
date.

It seems almost certain that no one mechanism completely

governs all situations of corrosion fatigue crack initiation.
A Rehbinder type mechanism of reduction of surface energy
by adsorption is attractive for crack initiation but, as
discussed, it has some severe lim! ia lions.
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Karpenko' s latest

..

mode1

252

, Fig. R.27, shows a likely change in mechanism with

stress amplitude which could account for the results obtained
in practice and the frequent division between low cycle and
high cycle fatigue studies.

For the low stress amplitude

region, Karpenko has claimed that corrosion is favoured by
cyclic stress so that the electrode potential in highly stressed
areas is lowered and the oxide film locally destroyed.
The mechanisms involving preferential dissolution and film
rupture are thus compatible with the adsorption-electrochemical
theory in this high cycle fatigue region.

It may well be

that the role of a Gurface absorbatc in aqueous corrosion
fatigue is to assist in removing the outermost layer of surface
atoms.

This may also be important regardless of stress

amplitude and the fact that this mechanism will not by itself
always lead to failure.

Another crack nucleation process

may then follow, the mechanism of which is dependent on stress
amplitude and the metal/enVironment couple.

2.7.5

'rhe Conjoint Aspects of Corrosion Fa tinue Crack
Growth
Figure R.6 of Section 2.4.2 is reproduced in Fig. R.29

not only to show again the general form of the crack growth
rate curve, but also to consider the division into three
regimes and mechanisms as seen by Ritchie 53 , 78 for steels.
The influence of environment, and consequential conjOint
action in corrosion fatigue, diminishes with increasing
alternating stress intensity

~K.

Regime C is generally

accepted to be uninfluenced by the environment, being the
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K

(iv)

environment

Primary fracture mechanisms in steels
associated with sigmoidal variation

of

fatigue crack propagation rate (da/dN)
with alternating stress intensity (~K)
(From Ritchie 79 )

result of a mechanical "static-mode" mechanism.

Regime B

has been most extensively studied and, as shown in Fig. R.29,
is described by the Paris-Erdogen Law
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46

(eqn (ii) Section 2.4.2).

10-

~

For steels, such failures are clearly by a transgranular
ductile striation mechanism with some small increase in Stage II
crack growth raten, over
environment.

tho~;e

.i.n vacuo, reGultinG from the

Chemically aC'GrCSive environmentG have the

greatest effect at low stress amplitudes and at low test
f

.

requencles

49,110,111,112

.

On the other hand, when

considerinG the effect of some of the major variables, reGime
A is clearly quite different from regime B.

The mechanism

is a subject of some controversy and attempts at a model
for the determination of the thresholdAKo have been mathematically
complex79 .

High stress amplitude, low cycle corrosion fatigue

has not been clearly separated from stress corrosion cracking
in many models and in others these two processes have been
combined in different ways.

Wei and Landes

111

, for example,

add t he effect of streGs corrosion and fatigue while Austen
and Walkcr 259 sUGGest that the two processes are mutually
competitive.

The latter model assumes that the crack will

propagate by the fastest available mechanism pertinent to the
prevailing stress intensity:

implying that a corrosion

fatigue crack growth curve can be constructed by combining
fatigue and strens corrosion plots to obtain the fastest rate
throughout.

Another model would be required, however, to

account for the behaviour during corrosion fatieue at the very
low stre:JG urnpli tude:), where nei ther fa Ugue lIor otreos corrosion
processes alone are valid.

The application of a fracture

mechanics approach for a mathematical model is at present very
limited in this region.
The results of Ritchic 79 are endorsed by many but by
no means all researchers.

Wadsworth and Hutchings
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260

, and

Clark

261

for example do not share the majority opinion, that

the effect of the environment is more important in the early
stages of crack formation than in the later subsequent propagation
of such cracks.

As in the case of crack nucleation the effect

of environment may well be quite different in different
combiw.l L i onG

0

r me Lu 1.,

:.; Lrc :):; In ve I, and

()Tl vi r'onrn(m

L,

GO

that both r,roups of researchers may be correct in their
opinion.

Ryder et a1

262

, working with high strength aluminium

alloys in torsion under certain liquid environments, have
shown an increase in stage 1 crack growth rate compared with
results in air, yet a decrease was observed in the growth
rate during stage II cracking.

In contrast to these results,

however, they also showed that there was no influence of the
environment on

sta{~e

stainless steels.

I growth rate:J fortJl-bra:Js and austenitic

Stage I crack growth is enhanced by the

torsional loading in these results, however, and it could be
that such results are not generally applicable to other types
of fatigue loading, or mode of crack opening, whether at high
or low stress amplitude.

Ryder eta conclude that their

results do not conform with Laird's

66

arr,umcnts that stage I

and stage II cracking occur by :Jimilar mechanisms.

However,

in general, the various mechanisms for corrosion enhanced
growth of cracks which have been proposed would be a more
:Jignificant cause of crack extension when the mechanical
increment is small.

When, for example, the diffusion distance

for the corroding medium is small, dissolution of anodic
precrack slip steps will be rapid compared with the cathodic
sides of a crack.
is greater.

As the crack lengthens diffusion distance

Turbulent back-flow, in the capillary-like

channels, is also more likely to occur in longer cracks so
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that uiosoluLion is
products.

irnpedl~'l

by Lhe accuJJlulat.ion or cor'l'oDioTl

Hecent work by 'l'aunt and Charnock 2V5 chows that

the more mechanically damaging the crack, the less likely
it is to have the damaging environment reaching the crack
tip and hence the environmental effect is less.

Shallow

cracks were established as being more chemically damaging
with initiation and the first stages of propagation being
more chemically influenced than propagation at stage II.
Transport of reactive species to crack tips by mechanical
pumping of fluid by fatigue oscillations was found to be the
most efficient mechanism in all practical situations. Within
a long narrow fatigue crack, the supply of reactant may become
rate limiting and as discussed in Section 2.6.3 - 5, the
composition of the environment within a crack may be quite
different from that of the bulk solution.
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frac ture surface
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Schematic diagrams showing deformation of
fracture surface close to crack tip during
unloading: (a) in aggressive environment
producing well-defined striations; (b) in
vacuum (after Lynch213 )
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As discusGerl earlier, in 0cction 2.7.3, Lynch

213

has

proposed a model for the formation of striations on fatigue
fracture surfaces.

The model adapted to illustrate the effect

of aggressive environments (a) compared with fatigue in a
vacuum (b) is shown schemaLically in fie. H..30.

Slip steps

and oxide films forming on crack surfaces during stage II
growth arc considered to prevent reversal of interfacial
shear, associated with intrusion, during the unloading part
of the stress cycle.

The first part of each striation is

smooth and the second part of each striation is 'rumpled',
containing coarse slip steps, for all aggressive environment.:].
The environment clearly, in this model, affects striation
appearance since dislocation emergence at fracture surfaces
is influenced by the state of the surface.

Fig. R.30 (b),

shows that compressive deformation during unloading in a
vacuum may produce slip over all the fracture surface formed
during tensile loading, instead of confining slip to a narrow
band immediately behind the crack tip as in the presence of
an oxide film, so that well defined striations are not then
produced 264 , 265.

SchijVe

266 has recorded apparently locally

discontinuous crack growth at very low stress intensities and
it is suggested by Lynch 213 that this is because the development
of PSB's cannot keep up with crack growth.

Plastic deformation

is thought to occur, at very low stress intensities, by cyclic
0
Ote
1 45
toe
th crac k pane.
1
s hear on panes
a t approxlma
y
1

Although the crack opens and closes each cycle, no crack
growth results until accumulation of cyclic shear produces
a PSB at the crack tip.

The crack advance is thus seen

as

one by intrusion in a similar manner to that of nucleation
f rom a sur f acc.

°
267
uC h IJVC

co

O

°
°
t s as
secs aggreSSIve
envlronmcn
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tending to keep the tensile mode of fracture throughout.
Fracture surfaces from fa ti["1W in a vacuum tend to have larger
shear lips than those produced in mildly corrosive environments.

For aluminium alloys for example he found no shear lip

on fracture surfaces fatigued in salt water.
The model of Lynch 213 , I·'ig. R. ")0, not only account.s
for the formation of slip bands beneath the fracture surface 215 , 216
but also for the saw-tooth profile usually found in practice 204 , 214
that is, a peak matching peak topography on opposite fracture
surfaces.

With such a model for corrosion fatigue it alGo

seems possible that a secondary fretting mechanism might
operate within a growing crack during the compressive half
cycle.

The mechanism of fretting is stated by Waterhouse

268

,

after much research, to contain three basic processes:
(a)

continuous removal of oxide films from
metallic surfaces, which then quickly
produce more oxide,

(b)

mechanical removal of metal without oxidation
and

(c)

abrasive action by oxide debris formed in
(a) or by subsequent oxidation of metallic
debris formed by (b).

In the usual metal surface frettage situation, the manner in
which fatigue cracks may be initiated has been widely discussed
Waterhouse has stated that oscillatory tangential relative
movement often only occurs on part of the area of contact
between two surfaces, and that

fati~e

cracks oric-inate at the

boundary between slip and non-slip regions.

In the absence

of applied surface frettage, the mechanism of fretting corxsion
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269

•

is obviously not directly applicable to crack nucleation in
corrosion fatigue.

Within the confines of a growing fatigue

crack, however, the mechanism of fretting corrosion could
possibly operate on a miniaturised scale.

In the absence

of oxygen, only process (b) is possible and the damage rate
would be much slower.

In more aGGressive environmenta the

peak to peak contact of striations, particularly under mode II
and III type crack opening, could result in the striation
'damage' profiles which have been reported in some cases

204

A secondary fretting mechanism during crack growth in corrosion
fatigue is not inconsistent with Lynch's model
advancement of the crack front.

213

for primary

Further, it might be considered

possible that, by secondary removal of metal and oxide debris
behind the crack, the crack tip is more effectively resharpened
during the compressive half cycle.
The Rebinder effect of adsorption and reduced surface
energy has also been advanced for aqueous passive state corrosion
fatigue as a mechanism of crack growth 244 •

The reasoning

for the adoption of this mechanism for growth, as well as for
nucleation, of cracks follows a study of the "physicochemical
mechanics of metals".

When a fatigue microcrack forms, the

aqueous environment is drawn in by the capillary forces.
However, even before the crack has filled with liquid, the
surface-active molecules penetrate into the crack by migration
along its walls.

The adsorptional penetration of the surface-

active molecules into the crack will proceed at a fairly
high rate and in all cases considerably higher than the rate
of the capillary movement of the liquid.

The adsorption of

the surface-active molecules on the walls of cracks during
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their growth reducen the

3U

rJ'nce cnerrr;y.

l'udhcr development

of plastic slip and looseninG of the metal is facilitated
by the reduced work of formation of new surfaces.

The

adsorption layers will also prevent crack closure durinG
the compression part of the load cycle.

There is a complete

lack of correlation between adsorption factors and dwell-time
under load for passive metals, at any Given frequency and
amplitude.

For this reason adsorption factors can account

for the formation of a distinct fatiGUe limit, as shown by
curve (b) in Fig. R.17 of Section 2.7.1.

The time factor at

a given frequency and amplitude is highly significant, however,
in active state corrosion fatigue so that curve (c) is produced
and the adsorption factors in this case are in no way sufficient
to account for this behaviour.

An adsorption mechanism

miGht nevertheless be responsible for the first stages of
crack Growth in Fig. R.17 curve (c), as well as for the
behaviour of curve (b), in Lhe same manner for crack nucleation
as discussed in Section 2.7.4.

Later in the process, when

the corrosion products exert wedging pressure on the crack
walls and thus increase the crack tip stresses, another
mechan.ism must prevail.

Using isoamyl alcohol adsorption to

suppress the corrosion factor in the passivation of the inner
surfaces of microcracks, Hebinder et a1 244 have shown that
the SiN curve does indeed change from the true or active
corrosion fatigue behaviour, depicted

by curve (c) of

Fig. H.1?, to that of passive behaviour depicted by curve (b).
Hebinder et a1 244 refer to curve (b) as an "adsorption fatigue
curve", and see this mechanism as an explanation of why the
increase in general corrosion observed when an anodic potential
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is applied to a system does not intensify corrosion fatigue.
The adsorption-fatigue effect is virtually independent of
general corrosion processes and over-all increases in system
potential do not change the potential difference between
the bottom of a crack and its walls.

It is this latter

potential difference which determineD tho rate of crack
growth of fatigue microcracks.
Corrosion fatigue crack propagation is seen by many
researc h ers 2~ 7, 270 as a mechan:tcal mechanism mo d i f ied by an
0

environmental contribution which is largely due to metal
dissolution.

Pyle et a1 247 , for example, see the process as

initial dynamic plastic deformation during the tensile half
cycle, allowing localized dissolution at step edges on the'
crack front, followed by reversed slip during the compressive
half cycle which sharpens the crack front.

Heapplication of

the tensile stress then results in either further plastic
deformation and dissolution or mechanical propagation by
brittle fracture.

They see the balance between these two

alternativ$ depending upon the stress intensity at the crack
tip and the mechanical properties of the metal.

Support for

this view is to be found in the brittle striations observed
frequently l.°n prac tol.ce 227,
. 262, 271-273 ,an d orl.gl.na 11y
0

0

thought to be the result of hydrogen embrittlement effects
only.

Pre1"erential dissolution of newly bared metal at the

advancing yielding front of a crack while the static sides
become oxide-covered, so that the anode current density there
is very much less than at the crack front, is a common
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mechanism advanced for corrosion fatiGUe as well as for stress
corrosion cracking.

The difference between these processes

is usually accepted to be the dynamic aspect in fatigue.
Crack Growth at high stress levelG is enhanced,

GO

that

fatigue failure results even in metal/environment systems
where

Glrc~;[l

corroGion

crfJ.(:kinl~ <lO(~:;

nol occur.

At lhe: lower

otre::lG amplitudes the crack r:l oGurei:J reoponoi ble for ihe
resharpening of a crack, whereas corrosion in the static
case causes crack blunting.
The possibility of hydrogen embrittlement as a mechanism
for corrosion fatigue initiation processes was discussed in
Section 2.7.4.

An increasing number of researchers also see

hydrogen cmbrittlement as the major mechanism for the growth
of fatiGUe cracks in many metal/enVironment combinations 79 , 140,
274-276

The mechanism basically involves the production of

atomic hydrogen at the crack tip by, for example, reactions
of the type
Fe + H 0
2
2H+

+ 2e

~FeOH

+

+

+ H

+ 2e,

:;!: 2H

The stress gradient ahead of the crack tip then,

accordin~

to Misawa 274 among others, drives absorbed hydrogen atoms into
the metal lattice.

Troian0

275

, for example, considers that

such hydrogen is accumulated at the region of maximum hydrostatic
tension, resulting in a reduction of the cohesive strength.
VoSikovsky140 has compared crack growth rates at cathodic
and free-corrosion potentials for pipe-line steels in salt
water and distilled water environments.

He has compared such

results also with the crack growth rates in a hydrogen gas
environment.

In each case he found widely spaced brittle
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striations, showing the signs

of quasi-cleavage fracture.

This steel is not susceptible to stress corrosion crackings
and his investigations suggested that the main mechanism
responsible for growth acceleration during corrosion fatigue
was hydrogen embrittlement.
Cleavage crack propagation is known to result from
the suppression of glide or reduction of binding energy,
or both, by chemisobed

hydro{~en

217

'

218

Vosikovsky

140

proposed a discontinuous, Lwo stuCe crack-propagation mechanism,
to explain the substantial differences found in brittle and
ductile striation spacings.

Favourably orientated grains

were thought to have failed by a brittle striation mechanism
ahead of the main crack front.

The remaining grains then

create lieaments which fail either by ductile striations or
ductile tearing when exposed to higher strains fu=ther behind
the crack tip.

A balance between the two fracture processes

is thought to exist, so that the

li~ments

left behind the

crack front restrain the growth of cleavage and, in turn,
the fracture of surrounding material increases the strain
on unbroken ligaments.

A further possibility of the additional

effect of some anodic dissolution to dissolve these highly
strained li0Rments was seen by Vosikovsky140, based on the work
of Krafft and Mulherin 279 in stress corrosion cracking of
high strength steels.

Such a three-part mechanism could

explain why, under certain conditions, the crack growth rate
for free corrosion is sometimes found to be faster than that
at cathodic potentials, where the effective hydrogen pressure
at the crack tip is higher.
Okada et at

280

have used acoustic emission tecr~iques

to study stress corrosion cracking mechanisms in stainless
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steels under 3% Nacl

aquoous solutions.

Such methods can

differentiate between hydroGen embrittlement, when acoustic
signals are produced, and active path corrosion, when no
signals are detected.

Their results showed that martensitic

stainless steels crack by hydrogen embrittlement but that
ferritic stainless steels and AISI type 304 stainless steel
propagate cracks by active path corrosion.

A similar test

under fatieue would be interestinG, and it seems highly
probable that although hydrogen embrittlement can operate
regardless of the applied potentials
operate for all materials.

281

, it may not generally

However, the cracking process in

corrosion fatigue does seem weighted towards hydrogen cracking.
Smith et a1 153 have shown that, apart from the thermodynamic
conditions at the root of a growing crack always being favourable
for the discharge of hydrogen in steels, significant hydrogen
is indeed absorbed.

They also demonstrated that crack tip

pH in steels is independent of bulk pH, being determined solely
by the electrochemical reactions occurring within the confines
of the crack.

They further demonstrated that the crack tip

potential, irrespective of the conditions of external polarization
invariably falls below that defining the limit of thermodynamic
stability of water (see Potential - pH diagram for Fe/H 0
2
system in Figure R.15, Section 2.6.5).

It is therefore

apparent that crack tips in steel, and probably many other
materials, are always at potentials where water would decompose
to provide a source of the hydrogen necessary to enter the
metal to promote failure.

Control of pH or potential within

the crack, not bulk values, was achieved by Smith et a1153,
so that local conditions remained above those for the decomposition
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of water and this resulted in zero crack growth rates.
Doker and Munz

282

,working with titanium alloys in

d
3.5~

Nael solutions, see hydrogen-assisted cracking as the basis
of a corrosion fatigue crack growth mechanism.

They found

a significant effect of dwe.ll-time under load, which is said
to be indicative of hydroeen embriillernenL, and very littlo
effect of rise time, indicating that dissolution effects
were small.

As a consequence of the high repassivation rate

of titanium alloys, hydrogen is though in this case to be
produced only at the very tip of a crack.

The concentration

of hydrogen surrounding the crack tip is therefore small but
nevertheless sufficient to change the properties of the material
ahead of the crack tip.
A number of mechanisms have been proposed, and briefly
discussed in the last few sections, for the physicochemical
interactions which govern metal fractures after some period
of cyclic stressing in an aggressive environment.

A list

was made of the major mechanisms for nucleation of cracks in
Section 2.7.4, and this section shows that any of these mechanisms
could equally apply also to crack propagation, althoueh
embrittlement arising from corrosion

~aerated

hydrogen is

frequently considered the most dominant mechanism here.

It

appears that a combination of almost all these mechanisms,
depending on the metal/environment combination, stress amplitude,
and the stage of growth, may be applicable.

It is really nO

wonder that a mix of such diverse mechanisms should produce
results which are difficult to interpret.

For example, if

crack closure resharpens the crack front, does corrosion
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prevent this and give rise to a crack blunting mechanism,
or does hydrogen cause more cracking ahead of the crack to
accelerate cracking?

Addition of damage, superposition of

damage, and fastest damage path, have all been used as a
basis for a mathematical model of the conjoint behaviour
but with limited general success.

At the present time it

seems that the best that may be hoped, for in the near
future, is a broad classification of metal/environment combinations
with their individual dominant corrosion fatigue mechanism
at each stage of life.
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2.8.1

Surgical Implan i Me La !;j anti Allaya

The Use, Requirements and General Properties of
Surgical Implant Metals and Alloys
Historically, many metals and metal alloys have been

used since the introduction of gold to dentistry and surgery
in the sixteenth century283.

In the early 1900s, stress-

raising features were recognized and eliminated from the
steel plates then used as implants.

This redesign of implant

plates greatly reduced the incidence of mechanical failure,
which was very common at the time:

corrosion was, however,

still a major problem.
The most commonly used implant material in Britain at
the present time is stainless steel complying with the British
Standard Specification En 583 (BS 970, 1449, 1554 & BS 316
S12), or with the American Specification AISI 316L or )17,
These steels are fully austenitic and also contain

approxi~tely

3% Mo for increased resistance to chloride ion attack. The use
of these materials is laid down by the British Standard on
Surgical Implants (BS 3531).

The steel is usually cold worked

to produce a tensile strength of 760 to 900 MN/m
of up to 1380 MN/m

2

are possible

284

•

2

but strengths

Rockwell 'C' hardness

of 28 to 35, with a grain size of 6 to 7 on the ASTM scale, is
usual from a three-quarter hardening process.

The ArmcoSteel

Corporation of the U.S.A. have carried out stress corrosion
tests in human serum on implants made of AISI 316 stainless·
steel 285 :

no evidence was found to support an earlier report

by Zapffe 159 that this material is susceptible to stress
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corrosion cracking.

AISI 316 steel, apart from having a very

low material cost compared with other implant materials, is
easily shaped and worked at low cost.

These steels have superior

strength and fatigue resistance to the cobalt based alloys
which were introduced in 1937, just before the 316 type
stainless steels.

A range of cobalt based alloys was developed

for high temperature work in jet engines, which is loosely
called Vitallium:

the composition is approximately 25 to

30% Cr, 5 to 7% Mo, small quantities of C, Si, Mn, Fe, and the
balance Co 286 :
material.

British Standards (BS 3531 ) also covers this

Apart from an alloy containing

~ngsten

which can

be wrought, Vitallium and other Co-Cr-Mo alloys are available
only in the as-cast form which can limit their application.
Many difficulties 287 have been experienced in the production of
this range of alloys when fabricating complex shapes.

It is

difficult to prevent the occurence of large grain size

288

The intrinsic corrosion resistance of Vitallium type alloys,
however, is generally accepted to be higher than that of stainless steels.
Although these two major types of material are a very
considerable improvement on the corrosion resistance, combined
with strength, of implants previously used, numerous failures
do occur from both mechanical and corrosion causes

283

•

Since

the une of metallic componenta in prosthesen for permanent
replacement of human structures is increasing, with advances
in surgical technique, the need to develop new alloys having
a service life in excess of the life of the individual patient
is urgent.
Titanium is a relatively new implant material
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289

, having

been introduced by amendment to BS 3531 Standards in 1964.
It 1.S now becom1.ng W1.°d e I y usc d for 1.mp I an t s 290, 291 , as 1.°t
0

0

0

is the most inert material yet produced for une in the
relatively pure state or, alternatively, as an alloy.

A

further very important advantage is that there is a tendency
for bone to fuse with titanium 292 , 293.

The problem of

subsequent loosening of the implant is thereby alleviated.
Tensile strengths up to 770 MN/m
titanium T160 294 •

2

can be obtained with annealed

Some concern has been expressed about the

low modulus of elasticity, which is approximately half that
of stainless steel 295 •

Some Gurgeonn bnllcvc a high modulus

of easticity is desirable so that maximum rigidity is obtained
in the fixation of long bone fractures 295 •

However, since

there is a greater difference in elastic moduli between all
2
metal irnplanLs and bone (bone .is '; Lo 1 fJ GN/rn and bone cement
2
only 3 GN/m ) , the lower elastic modulus of titanium at some
107 GN/m

2

would seem adequate.

Generally it is the relative

movement between implant and bone which is important so that
from an engineering point of view, the lower elastic modulus
can be viewed as a step in the right direction:
more nearly matching the properties of bone.

that is,

In order to

take advantage of this implants may well have to be redesigned,
in shape and method of fixation, when working in titanium.
The gross mismatch of elastic moduli between implant and bone
is an important

fac~or

in the failure by Gubsequent loosening,

so frequently recorded in the past:

fretting corrosion is also

a very likely result of incompatible elastic moduli.

Density

of bone and bone cements is approximately 1 g/cm3 , so that
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titanium at 4.4g/cm3 has a great advantage over stainless steel
with 7.8g/cm3 •
It is reported that smooth specimens of titanium in aqueous
environments have a fatieue ntrencth not sicnificanly different
from that found in air 269-299.

No instance of crevice attack

have been reported below 93°C for titanium and stress corrosion
cracking does not occur 300-301

For precracked specimens, on the

other hand, both stress corrosion and enhanced fatigue crack growth
.

~n

have been observed

.

env~ronments

aqueous

296-299 302
'.

The

property of titanium to be easily fabricated by normal workshop
methods in the manufacture of implants, rather than by methods
involvinc castine techniques, is indeed fortunate:
made implants should not be 'pre-cracked'.

such precision

Titanium is therefore

easily the most compatible material for bone replacement so far
produced for implants.

Various alloys of titanium have been developed,

mainly for the aircraft industry, whichoce also finding a future as
implant materials.
6% AI, 4% Va;

The major types in use today are T318, having

T680, with 11% Sn, 4% Mo, 2.2% Al, and

and T550, with approximately

2%

0.2%

Si;

Sn, 4% Mo, 4% AI, and 0.5% Si.

These alloys all have a comparable corrosion resistance to the
relatively pure titanium, but they also have greatly improved
mechanical

.

propert~es

290 291
'
•

According to the manufacturers of

these alloys290, every requirement of implant surgery can be covered
using titanium and its alloys.

Many thousand such implants have

been used during the last decade and a half with some considerable
success

290

•

How these implants will behave, however, during the

normal life-span of a recipient is of course not yet known.
Metallurgical examination of failed implants, by Scales
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et al 303,304, and later by Brettle and Hughes 30 5, has shown
that corrosion fatigue is a common cause of the failures
which do occur.

Transcr~allire

in stainless steel implants.

cracks are usually found

Intercrystalline cracks have

also sometimes been found in stainless steel having a high
carbon content and also a low molybdenum conte.nt.
are now avoided.

Such steels

Fisc.her Ilnd Zitter 306 recommended that low

carbon steels or, alternatively, steels stabilized with
titanium and
crackine.

n~obium

should be used to avoid intercrystalline

As far as fatigue performance at human body streas

amplitudes is concerned, however, no suitable metallic implant
material has yet been found which is in anyway a match for bone.
Galante et al 307 have recently examined fractured
femoral stems in cast cobalt-chromium alloys (MUllel.' prostheses),
and also forged 316L stainless steel (Charnley prosthes~.

All

the surfaces of these stems exhibited fatigue striationsand some,
of each material, had fractured by corrosion fatigue within two
years of implantation.

Charnley 308 has had

experience of some

7000 patients and reports that the femoral stem fracture rate is
practically zero for patients under 64 kg in weight, but can
reach 6% for patients over 90 kg.

He suggests that the primary

cause of this stem fracture in fatigue, is a defective technique
in the usc of bone cement which can leavc half the lcneth of
the stem unsupported:

increased streoG levels are thus produced.

. ht man 309 prOV1. des eV1. dence t 0 suppor t th"18 Vlew.
Welg

He has

shown that stress levels for a properly cemented prostheSiS
ferr.oral stem, in both cobalt-chromium alloys and stainless steel
varies, according to design, between 22 and 72 MN/m
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2

when supporting

a load equivalent to four-times body weight.

Maxim'l"l il'nsilc

stress at the same load when distally clamped half-way along the
stem, however, increased to 145 MN/m

2

for the Charnley design.

'In vivo' measurements in human subjects, at a walking pace
of 1.3 mis, of the hip load for a person weighing 75 kg have
produced cyclic peaks up to 1.8 KN 310.

A person weighing only

44 kg still produces peaks of 1.2 kN when walking.

The maximum

load on a hip prosthesis has been both calculated and measured.
It is found to be greatest when descending a step (of 21 cm height)
and the magnitude of the load in this case can reach between
6 to 8 times body weight. 310 Human limbs which have been repaired
with metallic implants can undergo a very large number of stress
reversals in the course of one day.

Hicks 295 has estimated

that 5000 to 10000 reversals are to be expected per day or up
to 3 x 10

6

cycles per year.

Such a figure over the course of

an 'active' 8 hour day results in a fatigue frequency of
approximately 0.2 Hz average.

Rest periods and faster 'walking'

paces, for example, of up to ten times this frequency are, however,
to be expected.

Even greater frequencies could result from the

movements of younger, more athletic individuals.

However most of

the corrosion fatigue data obtained so far, for implant materials
has been at frequencies greatly in excess of human frequencies.
The further development of new alloys for implants can only reall y
be the result of a study of the relevant dynamic performance.
The following tests are therefore required:
(

i)

corrosion fatigue at realistic 'human movement'
frequenci.es

(ii)

fretting corrosion between implants, bone and
fixed components, and

(iii)

wear between metal joints and high density
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polyethylene or other materials for s()cket inserLs.
All these results will need to be evaluated before a new alloy can
be recommended for service.
Waterhouse 268 has reviewed some of the obnervations
made on implants, removed from patients, to sueeest that fretting
corrosion does in fact occur.

A review of laboratory tests has

also pointed to the fact that frettine corrosion is the most
important factor in the failure of implant fittings, where the
possibility of relative movement between Gcrews and plates
cannot be eliminated in practice.

From this point of view

the 64Co - 30Cr - 6Mo Alloys used at present are seen by Waterhouse
268

as the safest materials to use as implants.

Titanium alloys

hold out a promise of improved corrosion fatigue performance
but are generally suspected of much greater susceptibility to
fretting corrosion and wear at joints.

Unless, therefore, a new

titanium alloy or a new surface treatment is developed which is
proved to be

fr~ing

corrosion resistant the inherent improved

corrosion fatigue performance cannot be utilized.

Alternatively,

it may be that new surgical techniques for fixing, for example
by adhesives only instead of screws, might entirely remove the
possibility of fretting damaee at metal-bone junctions:
"
"311 , 312 :
this fidU is progresslng
steadlly

work in

acrylic cement is

now commonly used, for example, in the fixing of artificial hip
joints:

ceramics and polyethylene are also being studied for

" t"10n312 •
f 1X'a

The matching of implant mechanics to that of the

skeleton in order to avoid loosenine, known as isoelastic implants
is being actively pursued

312

•
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If such methods are indeed successful, the development of
implant metal alloys can be concentrated on wear resistance
to the working-joint and corrosion fatigue performance only:
standardization of implants could therefore be simplified.

the
At

the present time there are, for example, over 100 different
types of total hip implants on the market

)12

2.8.2. The Corrosion Behaviour of Sureical Implant Metals and
Alloys
FiG. R.31 shows the reactions which may occur at the
surface of an implant metal in contact with body fluids and tissue.
Since all the alloys used will be passivable with the inherent
danGer of breakdown of the oxide film to the active state, both
processes arc shown.

The extremely thin pannivatine layer can

be, damaged easily when fi thng and also subsequently chemically
and by mechanical rubbing in areas of relative movement.

Breakdown

to the active state most certainly always occurs therefore and
must be allowed for when recommending an alloy for service.
On account of a relatively large cathodic surface and a small
area of film breakdown, a very undesirable acceleration of the
localized corrosion process occurs durinG corrosion fatigue.
Apart from the obvious early nucleation of fatieue cracks, a
localized accumulation of dissolved metal ions is more unfavourable
for the surrounding body tissue than a uniform distribution of
corrosion products.
The active state is produced after mechanical removal of
the passivating metallic-oxide layer, and metal dissolution then
occurs together with repassivation reactions at the damaged surface.
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Oxidation

I
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+
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metal surface with partial activation
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n
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:::;> MOm

+ (n-o)H 0
2

Because the total electrons absorbed by the implant material, by
reduction of the hydrogen ions and the dissolution of oxygen,
must equal the total released electrons resulting from metal
dissolution and repassivation, these reactions do not depend
entirely upon the electrochemical properties of the metal:
reaction kinetics is also significant.

Implant surfaces must

repassivate rapidly, after damage to the oxide, to inhibit the
active dissolution of metal.

The

potential of the associated

oxide electrode should therefore exhibit a high negative value.
Redox potentials of oxide - electrodes, for example Ti/Ti0 2

=-1 .5V seE at pH = 7, may serve as a euide but, as pointed out
by Schaldack and Hull

~13

J

,mixed potentials that are not

forseeable can become established in practice.
Electron conductivity of an oxide is an important
factor to be considered.

Titanium oxide, for example, is non-

electron conducting but can become capable of conducting electrons
as the result of alloying.

The diffusion of oxygen in titanium

oxide is the limiting function and the reason generally accepted
for the unexpected slow repassivation rate of pure titanium.

An

improvement in performance of titanium under conditions of
fretting corrosion, for example, should result from an alloy
having increas3d electron conductivity in the oxide layer.
Materials such as stainless steel and cobalt alloys have electron
conducting passive oxide layers, so that the repassivation rate
is determined primarily by the velocity of the reduction/oxidation
reaction at the surface, i.e. the passing of electrons through
the solid/electrolyte interface.

In the passive range, anodic

, the range 10-6 A/ em2 for
curren t d ens~'t'~es ~n
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,
sta~nless

steels,

9
')
ranging to below 10- A/cm~ for the more passive alloys of titanium

are found

313

•

When stainless steels or nickel alloy undergo

pitting, the initial breakdown occurs very rapidly and the
current density increases 10 to 100 fold within a few seconds.
Thereafter, the current density will fluctuate as the film
heals and then suffers breakdown at some other site.

The current

density for the cobalt based alloys attains a passive current
•

density that then remains constant.

The titanium alloys, however,

continue to show a decrease in their passive current densities with
the passage of time.;
implants that must

a behaviour which is most desirable for

remain~n

sitdfor many years.

It is helpful here now to take a look at thefuermodynamics
of corrosion as established byPoutbaix 150, by studying the
domains of passivation on the relevant Potential - pH diagram,
where available, for implant materials.

The potential - pH

diagram for the Fe/H 0 system was produced in Fig. R.15 adapted
2
fromPourba±x 150.

As discussed in Section 2.6.4, there are many

complications and limitations to the application of 'Pourbaix
diagrams.

Stainless steel, for example, is likely to be a very

complex resultant of the properties of the constituent metals.
However, a knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of the products
of aiack of the constituent metals is sought here, so that the
likely passivation conditions for implant alloys may be predicted.
Fig. R.32 shows the potential - pH diagram for the Or/H 0
2
system in solutions containing chloride 150.

It is clear that

chromium is a very base metal, as its domain of stabflity lies
considerably below that of water.

This diagram, when compared

with aPourbaixdiagram for solutions not containing chloride 150
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shows increased solubility of the hydroxide.

Hence chromium

is more easily attacked in chloride solutions and the region
of passivation is drastically reduced to a narrow band between
7.9pH and 8.7 pH, that is, outside the normal range for implant
environments.

The arrowed lines on Fig. R.32 to R. 34, marked

3 +4 and 5 -6 are results to be discussed later.
Fig. R.33 shows the potential - pH diagram for the Ni/H 0
2
system.

Since the domain of thermodynamic stability for nickel

has a small zone in common with that of water, it can be considered
to be a slightly noble metal:
iron or chromium.

certainly it is more noble than

The diagram for cobalt is very similar to

this diagram for nickel and is not considered here separately:
nickel is slightly more noble than cobalt.

It is unfortunate

that, in the case of nickel, there is much experimental evidence
as

.

rev~ewe

d byour
P
b·
a1X 150 , wh·~ch·~s no t ·~n agreemen t W1. th th e

theoretical diagram of Fig. R.33.

Generally tests in the upper

regions of the theoretical corrosion domains do not result in
corrosion, and in the predicted passive domain there is often
in fact no corrosion in practice.

The theoretical diagram

se~m.s

therefore to be a very conservative prediction of the passive
domain.

It is further unfortunate that the behaviour in the

presence of chloride in the solution is not yet available as a
potential-pH diagram.
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Potential - pH diagram for Ti/H 0 system
2

Fig. R.34 shows the potential - pH diagram for the Ti/H 20
system.

Titanium is clearly not a noble metal since its domain of

thermodynamic stability lies well below that of water:

the relatively

high electrode potential exhibited by titanium is entirely the
result of the passivating oxide film on its surface.
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The domain

of passivation at the potentials normally rc~ordcd ( in tho
vicinity of OV she) is large, showing possible corrosion at
pH 2.5 or less and pH 12 or more.
The environment, in which surgical implant alloys are
required to perform satisfactorily, is a mix of human body fluids
such as blood, plasma and lymph, all containinG a considerable
.
concen t ra t lon

0f

c hI orl. d
e 'lone

Tes t lng
.
,.In VlVO
. , 283 ,or In
. a

substi tute living system, is practised sometimes when events
in the dynamic living system must be observed, and which would
otherwise not be found.

Most commonly, however, 'in

externally in laboratories, is employed.

vit~'

testing,

For convenience and

simplicity simulated body fluids are used for

~n

vitrd' testing.

Han~s physiological solution 314, is one such saution which is
a fairly close imitation, from the chemical aspect, of the fluid
in muscle and bone.
NaCl
CaCl

The composition is as follows:
(gil. )
8.00
0.14

2

KCl

0.40

NaHC0 3

0.35

glucose

1.00

MgCl2· 6H 20

0.10

Na 2HP0 ·2H 2O
4

0.06

IGI 2P04

MgS0 ·7H 2O
4

0.06

NaH 2P04

0.10

Hoar and Me ars144 have used Hanks's solution in an
electrochemical behaviour study of corrosion - recistant alloys,
intended for use as surgical implant materials.
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A much simpler

0.17M sodium chloride solution, with additional carbonate and
phosphate to buffer it at pH7.0 was also used.

The latter simpler

solution gave results very similar to those found in Hanks's
solution.

It was also found that, without the buffering, specimens

in 0.17M sodium chloride generally maintained a potential of 50
to 100 mV more positive than their counterparts in the buffered
solution.

An electrolyte of isotonic saline, suitably buffered,

thus appears to be an appropriate substitute for body fluid:J.

The

pH of body fluids is normally neutral 314 but due to fracture
trauma and operative shock, as well as locally in crevices,
the pH can for a time become very acidic 62, 159 and is thought
to approach unity.

Experimentally pH2 has been recorded 311 with

consequent active corrosion of stainless steel implants.

The

aggressivity of body fluids with respect to all implants can be
best compared 315 on the basis of potential - pH diagrams
corresponding to a redox potential of - 150 to + 100 mV.
, . V1vomeasuremen
..,
ts
an d Mears 144 d escr1. b e some1n

from implants in goats and humans.

0f

Hoar

po t en t·1a1

After some difficulty with

scratching of the implants and consequent repassivation behaviour
complications, it was found that implants generally maintain
potentials quite close to those of the same alloys in Hanks's
solution at 37°C.

Finger pins used in the repair of human

digital ligaments were observed

~n

vivdand the results indicated

that the steady state potentials of unscratched implants are
0.20 to 0.30V (she) for 18er - 10 Ni - 3 Mo stainless steel
0~30 to 0.40 V (she) for 27 Cr - 7 Mo - balance Co (Vitallium)

0.45 to 0.55 V (she) for titanium
These potential ranges are then of particular interest foresting
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~n

vitrd during corrosion fatigue.

However, some degree of

abrasion betwoo.n fixing screws, bone and implants is bound to
occur during the implanting operation.

Film breakdown as the

result of scratching of the metal surface is very probable in
practice so that a wider range of potentials is also of interest.
Sine scratching of these implants generally immediately lowers
the potential by several hundred millivolts, 144 a range of potentials
suitably lowered, should be examined for fretting and corrosion
fatigue studies.
In 0.17M sodium chloride solutions, breakdown of passivity
was found, by Hoar and Mears 144 , to occur with the generation of
.electrobrightened

pits at 0.20 to 0.50V (she), approximately

0.90 V(she), and 20 to 30

v,

respectively for stainless steel,

cobalt based alloys, and titanium alloys.

Hoar and Mears

144

conclude that stainless steels and nickel alloys are unlikely to
resist all breakdown by pitting when exposed to body fluids
indefinitely.

A very recent review article by Jordan et al 316

showed evidence for fatigAe failure in stainless steel bone
screws, intermeduallary rails, a spinal brace, and in cardiac
pacemaker leads.

Such failures in corrosion fatigue are primarily

the result of the passive film breakdown which can nucleate fatigue
cracks.

Hoar and Mears 144 further state the cobalt-based alloys

have. a better performance and may well withstand exposure to
body fluids for very long times.

Unfortunately they would also

produce a slow passage of cobalt into .the environment by cation
transport through a passivating oxide film.

They also further

conclude that titanium and especially some of its alloys should
withstand exposure to body fluids for an indefinite period.

There

woUld. ,however, be an extremely small passage of titanium into the
environment transported in a similar manner to that found for cobalt.
-149-

What is required is an insoluble oxide so that
no transference of metal to the environment occurs.
oxides are completely

Few if any

insoluble, and over a period of perhaps

many years in the case of an implant, transference may be appreciable.
It is important to consider in this respect, notonly how much
metal may eventually be found in body tissues, but what metal
will be found:
health?

is the metal particularly dangerous to

The possible migration and accumulation of certain

metal ions in vital organs of the body has to be studied by the
medical profession.

Some metal ions are much less well tolerated

by the body than others and cause a more severe reaction.

Brettle

287, in a survey of the literature on metallic surgical implants,
advances this as the reason why some mild steel implants, inserted
during the earlier treatment of fractures, caused little discomfat
to the patient although showing gross corrosion.

Chromium and

particularly nickel is more objectionable because it can cause
'd
'f''':-_·.I-'
an 1n
~n~1on
b one necrOS1S

317 •

C0 ba It'1S a 1 so a cause 0 f

concern owing to the long term concentration in vital body organs
'
f rom 10n
'
,
t'lon 317 •
resu It ln6
mlr,ra

At the present time, there is

no metallic material available which is free from toxic elements,
and which might be useful as an implant material.

Tests with

implants of CoCrMo -, FeCrNiMo - alloys and titanium in vivo
have shown that only titanium has properties suitable for surgical
implants in human subjects 293

2.8.3. The Corrosion Fatigue of Surgical Implant Metals and
Alloys
The

corro~ion

fatigue of metals in general has been
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GIlI(lO th

:::;pcclmcns

No tdlcd

~)pccj

mens

Material
In Air
8
10

In Saline
8
7
10
10

In Air In Saline
8
10
108

1. T160 (CP Ti tanium)

247
(370+)

268
268
(180*) (320+)

116

89

2. T318 (Ti-6 AI-4 V)

378
(490-)

469
(248*)

433
500-

137

130

Titanium Base

3. T550 (Ti-4 AI-4 Mo2 Sn fully heat
treated)

278

326

113

86

. 4. T551 (Ti-4 AI-4 Mo4 Sn fully heat
treated)

2.61

261

96

96

344

295

126

100

103

75

337
( 530;t:;

123

106

5. T680 (Ti-22 Sn-4
Mo-2t AI)
Stainless Steels
6. 316 S 12
(Annealed)

(230m

240

7. 316 S 12 (20%
cold worked)

440
(700!tb

206
203
(400*) (190~
372

8. 316 .s 12 (High
nitrogen annealed)

268

203

72

68

9. Duplex stainless
steel (25 Cr-5 Ni)

399

340

143

106

247

234

137

48

11. Co-Cr-Ni-W
Wrought alloy
(annealed)

440

364

179

1.27

12. Co-Cr-Ni-W
Wrought ano)
(cold worked

385

268

144

89

310

310

179

120

Cobalt Base
10. Co-Cr-Mo alloy
(as cast)

13. Co-Cr-Ni-M
Wrought alloy
(NP35N cold worked)
Table R.1

.

Fati~e stren§th of implant materials at AWRE in MN/m2
at 10 and 10 cycle endurance limits, ~§ing Amsler
Vibrophore ~100 HZ after Hughes et a1 318 • Also, + T1,O
Smith 319, * Jordan62 , - Smith and Hughes322 , and tit
Smith and Hughes320 • Data in brackets refers to rotating
bending tests.

discussed at some length in the previous sections.

The next

step is to review the corrosion fatigue research which is of
panicular relevance to the metals and metal alloys now in use
for implants.

The results shown in Table R.1, presents the data

for smooth and circumferentially 'vee' notched specimens (k =4)
t
for a variety of implant materials researched at AWRE by Hughes
et al 318 and Jordan 62

This comprehensive list of

108 cycle

endurance limits for surgical implant alloys may be taken as a
basis from which to assess the relative performance of each
material.

Hughes et al 318 used an Amsler Vibrophore machine

at frequencies of around 100Hz and a 0.17 M NaCI solution at
pH 7.4 with free access to oxygen.

Smooth specimens of stainless

steel (316S12), 20% cold worked, are clearly shown to have a
high air fatigue strength which is reduced by 23% in saline.

The

wrought alloy of Co-Cr-Ni-W has the same high air fatigue strength
and is reduced by 17% in saline.

The titanium alloy T318 on the

other hand, although possessing a lower fatigue strength in air
than the other two materials, shows a 15 % increase in strength
in saline:
8

10

at 433.5 MN/m

2

it is easily the best performance at

cycles in a saline solution.

The notched results are not

so clearly defined into material classes, but it can be seen
that a reduction by 70% occurs in fatigue strength in saline
solutions because of the notch for T318:

this material has still

the best performance, however, but the difference is not so
remarkable in the notched condition.

Other results 62,319,320,322

which have been obtained in subsequent work at AWRE by alternative
methods of testing are also included on Table R.1., in
and keyed for reference.

b~kets

These results often show some considerable
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differences in corrosion fatigue performance, the reasons
for which will now be discussed.
The influence of frequency and cold work on the fatigue
strength of a 316 stainless steel in 0.17 M saline was
investigated by Smith and Hughes 61 , 319, 320, 321.

Using

rod-shaped specimens in rotating bending tests over the range
1 to 60 Hz, the fatigue strength of material cold drawn to give
a hardness of 387 HV was found to be independent of the test
frequency

for this mode of stressing.

It was proposed

therefore that accelerated tests at 30 Hz would be in order
for such tests instead of the 1 to 2 Hz of natural body
movements.

Such raising of test frequencies is of course

useful, but it remains to be shown whether a more realistic
'flexing-deformation' load application can also be speeded-up.
The effect of cold working the material was found to
reduce the fatigue endurance for stainless steels in saline
2
320
, by some 24%.
at 107 cycles, from 700 MN/m in air
Since the corresponding reduction in the annealed condition
at 140 HV was 17%, from 230 MN/m

2

in air it could be argued

that cold working resulted in a larger drop in fatigue
strength from air to saline solutions.

The resulting endurance

limit for the cold worked material is nevertheless some 179%
improved in saline solutions, compared with 204% improved
for fatigue in air, over the annealed material.

Differences

between the Amsler tests and those obtained by rotating
bending were not significant for the stainless steels in the
annealed condition.

The considerable differences between the

results for the two methods of testing the cold work material,
however, illustrates the interdependence of residual stress,
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structure, and type of applied stress.

Cold work clearly

increases the resistance to fatigue in bending, where the
maximum applied stress is at the worked surface, more
effectively than in direct tension.
Jordan62 , 316 has investigated the frequency dependence
of stainless steel, titanium (T160), and titanium alloy
(T318) when they are all in the annealed condition.

Fig R.35

shows the results obtained in rotating bending in 0.17M saline
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The variation in fatigue strength and
corrosion current with frequency in a

O.17M saline (after Jordan62 )
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60

at pH 7.4, between 1 and 80 lIz.

Smith and IIughes 61 , 320, 321

found no effect of frequency for cold worked stainless steel,
but Jordan62 , 316 found that in the annealed condition some
11% reduction in 107 endurance limit was obtained at the
lower frequency.

T318 showed an increased limit at the lower

frequency of approximately 8%, while the commercially pure
titanium T160 exhibited complete independence of frequency.
As discussed in Section 2.4.6, the corrosion fatigue performance
of many materials is improved as the frequency increases,
reducing the time for corrosion.

The behaviour of the titanium

alloy T318 is therefore rather surprising and indicative
perhaps of a different mechanism of failure to that which
operates for the stainless steel, at low stress amplitudes.
At the high stress amplitudes, however, the behaviour of
T318 regarding frequency was similar to that of the other
materials so that a longer life was obtained at the lower
frequencies 322 •

Figure R.35 shows also a corresponding plot

of corrosion fatigue current for these materials under
potentiostatic control, in the range 1 to 80 Hz, as recorded
by Jordro62 •

The currents were measured at stress levels

equivalent to their 107 endurance limits at each frequency.
These results mirrored the effect of frequency on the endurance
limit previously recorded; that is, a constant current for
T160; decreasing current with decreasing frequency for T318,
in accord with increased endurance at lower frequencies; and
increased current for stainless steel at lower frequencies
corresponding to the reduced endurance.
Jordan 62 reports also that the 107 endurance limit of
400 MN/m2 , (Table R.1), for annealed stainless steel bars in
rotating bending was very high in comparison with the result
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of 206 MN/m

Vibrophore.

2

he had prey i.ously

0

btalned ueing the AmnIcI'

Conversely, endurance limits at 107 cycles

were very much lower for both T160 and T318 annealed materials
in saline under rotating bending than those obtained in
Amsler tests.

The stainless steel performance was concluded

to be affected by grain size and the opposite behaviour in
titanium was thought, by Jordan to be the result of differences
in specimen surface finish:all material was tested as received
and the finish of T160 and T318 was very poor.

At first

sight it is difficult to see why, if the surface finish had
such an effect on the titanium as to be responsible for
differences in corrosion fatigue performance between bending
and direct stress application, it would not also have a
similar effect on the stainless steel.

However Bapna et a1 323

report, after a study of the influence of surface finish
on the fatigue life of stainless steel, that this factor
has very little effect for stainless steel.

This result

confirms the findings of Jordan, although it might still be
thought surprising to some researchers as surface finish on
all steels has generally received much attention in the past.
It is no doubt a question of degree, so long as a surface score
mark does not become a stress raiSing notch.

Such fiRings

regarding the relative unimportance of surface finish are also
quite in accordance with those obtained for mild steel
distilled water fairly recently.

108

in

Differences in grain size,

specimen size, load application and type, as generally discussed
in 'Section 2.4 and 2.5, do result here in different corrosion
fatigue performances for these implant materials.

These

conclusions serve, to emphasize the importance of obtaining as
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close a resemblance to the implant service conditions, with
each variable, as possible.
The rate of crack propagation in stainless steel is
slightly faster in saline than in air.

Colangel0 324 , at high

stress intenSities, as well as Wheeler and James 325 , over a
more moderate range of square-wave stress applications, both
obtained this result from their work.

Since Hughes et al

318

have shown so clearly that the fatigue strength decreases
substantially in saline solutions for the case of small, smooth,
type,6 specimens, it is apparent that the initiation period
is shortened in the presence of chloride ions.
Further work by Jordan

62

.to investigate the effect of

pH of saline on the 107 cycle endurance limit, for the 20%
cold worked type 316 stainless steel smooth specimens, showed
that this limit was reduced progressively from 372 MN/m
pH 7.4 to 344 MN/m

2

at pH 4.5.

endurance limit to 179 MN/m

2

2

at

A drastic fall in the

then followed at pH 2.5.

Tests

on commercial purity titanium in the annealed state, for
7
comparison, showed a reduction in 10 endurance which was

2 at pH 7.4 to 244 MN/m 2 at pH 2.5.
Such r.esults could account for the now common observation 305

quite modest; from 268 MN/m

that.stainless steel implants fail by corrosion fatigue more
frequently in-practice than cast Co-Cr-Mo or titanium components.
The results of the laboratory tests so far conducted, at
normal pH values, do not reveal

de~iciencies

in corrosion

fatigue preformance for implant materials when the body fluids
become locally acidic.

It is unlikely that any substantial

improvement, in .the corrosion fatigue performance of materials
other than titanium alloys, can be made as the result of new
manufacturing techniques.
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It is the promise of improved

corrosion fatigue perforinnnce over n wider raneo of pll for
implants

which makes any further improvement in the mechanical

properties of titanium alloys worthwhile.
The titanium alloy T318

(Ti-6AI-4V) has received

considerable attention in the aircraft industry, since it
combines good corrosion properties with a high strength and
low weight.

Unfortunately much of this research generally,

and in particulr with respect to fatigue, is not directly
applicable to implants.

However, it is useful to consider

the work which has been doae to discover the effect of microstructure, produced by various heat treatments, on the fatigue
properties of this alloy.

Figure R.36 is a section of the
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wlo

V

Ti-rich end of the Ti-AI-V

tenary phaGe diagrum, from which

it is seen that a 6% Al alloy has a single
0
above about 990 C.

f-\ phase ntructure

Cooling from this temperature produces

a two-phase structure consisting of a hexagonal dLphase which
is rich in titanium, and a body-centred cubic,l.3 phase.

A

third ~phase (Ti A1 ) should exist at temperatures below about
3
600°C according to the phase diagram, in Figure R.36 but in
practice the microstructure of this 6% Al alloy is found
to consist of large d.. grains with approximately 10 to 15% ~
phase present.
Bartl0

326

has varied the temperature of annealing in

the ol.+j3region and obtained different relative proportions
of the cl.. and fi\ phase.
by Bartlo

326

Subsequen t thermal trea tmen t experiments

,which were later confirmed by Lucas and

Konieczny327, showed that grain coarsening lowered the fatigue
strength of both smooth and notched specimens.

Theol grain

size was shown to be important in respect of high cycle
fatigue:

a reduction from

18~m

down to

increase of 134%in life at 108 cycles.

5~m

produced an

Lucas 328 ,and Bowen

and Stubbington329 have found improved fatigue life by increasing
the amount of deformation, during component manufacture, in ol+ 13
region.

Reduction in the,/.3grain size followed by refinement

of the 01.. grain size was considered advantageous.

Lucas 328

and Broichhausen and Kann330 investigated the effect of j3 forging at 10380 C and at 1093 0 C.

The lower temperature~ -

forging was found to have much better fatigue properties than
similar~+;3 forged material at 968°C, yet the higher temperature

(.3

-forged material was only marginally better.

Again the

reason for this result was explained in terms of the quite
different microstructures obtained in each case.
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The lower

temperature

f3 -forged

material, exhibiting the best fatigue

performance, had much finer cJ... pIa telets, wi thin the prior

!3 grains, than those found at the higher temperature.

Grain

size is all important for air-fatigue performance and for
high frequency corrosion fatigue.
So far as corrosion fatigue data is concerned, very
little information is available which is directly relevant
to the implant situation.
Waterhouse and Butta331 examined the corrosion fatigue
behaviour of T130 and T318 alloy in a 1% sodium chloride
solution and compared the behaviour with that in air as a
basis for a study of fretting.

500

air

400

T318

300'

saline~-------

S

MN/m

2
200
T130

salir;n~e---

100

o

6·

'10

N cycles
Figure R.37

The Effect of Saline on Fatigue of Ti6Al-4Valloy (after Waterhouse and Dutta
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331

)

A four-point-Ioading rotating-bending fatigue machine was used
in this work.

Figure R.37 illustrates the results which

clearly show a decrease in fatieuo streneth at all stress
amplitudes for T318 when fatieued in saline.

However, T130

results showed a 'cross-over' in the

Rather different

curve~.

results were obtained for T318 by Hughes et al
specimens tested using an Amsler machine.

318

for smooth

Fatieue performance

8
at 10 cycles in this case was slightly improved, in a similar
0.17 M saline solution, over that recorded for air.

Notched

specimens were found, by Hughes et a1 318 , to behave similarly
in air and in saline, suggesting that it is the nucleation
of a crack which is most affected by the environment.

Centre-

notched plate bend specimens tested by Judy et al 332in a
3.5% saline solution also behaved similarly in air and in saline:
the crack growth rates were the same.

A Ti-7AI-2Nb-1Ta alloy,

however, was found by these workers to be extremely crack-rate
sensitive to environment.

Dawson and Pelloux

131

measured the

crack growth rates for Ti-6AI-4V and found rather different
results to those of Judy et al:

the presence of chloride

ions, as discussed in Section 2.6.2, was found to increase
fatigue crack growth.

The different results which have been

obtained, both for total life of smooth specimens and crack
growth rates for pre-cracked specimens of this Ti-6AI-4V
alloy, show that corrosion fatieue performance is strongly
dependent upon the method of testing.

It would therefore be

useful if more tests were conducted with appropriate variables
for implant applications.
Potentiostatic control was used by Jordan 62 , 315 to
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investigate the effect of applied anodic and cathodic potentials
on the corrosion fatigue of T160 and T318.
shown in Figure R.38.

The results are

A feature of both materials was the

local minimum value of the endurance limit between 0 and
approximately -200 mV (cathodic).

A local maximum endurance

for T160 occurred at approximately -2000 mV (cathodic):
other turning points and local maxima for T318 were not
established outside the range ±2V.

The fall in endurance

found for T160 at potentials more negative than -2000 mV
were attributed to the effects of hydrogen evolution.

At \

potentials above about 1000 mV (anodic) film breakdown and
pitting occurred resulting in a wide scatter in the endurance
values for T160.

The equilibrium domains as indicated by

Pburoaix (see Figure R.34) are of interest and are included
in Figure R.38.

Smith and Hughes 322 , 333 using rotating

bending for stressing T318 alloy in 3.5% saline, however,
found no significant effect on fatigue strength of applied
potentials of -1400 mV to +1400mV (SeE).

Smith319 has also

1

tested titanium specimens which had been anodised in a 5%
phosphoric acid solutions.

An oxide film of approximately

1600jtwas found to consistently result in a longer fatigue
life in saline than specimens tested in the as-ground condition.
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The effect of applied potential on the fatigue

~

2000

endurance of T160 and T318 in neutral 0.17M saline
62 presented in
solution ( results from Jordan
modified form) at 50 Hz and constant stress amplitude.
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3.

EXPEHIMENTAL

'l'E~)T

PROGR(lMMlE

3.1.

Background and Object of the Test Programme

3.1.1.

General Background to the overall Test Programme

The present programme of work was initiated as the result of
discussions between two groups of researchers at a conference of
corrosion fatigue at U.M.I.S.T., organized by C.A.P.A./I.Corr.T,
on the 3rd and 4th April, 1973.

A paper 108 entitled "Low Frequency

Corrosion - Fatigue of a Carbon Steel with Stress Concentrations in
Distilled Water", which was an account of work carried out at the
Hendon site of Middlesex Polytechnic by Booker and Whitaker, was
read by the present author.

Another paper 318 entitled "Corrosion

- Fatigue of Surgical Implant Materials:

Test Methods at A.W.R.E."

which described the work undertaken on behalf of the Department of
Health and Social Security at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment,
Aldermaston, by Hughes, Jordan, and Orman, was also presented.
Subsequent discussions between the authors of these two papers
indicated that co-operation in some further research could be fruitful.
Most of the corrosion fatilue work at A.W.R.E. had been
conducted at high frequency, and it was required to confirm the
predictions which had been made for implant material behaviour at more
realistic frequencies.

It was also desired to resolve doubts about

the validity of the test method of load application by employing
a more typical mode of stressing/straining for implants.

A test

facility, similar to·the one originally designed by the author for
work on mild steel, which would provide reversed bending fatigue at
a typical walking pace was thought to be the most attractive solution.
It was therefore decided to redesign and build such test rigs,
to the authors specifications, at three sites:
and City of London Polytechnics.
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A.W.R.E.; Middlesex

A supply of implant metals and metal alloys from A.W.R.E.,
for the production of specimens at Middlesex Polytechnic, was agreed
so that the same materials could be tested on the different sites
undertaking this research.

Separate prograrrunes of research to

be performed at each site were agreed so that, although each site
programme was independent and could progress at its own pace, it
was hoped that the sparate results obtained finally would be
mutually enhanced.

3.1.2.

General objectives of the test programme at Middlesex
Polytechnic.
The overall objective of this research was to investigate

the behaviour of some surgical implant alloys during corrosion
fa tigue in s1 mula ted

body fluids.

The influence of drilled holes

necessary for the fixation of some implants, and of variations
in the environment was particularly of interest here.
Previous work 108,318 had investigated the relative interactions
of mechanical strain and metallic corrosion during the conjoint
action of corrosion fatigue.

An

for implant alloys at A.W.R.E.
author

~or

mild steel

108

h~raction

318

theory had been developed

and, concurrently, also by the

It was hoped in the present work to

establish a more general theory of such interaction effects.
Specific combinations of material and environment were planned to
be investigated with this objective in mind.

Mild steel,

austenitic stainless steel (type 316), comuercial purity titanium
(T130), and titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (T318) were all considered.
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The first of these materials tested was considered because it was
naturally non-passivating and could therefore be used as a basis
of comparison in contrast to the behaviour of the characteristically
passivable implant materials.

The environments for each material

were chosen to be O.17M saline, which could be adjusted to
produce three selected pH conditions (1.5, 6.5 and 11.5), together
with distilled water, and tests in air for comparison.
The influence of strain amplitude, geometric stress
concentrations, salinity, and pH on corrosion fatigue performance
was particularly sought.

3.2.

Experimental Facility and Procedures

3.2.1.

Design of the test rig and details of specimens
Surgical implants frequently take the form of plates,

through which holes have been drilled for the purpose of fixing
them to human bone.

The most common form of the streSSing applied

to such bone plates is that due to bending.

A specimen for

corrosion fatigue testing in bending of not too dissimilar size
and proportion was therefore seen as highly desirable.

Fig.1

shows the plate specimen design and the method of applying load
by flexing the plate.

Specimens were of an "hour glass section"

waisted design, with some specimens having a hole drilled through
the plate

~mid-position,

as shown in Figure 2.

Location dowels

and bolts were' used to secure each end of the plate specimen to
support legs (Fig.1).

The clamping support legs were manufactured

from the same material as the specimen under test, i.e. dainless
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oscillation of
crOSS-h~
clamping bar

support legs

perspex cell
bearing block

Figure

Schematic diagram showing one cell of a rig for
testing flat plate specimens by reversed bending

location dowel hole

clamping bolt hole

min. width

6.35

rom x

3.18

rom

thick

+-~
for some specimens a
drilled hole here

Figure 2

Design of flat plate fatigue specimen
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steel for stainless steel plates and titanium for titanium
plate specimens;

dissimilar metals in contact were thus avoided.

One leg was firmly clamped to the crosshead of the rig (Fig.l)
while the other leg was free to pivot with the oscillating motion
of the crosshead.
type of loading;

The design thereby produced a reversed bending
the specimen

was flexed so that its surface

went through a tension-compression-tension cycle.
A much cheaper and simpler form of specimen was used for
mild steel tests.

As reported in earlier work 108, the U-bend

form of specimen and reversed bending method of straining has
been proved in distilled water corrosion fatigue studies:

such a

specimen is illustrated in Fig. 3, cold rolled to shape.
Owing to the action of the pivot, the position of maximum stress
and resulting fracture occured at 15

0

curvature, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).

The position of the drilled

from the centre of

hole in these specimens is shown in Fig. 4(b).
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Figure 4(al
Showing the position
of fracture "A"
through which holes
were also made on
some specimens
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Figure 4(b)
Showing hole through mid-section
at "A". NP represents neutral
plane of bending

3.18 nun x
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FIGURE 5
Typical fractured mild steel specimens (xO . 73)

FIGURE 6
Plate- type titanium specimen with clamping legs and
strain gauges for test machine setting .

Fig. 5 is a photograph of some of the U-bend mild steel specimens
after fatigue fracture in distilled water, illustrating the
consistent .position of failure:
in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

within ~ 3 mm of that indicated

Strain gauges attached to dummy specimens

verified that the maximum stress occurred at the concave surface
being 4% greater than that occurring at the convex surface for all
applied strain ranges.
Although these U-bend specimens were highly suitable for the
bright mild steel bar material, the flat plates supplied for the
testing of implant materials could not be conveniently fabricated
into this shape.

The complication of support legs with immersed

clamping was therefore necessary for these materials.
is a photograph of a stainless steel

pla~

Fig. 6

specimen, clamped between

stainless steel support legs, showing (but obscurod by protective
coating) a line of five strain gauges.

These

gauges were ~ach

of 0.3 mm gauge length and enabled a profile of the plate flexure
under load to be recorded while setting-up the test rig.

Similar

setting or calibration specimens 'were used tor each m,ate.nal
tested, in order to establish the maximum strain produeed during
each cycle of the test rig.
The test rig facility, designed and built by the author for
use at the Middle,sex PolytechDic.is shown, i,n part, . by the' :photograph
Fig. 7.

.

Two machines,e~eh
powered by a tm-e'e-phaae 1 BliP l~2~
~·.:p.m.
.
.
.
.

.

electric motor, were bench mounted to provide; o'so-illatirig
to a. cross-head ram.

~tion

The cross-head. was dri~en';by ~. e~ce~tive

arrangement (diagramatioally illustrated "iBFis:,).at a oonstant
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• 1

FIGURE 7

General view of test machines (mini - potentiostat and electrodes
not shown) .

FIGURE 8

A view of one of the machine rams with 10 plate- type specimens
and mechanical counters .

frequency of 1.7 Hz(5.4x10 7 cycles/year):

a typical walking

pace and suitable frequency therefore for the testing of human
surgical implant materials.

A continuous adjustment of crosshead

stroke was made possible by the eccentric drive, from zero up
to a total movement of 75 mm.

Once adjusted to produce the

required specimen strain this eccentric was locked so that a
constant strain load test facility was provided.
photograph showing one of the machine rams.

Fig. 8 is a

Each machine had two

such rams, one on either side of the eccentric drive for balance
and parallel motion.

Each ram provided the fatigue load for

10 specimens so that a total test facility was provided for 40

specimens on test together.

In view of the comparitively low

frequency it was advantageous to fatigue this number of specimens
simultaneously.

Although all 20 specimens on test in a particular

machine had the same cross-head stroke, the strain produced on
each specimen was further adjusted separately to any desired level,
within the stroke range, by the height of the support legs in
the ram.

A cycle recorder was provided for each specimen on

test operated mechanically by an arm attached to the rocking
pivot clamp:

at specimen fracture this arm came to rest so that

the cycles to failure were recorded.

A check on the strain wave-

form produced by this fatigue machine facility showed that the
cycle was within

2% of being sinusoidal for all possible specimen

positions.
Each speCimen, whether of the plate-type or U-bend, was
contained separately in its ow... environment by a perspex test cell.
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Insulated, both

electrol~rtically

and electrically, from its

neighbour and the test rig (see Figs 3 & 8), each specimen was
immersed in its own separate electrolyte.

The liquid surface

was freely assessible to oxygen, and the whole solution subjected
to a stirring motion during the test as the result of specimen
fle·xure and movement of the support legs.

The open system was

also readily assessible to observation of the specimen surface
for crack imitation during corrosion fatigue tests.

Standard

saturated calomel reference electrodes, Luggin capillary traversing
tubes, platinum counter electrodes, etc., were all positioned
in racks over each specimen on test to record electrochemical data.

3.2.2.

Design of mini-potentiostats
A multi-channel mini-potentiostat was designed specifically

for use in thE work.

Fig. 9 shows the circuit diagram.

This design

was a modification of the potentiostat circuit designed by
Smith and Hughes 333, after the one 'first published by Green et al 334
for controlling a single specimen under test.

The multi-channel

design was prahced here for six specimens to be held at different
potentials throughout the duration of a fatigue test. Consultation
with Bloyce and Jithoo 335 showed that any number of specimens
may be controlled at the same
this way,

~ime

at different potentials in

by the addition of further operational amplifiers to

the basic circuit.

This mini-potentiostat was produced at

·Middlesex Polytechnic, in printed circuit form, capable of applying
potential in the range - 1500 mV to +1500 mY, with reference to
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a standard saturated calomel electrode. "The potential applied
to each specimen was capable of being independently and continuously
varied within the range.

A digital milli-volt meter (DVM), as

shown in Fig. 9, was used to record the potential applied.

The

polarizing current was then registered by a micro-ammeter in
series with the platinum counter electrode provided for each
specimen.

3.2.3.

Specimen material properties
Mild steel specimens were of good commercial quality

(G.C.Q.)

0.25f~ steel, as rectangular bar (3.175 x 6.35Omm), in the bright

drawn condition.

Lengths of bar were cut and rolled around a

50 mm radius roll former to produce the U-bendspecimen shape.
Stainless steel type 316 S12 was used having the following
analysis 0.048f~, 1.81~ Mn, 2.4% Mo, 11.9% Ni, l6.7f~r, 0.032% N2
0.36% Si, 0.03% P, 0.018% S, balance Fe.

Specimens were machined

from sheet material which had to be previously cold-rolled
approximately 20% to give a thickness of 3 mm.
Commercial purity titanium T130, analysed at 0.032%C,
0.064% Fe, 0.032% N , 0.180% 02' 0.0018% H2 , i.e. approximately
2
99.7% pure Ti, was made into plate specimens as described for the
stainless steel.
Titanium alloy T318 was analysed as follows: 6.38% AI,
4.23% V, 0.05% Fe, 0.006% H2 ,balance Ti.
as plate specimens after a

20%

This alloy was produced

cold-rolling, in common with the

other implant materials tested.
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,

Mechanical Properties

Mild
Steel

S316

T130

T318

Young's Modulus GN/m2

207

188

107

107

660

745

675

509

600

556

925

-

680

620

980

585

729

660

1005

9.9

26.0

17 .0

5.0

10.5

45.0

47.0

27.0

Hardness HVD (BS427)

205

289

260

340

Density g/cm3

7.9

4.51

4.42

Tensile Strength MN/m

2

0.1% Proof stress MN/m2
2
0.2% Proof stress MN/m
2
0.5% Proof stress MN/m
Percentage Elongation
Percentage reduction area

Table 1.

7.9

!

t071

Experimentally determined mechanical properties of 20%
cold worked test materials.

3.2.4.

Test environment
As discussed in Section 2.8.2. several solutions have been

used to simulate body fluids.

The behaviour of metals, in a

simple 0.17M sodium chloride solution has been shown to be similar
to that in Hanks solution and 'in vivo: 144

A solution used in

many tests at A.W.R.E. Aldermaston 62 for surgical implants was
used also in this work:
sodium chloride

9.935 g

hydrated sodium carbonate

0.0:54

distilled water

I litre

e

This simple 0.17M saline solution was made-up in 20 litre
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bulk quantities, and air was allowed to bubble through the
solution for several days.

The saline was then stored for about

a month before use.
The pH of the saline solution, when used in the perspex
corrosion fatigue cells on the test rig, was found to remain
constant at pH 6.5 as the result of the Na C0 buffer. Evaporation
2 3
of solution from the open system during fatigue was countered by
topping-up to the original level at frequent intervals, using
distilled water (also pH 6.5).
Other solutions at pH 1.5 and pH 11.5 were produced for
this work by addition to the 'standard' saline solution of either
or NaOH.

The pH 1.5 saline required a weekly adjustment

of pH during fatigue testing.

In the case of mild steel, for example,

the pH would othenrise drift slowly to about 4.

The pH 11.5

solution also required periodic adjustment to prevent a drift
towards pH 9.5 over a period of about ten weeks.

The addition of

H S0 or NaOH was decided upon because it was not desired to
2 4
change the chloride ion concentration from one solution to
another.

It was for this reason also that no further NaCl was

added to any solution during test.

These values of pH were chosen

to investigate the behaviour of the surface films obtained, with
reference to the most relevant Pourbaix diagram available, over
a wide range.

The pH 1.5 was of course very relevant to the required

performance in corrosion fatigue of surgical implants.
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3.2.5.

Experimental procedures
Strain gauged specimens of the appropriate material under

test were loaded into position on the test rie after beine connected
to multi-channel half-bridge circuit strain recorder, with
temperature compensating dummy gauges, and all gauge readings
set to zero.

The height of the support leg, or U-bend datum leg,

above the cross-head ram was initially set to 10 mm and the eccentric
drive adjusted until the required stroke was produced, as indicated
by the strain range recorded by the gauges.
was then locked.

The eccentric drive

Any necessary adjustment of the mean strain

to zero was then obtained by movement of the rocking arn pivot
bar support before locking.

Having set the nominal reversed

bending strain amplitude for all specimens at 10 mm height above
the ram, this height was adjusted down to zero and up to 25 mm
while recording the change in strain amplitude.

Any desired strain

amplitude for testing was established according to this setting
height.
The perspex test cells were then arranged in position
containing the required saline solution, distilled water, or, in
the case of tests in air, omitted.

Final adjustment of solution

1Yel could only be made after positioning of the specimens at
the reqnired height.· Wooden blocks were used to adjust the
height of the test cells.
positioned.

Any electrod·es required were then

In the case of potentiostatic control, the required

potential was set· first on a 'dummy' specimen of the same material
before application to the test specimen.
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This procedure helped

to prevent delay and surface damage resulting from establishine
control at the correct potential at the sturt of fatiGUc.
All specimens were bench-finished after machining so that
the direction of the fine surface grooves produced to 6/0 grade
emery paper ran parallel to the direction of the applied stress.
The surface finish within the hole was left in the simple "as
drilled" condition.

Consideration was at one time given to improving

the surface finish within the hole by spark machining and/or
electro-polishing.

Such finishing methods were, however, considered

unlikely in practice and would have involved champering of the
highly stressed top surface corners.

Hand finishing across the

top and bottom of the hole was seen as the best and most realistic
method of preparing the initiation site at either side of the

h o1e

108

:

the surface of the material within the hole itself

was considered relatively unimportant.

Plate specimens were coated

with Dunlop 'Thixotropic' adhesive and bolted to their support
legs.

Two days were allowed for the clamped joint to cure before

the whole assembly, except for the test gauge length of exposed
specime~,

was coated with a protective polyunthane elastomer.

Produced by Berger Chemicals of Newcastle, this was a two-coat
Pack (PR1531) primer and (PR1535) elastomer.

The object here

was to obtain protection from corrosion of the entire immersed
areas of support legs and clamped regions of the specimens on
test.

U-bend specimens were similarly coated, leaving only a

total test surface area of 1000 rom
maximum strain.

2

exposed in the region of

This area was prepared for test immediately
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prior to loading into the rig:

swabbed with carbon tetrachloride

finely abraded with emery by hand (in a direction paralled to
that of the applied stress), swabbed again with acetone, rinsed
with distilled water several times;

each specimen was then

positioned in its electrolyte and clamped in the rig.
During the corrosion fatigue test checks were made
continuously at first, then hourly for the first eight hours,
followed by "as frequently as possible" over the remaining
weeks of test, of the following events:
(a)

the appearance on t~e surface of a fatigue crack,

number of cycles and time before final fracture;
(b)

the appearance of the electrolyte, pH change;

and oxide debris;
(c)

the freely corroding potential established or

otherwise during fatigue;
(d)

or

the current density variation with time under

potentiostatic control.
Following the fracture of specimens, optical and
transmission electron microscopy facilities were used at
Middlesex Polytechnic to assess the mode of fracture.

The results,

particularly with respect to carbon coated replicas produced for
TEM studies, were further checked by using the facilities at the
City of London Polytechnic.

Scanning-electron microscopy studies

were also conducted to cross-check the results, previously
obtained by TEM, using the SEM facility at A.W.R.E. Aldermaston.
Specimens which had endured test lives in excess of 107 cycles
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were also examined for signs of fatigue cracking and, by means
of a tensile test, any changes in the mechanical properties
were checked.

Some repeat tests were made or opocimons which

had failed in fatigue, and at various percentages of corrosion
fatigue life these specimens were removed for tensile testing.
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4.

RESID,TS AND DISCIISSION

,

4.1.

Fatigue Data

4.1.1.

Air Fatigue Data

Although a

r~versed

constant strain amplitude load was

in fact applied to all the specimens in this work it was
thought

useful, for comparison with the results of previous

~ore

work, to plot the results in a conventional siN manner rather than

e/N

diagrams.

All lines through SiN data were plotted using a

least squares method of determining the best line from the data
available.

Statistically, the data was unfortunately of necessity

limited for anyone material environment combination, although
some 550 specimens were tested in total.

However, the high order

of precision obtained for most of the data is an important
confidence factor.

Fig. 10-13 show the results obtained for

fatigue in air using respectively, mild steel, stainless steel
(S316), commercial purity titanium (T130), and titanium alloy (T318).
The key included on the diagrams indicates the results for plain
smooth specimens, and those for specimens having a 2 mm diameter
hole at mid-section or, alternatively, a 1 mm diameter hole.

The

air fatigue limits obtained are tabulated, together for comparison
with corrosion fatigue data, to be examined later in Table 1.
Certain other differences in the air-fatigue behaviour of the
four materials tested were, however, noted at this stage.

Apart

from the obvious higher fatigue strength of plsinspecimens of
T318, the titanium material generally developed a fatigue limit
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8
10

earlier than that for the steels.

This was consistent with the

steeper SiN slope obtained for titanium compared with the steels
at applied stress amplitudes above the fatigue limit as follows:

mild steel in air S = 1368

171 log N MN/m

2

( 1)

S316

2
" " S = 1838 - 261 log N MN/m

_____ .____ { 2)

T130

" " S

2

.---~3)

T318

" " S

2

(4)

2214

338 log N MN/m

= 2607 - 402 log N MN/m

The data obtained for specimens with holes showed that the same
size hole, and
concent~ation

the~ore

the same nominal geometric stress

factor, produced very different results from the

respective plain specimens data in each of the four materials
tested.

The strains measured in these specimens, with strain

gauJes covering the whole width on either side of the hole,
represented the average strain, and not the maximum immediately
next to the hole due to stress concentration.

The stress

amplitudes plotted for this data therefore represent also the
average peak stress in the surface of the specimen in bending.
Identical results for a specimen with a hole to those obtained
for the plain specimen in the same material would therefore
indicate zero stress concentration and no effect of notching.
S316 clearly showed a high tolerance to notching due to drilled
holes both above and below the fatigue limit.

This tolerance

or otherwise, to notching will be discussed later.

The results

for a 2 mm diameter hole were established as follows:

-186-

=

1027

131 log N MN/m

" S = 1986

292 log N MN/m

mild steel 2 mm hole in air S

2

--- ---' 5)

2

S316

"

II'

"

T130

"

"

" " S

=

1139

166 log N MN/m

T 318

"

"

" " S

=

2271

384 log N MN/m

2

___ (6)
--- -(7)

2

--'8)

Comparison of equations (2) and (6), for example, showed a
similar result for S316.

The results for 1 mm diameter holes

for S316 were also similar to those obtained for plain specimens
and 2 mm hole specimens.

Mild steel, on the other hand, clearly

showed that the smaller hole was less damaging, while T130
results showed a change-over with the smaller hole being more
damaging at the lower stress amplitudes.

No data was obtained

for T318 with 1 mm holes but the 2 mm hole was clearly very
damaging to this material.

4.1.2.

Corrosion fatigue data for mild steel
The results for mild steel corrosion

fati~ue

tests are

shown in Figs. 14 to 17.
Fig. 14 shows the SiN data for mild steel in distilled
water (pH 6.5).

The yield stress/endurance values obtained

in air are included as a chain-dashed line for reference.

The

plain specimen results demonstrated three rectilinear 'rate of
damage' branches with a particularly, large scatter area 'knee'
between the lower pair:
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107

10'

s = 1652
s=
S

- 293 log N, for S

664 -

= 1660

61 log N, for

~

2
MN/m ,

+

- 350

2: 190~ s~2: 350 MN/m 2 , and

- 217 log N, for S ~-+ 190

MN/m

2

"-

(9)

The upper and lower rates are similar and quite different from
that produced in the median range.

In contraat to this

behaviour for plain specimens, the results for 2 mm hole specimens
produced a single rate for mild steel in distilled water:
S

= 1133

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-\(10)

- 151 log N

Once again the 1 mm diameter holes were less damaging for mild
steel
The results for mild steel in saline are shown in Fig. 15.
for pH 6.5.

Plain specimens produced a two-branch rectilinear

"rate of damage":

s = 1313
S

549

- 176 log N, for
60 log N, for

+ 150

2
MN/m , and

+
- 150

MN/m

S~-

s~

2
(11 )

"'-

This result in saline Pff 6.5, is similar to the upper two rates
in distilled water (comparing equations (9) and (11)).

The

results in saline pH 6.5, for a 2 mm hole, however, this
time produced a two-part rate also:

s=
S

1155 - 165 log N, for S~: 310

= 918 - 118 log N, for

+ 310

S~-

2
MN/m , and
MN/m

2

"-190-

(12)

The saline pH 1.5 results for mild steel are shown in Fig. 16.
For plain specimens:

S

=

s

2010 - 337 log N, for S?-::t 200
649 -

83 log N, for

4-

S·~ -

-----~(13)

200

For 2 mm diameter hole specimens, at pH 1.5:

S

= 1500

S

=

- 253 log N, for

840 - 121 log N, for

+

S~S~

235

+
- 235

2
MN/m , and
MN/m 2

_

( 14)

Failure occurred down to stress aplitudes<:3 MN/m

2

The two stage rate result was also found in Fig. 17 for pH 11.5
but the slope of the first part rate was considerably less steep
than that for pH 1.5.

The long term life, at low

stress~plitudes

was however not so different because the second part slope was
greater for PH 11.5 than for pH 1.5.

For plain specimens at

pH 11.5:

S

=

S -

1547 - 222 log N, for S~: 150
789 - 101 log N, for

S~

+

- 150

2

MN/m , and
MN/m

2

------~( 15)

For 2 mm diameter hole specimens, at ·pH 11.5:

S

= 1231

S=

- 184 log N, for S~ ~ 180

778 - 104 log N, for S~ ~ 180
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2
MN/m , and
2
MN/m •

_ _ _~----\( 16)

As expected, no fatigue limit was found for any solution in the
corrosion fatigue of mild steel.

4.1.3.

Corrosion fatigue data for stainless steel 316
The results for stainless steel under various conditions

of corrosion fatigue are shown in Fig. 18 to 21.

Corrosion

fatigue limits were' established in each case.

Fig. 18 is the

result of fatigue of S316 in distilled water.

Plain specimens

of 8316 produced a single rate of

da~age

above the fatigue limit,

of:

S

1388 - 183 log N, above a fatigue limit of : 33

MN/m 2 --117)

This is a better performance in distilled water than in air
2
0atigue limit t 310 MN/m ) at low stress amplitudes.

At the

higher stresses endurance was, however, less than for air.

The

2 mm hole specimens produced similar endurance lives to those
obtained with plain specimens at the higher stress amplitudes
but clearly showed reduced endurance at lower amplitudes, together
with a lower fatigue limit, in distilled water with a 2 mm hole:

S

=

1810 - 273 log N, above a fatigue limit of

~

2
250 MN/m ---118)

The results for 1 mm hole were indistinguishable from those of
the larger hole.

The performance of S 316 in saline pH 6.5

is shown in Fig. 19.

The most noticeable scatter of results
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8
10

obtained from the plain specimens here was not, however, produced
in the case of 2 mm diameter, or 1 mm dialleter hole specimens.
The reasons for these variations in plain specimen life,
particularly at low stress amplitudes in the region of the fatigue
limit, were investigated and are discussed later.

By comparison

with the results of all other materials and conditions, this
set of results was far less precise.

The followine equation is

the best line (by method of 'least squares') which could be
obtained, to represent the mean rate of damage above the "lower"
or safest fatigue limi t recorded for S316 in saline pH 6.5:

S

= 2122 - 324

2
log N, above a fatigue limit of: 300 MN/m _ -119)

The results for both sizes of hole in saline pH 6.5 were again
almost indistinguishable from each other.

The rate damage for

the 2 mm hole in S316 imr.lersed in saline pH 6.5 was more precise
than equation (19):

S

= 2108

2
- 329 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 255 MN/m ~20)

Fig. 20 shows that in pH 1.5 a fatigue limit was only
obtained for S316 at very low stress amplitudes.

At higher stress

amplitudes no difference was found in the results for 2 mm hole
specimens and plain specimens.

A double rate of damage law was

indicated for both types of specimen above the fatigue limit in
this~ry

aggressive enviro~ent.
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For plain specimens of S316

in saline pH 1.5:

s = 1996 - 322 log N, for S ~300 MN/m 2 , and
2
S = 1166 - 165 log N, for S "';'300 MN/m , above a ;f,atigue
limit of 35 MN/m

For 2

s=
8

=

2

_ _(21)

mm hole specimens of 8316 in saline pH 1.5:

2
1996 - 322 log N, for S·~130 MN/m , and
517 -

2
69 log N, for 8 ~130 MN/m , above a fatigue
limit of 35 MN/m

2

_ _ _.--..( 22)

The performance of stainlesssteel in saline pH 11.5 is
shown in Fig. 21.

A single rate of damage curve, common to

both plain specimens and those with 2 mm diameter holes was
obtained:

8

= 1320

- 178 log N, above a fatigue limit of ~ 320 MN/m

2

+ 300 MN/m

2

for plain specimens and
for 2 mm hole specimens

4.1.4.

(23)

Corrosion fatigue data for titanium 130
The results for commercial purity titanium, T130, during

corrosion fatigue are shown in Fig. 22 to 25.

A fatigue limit

was established in all cases.
Fig. 22 shows that, although the fatigue limit is reduced
below that in air for distilled water, a cross-over occurs in
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------

the rate of damage law for plain specimens of T130:

S

= 1655

2
- 235 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 325 MN/m ---124)

For 2 mm diameter hole specimens of T130 in distilled water this
endurance was reduced to:

2
S ~ 1415 - 205 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 305 MN/m .---126)

, The ,data plotted for the 1 mm diameter hole in this case showed
a further reduction in endurance life over the entire range
from that obtained with the larger hole:

S

=

2
1509 - 243 log N, above a fatigue l±mit of' ~ 225 MN/m ___(27)

The results obtained in saline pH 6.5 for T130 are shown in
Fig. 23.

The performance of plain specimens was similar to that

observed in distilled water and in air.

The rate of damage law

was steeper in slope giving longer endurance at high stress
amplitudes in saline pH 6.5 than in distilled water or air.
Plain specimens of T130 resulted in the following law:

S

2
2034 - 301 log N, above a fatieue limit of + 340 MN/m ---128)

In contrast to the behaviour of 2 mm and 1 mm diameter hole
specimens in distilled water, the relative corrosion fatigue
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..
endurance obtained for each size of hole was reversed.

The

2 mm diameter hole was found here to be the most damaging for
T130 in saline pH 6.5:

S

=

2
1533 - 238 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 230 MN/m __ --'29)

The result for 1 mm diameter hole specimens produced the same
slope:

S

=

1585 - 238 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 270 MN/m

Fig. 24 shows tho corrosion
saline pH 1 .5.

fati&~e

2

--~30)

behaviour of T130 in

Plain specimens had reduced endurance compared

with the performance in air:

S

= 1313

- 179 log N, above a fatigue limit of

~ 255 MN/m 2 ~31)

Tlie similar but lower endurance result for the 2 mm hole specimens
was:

S

=

1290 - 182 log N, above a fatigue limit of

~ 175 MN/m 2 ~32)

representing a not inconsiderable reduction in performance.
The performance in saline pH 11.5, as shown in Fig. 25,
was much improved, in comparison with that at pH 1.5, at lower
stress amplitudes.

Plain specimens of T130 in pH 11.5 resulted

in a damage rate steeper than that for air but terminating at a
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fatigue limit only just below that in air:

S = 2206 - 359 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 320 MN/m

2

---133)

The results for 2 rnm hole specimens were of similar form:

S = 1435 - 248 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 310 MN/m 2 ~34)

The reduction in fatigue limit, from that in air, for T130 in
saline pH 11.5 was really quite small.

The reduction in endurance

at hieher stress amplitudes for ::;pecimens wi th tho 2 mrn hole was
the greatest effect of environment noted here.

4.1.5.

Corrosion fatigue for titanium 318
The corrosion fatigue results for the titanium alloy T318

are shown in Figs. 26 to 29.

A fatigue limit was found for all

cases tes,ted.
Fig. 26 gives the performance of T318 in distilled water.
Plain specimens established a fatigue limit which was just
higher than that obtained in air:

S

= 7719

2

- 1563 log N, above a fatieue limit of: 545 MN/m ---C35)

The slope of this rate damage, equation (35), is of considerable
magnitude.

The number of specimens tested in this region was, to

say the least, sparse, but the same trend was established for T318
-201-
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107

8
10

in all solutions tested and this fact, together with the very low
scatter of data obtained, indicates some validity for results
such as equation (35).
Specimens with a 2

mID

diameter hole drastically reduced

the fatigue limit in distilled water for T318 from ~ 545 MN/m
down to only ~ 255 MN/m
for T318 here.

2

2

, indicating a large notch sensitivity

The slope of the S/N rate damage for specimens

with holes was identical to that given in equation (35) for plain
specimens.

The data obtained for specimens with holes above the

fatigue limit was almost coincident with a continuation downward
of the plain specimen result.
Fig. 27 shows results for T318 in saline pH 6.5.

Plain

specimens showed the following:

S

2
14176 - 2941 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 530 MN/m --!36)

The results for the 2 mm diameter hole specimens were again
found to produce the same slope for rate of S/N damage as for the
plain specimens.

The fatigue limit was reduced to 305 MN/m

2

in

saline pH 6.5 showing less environmental damage than in distilled
water.
The behaviour of T318 in saline pH 1.5 is shown in Fig. 28.
For plain specimens the fatigue limit established was just less
than that in air.

In pH 1.5 the S/N rate law was obtained as

follows:
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2
S = 8413 - 1724 log N, above a fatigue limit of + 480 MN/m ~37)

Again the results for 2 rom diameter hole speciuens produced the
same rate slope so that they could almost be considered as a
continuation downward of the plain specimen results.
limit for T318 was reduced to only

± 220

The fatigue

2
MN/m , in the presence of

2 mm holes, for saline pH 1.5.
Fig. 29 shows the results for the fatigue of T318 in
saline pH 11.5.

Plain specimens produced the following result:

S = 6577 - 1282 log N, above a fatigue limit of : 535 MN/m2 ___~38)

The similar form of the results, having the same rate of damage
for plain specimens, for 2 mm diameter hole specimens produced a
fatigue limit of: 225 MN/m

2

in saline pH 11.5;

another drastic

reduction in performance.

4.1.6.

Fatigue data summary
Table. 2 shows the fatigue limits, or 2 x 107 cycle endurance

limits

*

for the materials tested as plain or 'hole-drilled'

specimens in each invornment:

The stress amplitude is expressed

2
in MN/m •
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Air

MUd steel plain

Dist.
Water
pH6.5

pH6.5

pH1 .5

pH11.5

300

72*

100*

52*

58*

8*

65*

if-

23*

-

-

"

" 2

m.m hole

147

"

" 1

m.m hole

178

---_.

S316

-- ...

.

Saline

45*
--

.

-.--

..-

--.

.

-------.- ..----- --_.

------

plain

310

330

300

35

320

"

2 m.m hole

275

250

255

35

300

"

1 m.m hole

310

-

-

250

'-_.-"

T130

0- • _ _ _ .. _ _ •_ _•• _ . _

..

255
- -..---- -340

,.~

plain

345

325

2 m.m hole

305

305

1 m.m hole
"
----,--_.-- ---. --_._ .. -.-.
T318
plain

250
500

545

530

480

535

2 mm hole

350

255

305

220

225

"
..

"
Table 2.

,

320

175

310

-

-

265

225
--

-.---- -

.....

230

255

_

..

• • • • _4

_____

Fatigue and Endurance Limits MN/:~:)

2
2 x 107 cycles Endurance, -If too low for recording <: 3 MN/m ,
2
- no data. (confidence limits generally
2 MN/m for mild steel

*

±

and +
- 10 MN/ ,m2
for ·
other materials )

4.2.

Fatigue Stress Concentration/Corrosion Interaction
For comparison with earlier analyses 108,318, a

similar

model and format was employed in an attempt to study the separate
effects of stress concentration and corrosion during the conjoint
action of corrosion fatigue.
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Let:
A

= Fatigue endurance of plain specimens tested in air

Ah= Fatigue endurance of holed specimens tested in air
~=

Fatigue endurance of plain specimens corrosion fatigue tested

CFh= Fatigue endurance of holed specimens corrosion fatigue tested
The reduction in fatigue strength due to the presence of a drilled
hole was considered as
(A - Ah)/A

=1

- Ah/A

=1

- N

where N = ~/A, the notch reduction factor
1

-----(39)

The corrosion effect of the environment in the absence of a
stress concentrating defect was considered in an exactly
analygous manner:
(A - CF)/A
where C

=1

- CF/A

= CF/A,

=

1 - C

the corrosion reduction factor

- -_ _--1.(40)

The total effect of both a hole (i.e. a notch) and a
corroSive environment was thus defined as
(A - CFh)/A
where T

=1

= CF~A,

- CFh/A • 1 - T
the total reduction factor
(O<::T<:1)

and T

=N+

C + It

where I = f (N,C), (-2<1<+1) and is the interaction factor
introduced to account for any synergistic behaviour.
Relating together eqns (39) to (41) it will be noted that the
total reduction in corrosion fatigue performance without interaction

is given by

(1 - T)

(1 - N) + (1 - C)

so that T

=-

1 + N + C and I is therefore of value - 1 when

there is no synergistic behaviour.
(N

= 1)

and without corrosion (C

A specimen without a hole

= 1)

will have T

equation (41) indicating zero effect (1 - N)

=

1 in

as required in

the model.
For each material the values of N,C and I, extrapolated from
the S/N

data, were determined at various endurance lives.

Table 3 shows the tabulated values, using the 2
results for N, in mild steel.
lon~~r

mID

diameter hole

The value of N was reduced with

endurance, low amplitude stress results so that the

percentage reduction in the fatigue
by (A - Ah)/A

=1

- N

=

51%;

at higher stress amplitudes.

l~mit

due to a hole was given

a higher value than that produced
The value of C was, with the exception

of the distilled water result, Similarly reduced with lower
amplitude stressing so that the percentage reduction at 6 x 10 6
cycles endurance, for example, was 55% for saline pH 6.5 ranging
to 70% for the pH 1.5 saline.

The double set of results for the

distilled water and the intermediate increase in values .of C
was the direct result of the three-stage rate of damage obtained
in this case (see Fig. 14), together with the scatter of
results at the "mee".

In each case the value of I was negative

showing that the total effect of Nand C was less than the sum of
the two effects considered separately.

The magnitude of I generally

tended toward slightly lower and more constant values with lower
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I

mild steel
in -....

distilled water

saline pH6. 5

sal ine pR1. 5

~aline

pH11.5

I

I
I
!

at endurance cycles
x 10-6
t

I

I\.l

N

C

I

C

I

C

I

C

I

0.1

0.709

0.896

-0.864

0.867

-0.903

0.637

-0.882

0.869

-0.941

0.5

0.708

0.833

-0.855

0.822

-0.867

0.580

-0.893

0.756

-0.963

Table 3

1.0

0.703

0.910

-0.962

0.787

-0.830

0.463

-0.823

0.679

-0.904

2.0

0.627

0.910

-0.984

0.670

-0.707

0.423

-0.800

0.517

-0.734

4.0

0.503

0.850

-0.970

0.500 " -0.533

0.343

-0.723

0.413

-0.609

Notch, corrosion and
interaction factors ~or
mild steel at vario~s
endurance lives, ref.
equations (39) - (~C)

6.0

0.490

0.813
0.617

0.453

-0.540

0.303

-0.740

0.360

-0.603

8.0

0.490

o.""'p-z
o.;.; :."
- ,

-1 .003
-0.807
-1 .040
-0.790

0.437

-0.570

0.270

-0.760

0.317

-0.607

o. "

-0.767

0.417

-0.590

0.217

-0.707

0.287

-0.607

0.240

-0.703

0.333

-0.606

0.173

-0.663

0.193

-0.606

o

\.0

I

:.~)

,/

10.0

0.490

20.0

0.490

I

I

._,-"'---,'--"--,..

_- .. _--------------

Fatigue limit
underlined

val~es

distilled water

S316 in

saline pH6. 5

saline pH1. 5

saline pH11.5

~

....
at endurance cycles
x 10-6
•

N

C

C

I

I

C

I

I

C

0.05

0.983

0.882

-0.978

1 .005

-1 .025

0.726

-0.983

0.794

-0.803

Table 4

0.1

0.971

0.912

-1 .030

0.994

-.1.014

0.665

-0.971

0.818

-0.971

0.2

0.953

0.953

-1 .080

0.963

-0.976

0.674

-1 .034

0.847

-0.953

0.4

0.926

1 .006

-1 .152

0.929

-0.955

0.674

-1 .123

0.914

-0.954

Notch, corrosion and
interaction factors for
3316 at various
endurance lives
Ref. equations (39) - (40)

0.6

0.887

1 .064

-1 .145

0.968

-0.978

0.658

-1 .175

1 .032

-0.951

1.0

0.887

1 .064

1 .145

0.968

-1 .032

0.S35

-1~O99

1 .032

-0.951

10.0

0.887

1 .064

1 .145

0.968

O. 11 ~

-0.887

1 .032

-0.951

I

I\)
->.

o
I

-

-

... -

--

-

.

-

----------

--- -

-

I

Fatigue limit values
underlined.

-

..

T130 in

at endurance cycles
6
x 10,'.'

I

distilled water
I

saline pH6.5
I

saline pH1. 5
I

saline pH11.5
C

I

N

C

0.05

0.593

0.924

-0.754

1 .025

-0.913

0.773

-0.647

0.762

-0.782

0.1

0.637

0.989

-0.812

1.077

-0.994

0.837

-0.706

0.668

-0.658

0.2

0.836

1 .101

-1 .038

1 .167

-1 .252

0.959

-0.931

0.800

-0.760

0.4

0.884

0.956

-0.956

0.985

-1 .202

0.855

-1 .015

0.928

-0.884

0.6

0.884

0.942

-0.941

0.985

-1 .202

0.768

-0.994

0.928

-0.884

1 .0

0.884

0.942

-0.941

0.985

-1 .202

0.739

-1.116

0.928

-0.884

10.0

0.884

0.942

-0.941

0.985

-1 .202

0.739

-1.116

0.928

-0.884

C

C

I\)

Table 5
Notch, corrosion and
interaction factors for
T130 at various
endurace lives
Ref. equations (39) - (40)
Fatigue limit values
underlined,

T318 in

distilled wa, ter

---11_-

f

I

I\)

I

saline pH1. 5

saline pH11 .5

I

I

at endurance cycles
~ 10-6

I\)

saline pH6. 5

N

C

I

C

I

C

I

C

I

0.03

0.939

0.841

-1.250

1.122

-1.244

0.902

-1.079

1.037

-1.128

0.04

0.664

0.717

-1.045

0.783

-0.993

0.658

-0.809

0.921

-0.861

0.05

0.664

0.762

-1.069

0.741

-0.978

0.671

-0.999

0.804

-0.908

0.07

0.630

0.838

-1.076

0.815

-0.976

0.738

-1.030

0.823

-1.107

0.10

0.588

0.916

-1.075

0.891

-0.966

0.807

-1.025

0.899

-1.109

0.20

0.700

1.09

-1.34

1.060

-1.150

0.960

-1.22

1.07

-1.320

1.00

0.700

1.09

-1.34

1.060

-1.150

0.960 ~22 __ 1 .07 ~=1~320

Table 6
Notch, corros~on and.
interaction :actors :or
T318 at vario~s endurance
lives
Ref. equat~o~s (39) - (~O\

I

Fatigue li::i t 7al'.les
underlined.,

stress amplitudes.
Table 4 for S316 showed far less of a change in all values
with endurance.

N values reduced with reduced stress amplitude

but only showed a reduction, due to the hole, of 11% in fatigue
limit.

The direction of change of C was,with the exception

of the pH 1.5 saline, generally the reverse of that obtained
for the mild steel;

showing that at the lower stress amplitudes

behaviour was comparable with that in air.

The behaviour

of S316 in saline pH 1.5 was clearly very different, as
considered in this analysis alone, and was very similar to
the results

obt~ined

for mild steel.

The. value of C in pH 1.5

saline showed a percentage reduction in fatigue endurance of,
for example, 47% at 1 ~eGa cycle endurance yet 89% for the 10
mega cycle case;

this is better than that for mild steel at

1 mega cycle of 54%, but far worse than that of 78% for mild
steel at the longer life of 10 mega cycles.
Table 5 shows the results for T130 which, contrary to
the other results, produced values of N increasing with the
longer endurance lives.

The notch effect for this material

is clearly more damaging for high stress amplitudes(41% at 0.05
"mega cycles) than for low stress amplitudes (at
fatigue limit).

1z.%

for the

The other data for this material did not show

any clear trend.
The results for T318 are given in Table 6 and again for
this titanium alloy no general trend could be found for a
change in the values of C and I with endurance.
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The value

of C near the fatigue limit simply indicated that in all
solutions the performance was similar to that in air.

The

corresponding value for I was the highest set of values
obtained and indicated the large synergistic interaction for
the corrosion fatigue of T318 when holes are drilled through
otherwise well behaved smooth specimens.
The statistical significance of the values of N,C , and I
were

.

exam~ne

d , as

.

prev~ous

1y examlne
. d'ln pas t work 318 ,

using the multiple regression model
I

=

ot,N +

f-l C + &'

---------.------<42)

Attempts to solve this equation in a

sat~sfactory

manner for all the materials tested, in all environments,
were not successful.

It was found, however, that the results

could be divided into two main groups.
I

= ~ - 1 .39N -

2.01C

The equation:

------------

satisfied the titanium T130 and titanium alloy T318 in all
the environments tests.

Stainless steel S316 was

H;.·

.;a L l Dried

by this equation for all environments except for the results
in saline pH 1.5.

The values for

~

obtained were respectively

1.39 for S316, 1.60 for T130 and 1.81 for T318.
The second group of results, for all environments with
mild steel, and S316 in saline pH 1.5, were satisfied with the
following alternative equation:
1=-0.926 - O.048N + 1.3C

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1,(44)

The results of calculations based upon the solution of
equations (43) and (44) are shown in Table 7.
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Differences

Material

Environment

from
individual
experimental
data

Mild steel

dist. water

-0.703

+0.065*

Mild steel

saline pH 6.5

+0.089*

Mild steel
Mild steel

saline pH 1.5
saline pH 11.5

-0.606
-0.66')
-0.606

-0.093*

S316

dist. water

+0.017+

S316
S316

saline pH 6.5
saline pH 1.5

-1 .145
-1 .032
-0.887

+0.066*

S316

saline pH 11.5

-0.951

-0.113+

T130

dist. water

-0.941

-0.146+

T130

-1 .202

+0.028+

T130

saline pH 6.5
saline pH 1.5

-1.116

+0.223+

T130

saline pH 11.5

-0.658

+0.118+

T318

dist. water

-1 .340

+0.007+

T318

-1 .150

-0.137+

T318

saline pH 6.5
saline pH 1.5

-1.220

+0.133+

T318

saline pH 11.5

-1 .320

+0.013+

Table 7

I

Difference in I
values from
equations (43)+
and (44)*

-0.062*

+0.096+

Values of 'I' calculated from experimental data
(shown in Tables 3 to 6)
and compared with differences frum calculated values
of 'I', from equation 43+ and equation 44*
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are shown between the solution of these equations and the
individual experimental data given in Tables 3 to 6.

The

standard deviation obtained for the results from equation (43)
was 0.110 and 0.078 for equation (44).
The most significant result from this analysis of the
interaction between stress concentrations and corrosion was
considered to be the separation, by this method alone, of
the passive-filmed corrosion fatigue behaviour from those
metal/environment combinations resulting in general corrosion.
The slope of the function term, as denoted by its sign, relating
C to I is the significant difference between equation (43)
for passive behaviour and equation (44) for general or "true"
corrosion fatigue.
In all eleven tested

cases the diferences, shown in

Table 7 between individual experimentally determined values
of I and those calculated from equation (43), for passive
behaviour

were within twice the value of the standard deviation.

For the general corrosion fatigue condition, all

the five

different systems tested were well within one and a half the
value of the standard deviation.

4.3.

Linear-Polarization Curves
A linear-polarization technique was used to determine

the statically immersed corrosion rate of each material in
all the environments used in this work.

Within 10 mV more

noble or more active than the corrosion potential, it is
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commonly observed that the applied current density is a
linear function of the electrode potential.
show the

overpotential~,

Figs. 30 to 33

with the corrosion potential used

as a reference point, plotted versus applied anodic and
cathodic current;

both scales are linear.

The slope of these

linear-polarization curves for overpotentials within! 10mV,
is related to the kinetic parameters of the system as follows: 336 ,337

6E/Ai app.

= f~
A A/2.3 (i
c
. co~r )(t?>a

+ ,~c
/.1 )

where
6E/~i

is the slope of the linear-polarization curve given

app.

in mV/mA
i
~

a

A

is trecorrosion current

corr

and

=

Ac

are the Tafel slopes of the anodic and cathodic
reactions respectively.

The slope of the linear-polarization curve is mainly controlled
by i

corr

and is relatively insensitive to changes in the

values of;3, as shown in eqlmtion

(45).

An approximate

solution may therefore be obtained assuming that anodic and
cathodicj9 values of 120 mV represent the average of all
corrosion systems 338
6E/A i

app

=

Equation

(45)

then reduced to:

O.o2r/ i corr

(46 )

The corrosion rate of any system may be calculated using
equation (46) without knowledge of its electrode-kinetic
parameters and yet with reasonable accuracy.
with activation- or diffusion-controllod
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Even for systems

(f-...c =00)

reduction

reactions, corrosion rates

obtained usine equation (46)

differ by no more than a factor of

j

from the actual rates 338

This method of measuring the corrosion rate was considered to
be of sufficient accuracy in this work and provided a basis
for the relative assessment of each material/environment system.
Table 8 shows the corrosion current density for each material
tested in distilled water and saline.

Mild steel was, as

expected, quite different from the other materials when
corrosion rates were compared, having a rapid
pH 1.5 saline.

18.6~/cm2 in

It was interestingly found that the rate in

pH 11.5 was indeed lower, relative to that at pH 6.5 in saline,
possibly indicating a less active state.

It was also interesting

to find that there was practically no difference at pH 6.5
between the rate for saline and that for distilled water.
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Linear polarization of 8316
in different environments
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0.2

0.1

/~

Linear polarization of T318
in different environments

0.3

Corrosion Current Density i

~

corr #/cm

2

Distilled
Water

Saline

Material

~

pH6.5

pH6.5

pH1 .5

pH11 .5

M5.1d Steel

1.03

1.04

18.6

0.743

8316

0.033

0.105

0.206

0.007

T130

0.016

0.052

0.029

0.00<)

T318

0.033

0.078

0.010

0.008

Table 8

Corrosion rates determined from linear-polarization
curves in the ~ 10 mV overpotential range (Figs. 30 to 33).

The lowest corrosion rates were found at pH 11.5 saline for
all materials.

The highest rate for S316 was at pH 1.5, but

the titanium materials had their highest corrosion rate at
pH 6.5

4.4.

Polarization Data
Anodic and cathodic polarization curves were potentio-

statically determined for each of the stress-free metal/
electrolyte systems ['cqui rcdi n thj G work.
After abrading and cleaning the specimens and immersing
them in the solutions a. further

pro~cfure

the stainless steel specimens.

Since the passive film is

-221-

wa.s carried out for

present spontaniously in air and in solutions containing
dissolved oxygen, it was decided to remove this by cathodic
reduction 339,340 for 30 minutes at a current of approximately

200~A/cm2.

Each experiment thus started from a reduced surface

and the potential was then made more positive in steps of 20 mV:
the current being recorded

minute after adjustment of the potential.

It was not thought practical to wait longer than this for the
attainment of steady-state conditions.

Since it was not possible

to obtain a completely reduced surface on titanium specimens,
except perhaps for a brief period after abrading, 12 9,146,
measurements were taken after 5 minutes exposure to the solution
in a similar way to that used for stainless steel.
formed TiO

An air-

film of approximately 16~, immediately prior to

test initiation, was therefore present for this material before
the formation of Ti(OH)3 and Ti0 .H 0 passive film with reduction
2 2
of hydrogen ions in solution.
Modifications to the polarization curves were recorded
for the systems under corrosion fatigue.

In order to differentiate

between the effect of stress amplitude in the dynamic situation
and stress applied in the static case, tests were also made in
the corrosion fatigue rig so that specimens were held stationary
at ma ..ximum and minimum stroke positions.

Applied compressive

and tensile stress polarization curves were thus compared with
stress-free results and alternating 1.7 H fatigue polarization
z
curves. Further tests were made to determine the effect of the
stirring motion of the specimen in its electrolyte.
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These tests

comprised plotting modifications to the stress-free polarization
curves, obtained preaously, with specimens cycled at 1.7 Hz
on the fatigue rig but having their pivot-end support legs unclamped;

the specimens were thus stress-free but had approximately

the same environment relative velocity as the corrosion fatigue
loaded ones.
For reasons of clarity on the polarization curves,

Fig~

34 to 49 presented in the following sections, only one stress
amplitude is illustrated from the range of amplitudes investigated.
The ringed numbers on these diagrams, e.g.

- 2,

~epresent

rest potential changes with time, determined as described later,
for comparison in later discussion.

4.4.1.

Polarization data for mild steel
Fig. 34 shows mild steel in distilled water having an

unpolarized potential E

o

E'

o

=-

=-

0.680 V (S.C.E.) which becomes

0.450 V when stirring occurs.

The dynamic fatigue

curve also originates at - 0.450 V when unpolarized while the
statically applied tensile stress of equivalent amplitude
originated at - 0.680 V.

The shape of the anodic and cathodic

polarization curves were found to be generally similar and
stress generally was responsible for cathodic depolarization.
Statically applied strens anodically polarized the system, yet
fatigue loading was responsible for depolariz:ne the system
both anodically and cathodically.

The main observation here

was that the movement of E in a more noble direction during
o
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2

fatigue was due to the

~rring

action alone.

The situation seen for mild steel in saline pH 6.5 is shown
in Fig. 35.

The static condition E

o

=-

0.610 V also moved

in a more noble direction when stirred, to E

o

=-

0.560 V.

The movement here was much less than that observed for distilled
water:

the saline was also seen to act as a depolarizing agent

for both anodic and cathodic reactions.

The dynamic curve and

the stirring curve were coincident, while the static curve was
coincident with the no stress curve.
Fig. 36 sives the polarization curves for mild steel in
pH 1.5 saline.

E
o

=-

0.520 V moved a relatively small amount

in the more noble direction, to E'

o

=

0.490 V, under stirring.

This system was also clearly far less polarized, at pH 1 .5,
than in the other solutions tested for mild steel.

A grey surface

film rapidly formed, on anodic polarization at approximately
- 0.450 V, on which 02 bubbles were clearly visible.

This was

in contrast to the rapid formation of "red "-rust observed in
normal solutions of saline and distilled water.

Static stress

results were coincident with static no-stress results, and dynamic
stresses produced the same curves obtained in stress-free
stirring:

that is, a small effect of stirring only was found

for this system where corrosion rates were high and unaffected
by the application of any form of stress.
Saline pH 11.5 produced the polarization curves for mild
steel shown in Fig. 37.

In this system, an unusual corrosion product

in the form of green spot "fluff balls" was observed to form

-228-

rapidly on the steel surface at approximately - 0.250 V, anodically
polarized.

The value of E

o

=-

0.390 V was more noble than that

found for mild steel in the other solutions tested.

The major

point of interest here, however, was that, unlike the other
systems, the unpolarized potential moved in a more base direction
under stirring, to E'o

=-

0.480 V.

Dynamic curves were similar

to the stirring curves while static stress curves were coincident
with the stress-free unstirred data.

In this latter respect

only the behaviour of mild steel in saline pH 11.5 was similar
to that in solutions at pH 6.5
4.4.2.

Polarization data for stainless steel 316
Figs 38 to 41 show the polarization curves obtained for

S316 stainless steel.
Fig 38 with Eo

=-

The distilled water system is shown in

0.10 V and s.ome evidence of passive b.ehaviour

on anodic polarization in the presence of atmospheric 02.

The

passive region, at approximately 0.20~A/cm2 (active at 2.50j«A/cm2),
was rather limited to + 0.10V and attempts at further anodic
polarization resulted in a rapid increase in current density
to saturation at + 0.40 V with oxygen evolution.
the value of E'

o

=+

With stirring

0.03V was found, representing a small

movement in the more noble direction.

Stirring resulted in more

effective anodic and cathodic polarization.

Dynamic loading

clearly showed a depolarizing effect both anodically and cathodically.
Statically applied stress caused a similar effect but the curves
originated at the unstirred Eo potential.

Hydrogen was rapidly

formed on the specimen surface at about - 0.80 V under cathodic
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polarization.
The system for S316 in normal saline is shown in Fig.39.
Comparison with Fig. 38 shows the

higher primary

re~ively

passive current density, at 0.56~/cm2, caused by the aggrasive
Cl- anion:

the value of E = - 0.35 V was 'also moved in the
o

more base direction related to distilled water.

"Red-rust"

was clearly seen to form in this saline solution at about
+ 0.50 V under anodic polarization .before saturation was reached

at approximately + 0.60 V.

Stirring only marginally changed

the results for this system and, in line with this finding,
static and dynamic stresses produced the same curves.

Stress

was more effective here in depolarizing the cathodic reactions
than the anodic ones, althoueh i>assivHy was clearly red",tced by
stress.
Fig. 40 shows the polarization of S316 in saline of pH 1.5
which exhibited some instability and differences between the
direction of polarization, shown shaded.

The value of E

o

=-

0.32 V

for the reversible potential was moved to E' = - 0.20 V with
o

stirring, and still further in the more noble direction to

= + 0.04 V for the application of dynamic

static stress.

E~

A

passive current density of 0.35~/cm2 in the stress free,
stirred or unstirred, system was reduced to about 0.16~A/cm2 at
0.10 V with stress under anodic polarization.

The corrosion-

fatigue curve obtained here was, however, completely lacking the
inflexion and reduction in current density which is typical of
passive behaviour.
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S316 in saline pH 11.5 was polarized as shown in Fig. 41.
Eo ; - 0.43 V for the unstirred, stress-free system, which also
did not exhibit the inflexion normally associated with passive
behaviour.

Polarization at about 0.28~/cm2 was however achieved

over the anodic range - 0.10 V to + 0.55 V which was a much better
passive film performance
for S316.

t~an

that found in any other solution

Stirring and dynamic stress, E' ; - 0.37 V, both had
o

depolarizing effects.

It is clear that in this case the cathodic

depolarizing effect of fatigue loading was approximately the
sum of the static stress effect and the effect of stirring.

4.43..

Polarization data for titanium 130
Polarization curves for titanium T130 are given in Figs.

42 to 45.
where E

o

The distilled water system is shown in Fig. 42,

= + 0.45 V and anodic polarization achieves passive

behaviour at about 3.99~/cm2 between + 0.60 V and + 0.95 V.
Stirring made little difference to this system but dynamic
loading clearly depolarized the cathodic reactions yet static stress
was hardly effective in this respect.

The anodic polarization,

however, was grossly affected by stress:
curves were initially coincidental.

the dynamic and static

The current density was

reduced at all potentials below that obtained by anodically
polarizing without stress, 0.1~/cm2 for example at + 0.80 V
was increased to 3.99~/cm2 when the application of stress
was removed.

Stress alone in this system was responsible for
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2

raising the rest potential to E'

o

=

+ 0.52 V.

Fig. 43 shows the T130 saline pH 6.5 system polarization
curves having a common rest potential E

o

= - 0.44 V. Two

inflexions in the anodic polarization curve were found
indicative of a change in the thickness and/or type of anodic
film maintained:

the first or primary passive film occurred

at - 0.23 V,with as little as 0.028~/cm2 current density,
and the second at + 0.05 V, with more than twelve times the
current density of the first inflexion.

Virtually no effect

of stirring or stress was found during anodic polarization although
during cathodic polarization both these factors were seen to be
depolarizing in effect.
The T130 - saline pH 1.5 system, shown in Fig. 44, produced
a rest potential E = - 0.40 V.
o

A primary passive potential

of - 0.3 V, with 0.18~/cm2, was followed by a secondary
passive potential at - 0.10 V with 0.32~/cm2.

The application

of stirring resulted in a more noble rest potential E' = - 0.20 V
o

and the further application of a dynamic load both anodically and
cathodically depolarized the system.

Static stress application

had no effect on the polarization results.
Fig. 45 shows the much simpler passivation behaviour of
T130 in saline pH 11.5.

A rest potential of E

o

=-

0.48 V,

followed by a passive potential range from - 0.35 V to+O.30 V
over which the current density was below 0.10~cm2, occurred
during anodic polarization.
the rest potential to E'

o

=-

Stirring was effective in raising
0.30 V.
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Dynamic stress was responsible

for reducing the passive range so that
at Eb'.

Eb became less noble

Some cathodic &polarization was also found with dynamic

stress.

4.4.4.

Polarization data for titanium 318
The polarization curves for T318 are given in Figs. 46 to

49.
E
o

The distilled water system, .Fig. 46,had a rest potential

= + 0.4 V. Anodic polarization resulted in an initially

high 'active' current density of 25~~/cm2 followed by a primary
passive potential at + 0.60 V and 0.70~/cm2 current density.
Stirring and stress application had very little effect.

However

dynamic loading did help to establish passivity sooner and for
a larger range of potentials.
Fig. 47 shows that the rest potential is reduced by the
Cl- ion (compare with Fig. 46) to E

o

=-

0.41 V.

A local

high current denSity of 3.2~/cm2 at zero potential, followed
by one of 0.13~/cm2 at the primary passive potential of
+ 0.06 V, was found for this system.

Stirring had little

effect, causing the rest potential to rise to E'o = - 0.33 V.
Stress had no effect whatsoever.

"Red~xid~'

was visible on the

surface of the T318 above 1.0 V corresponding to current

densities;>100~/cm2.

This was completely absent from the

tests in distilled water, or from saline tests with T130, and
appears to be a feature of this titanium alloy and saline, when
the current denSity exceeds100~/cm2.
The T318 - saline pH 1.5 system, shown in Fig. 48, did not
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show the 'red-oxide' formation at high anodic polarization
potentials, but then it did not exceed the seemingly required
current density over the range tested.

E

o

=-

0.26 V, and an

initial current density of 0.45~/cm2 was reduced to 0.10~J\/cm2
at the establishment of the primary passivation potential of
- 0.15 V.

Stirring, again for T318 had little efftct increasing

slightly the rest potential to E' = - 0.20 V.
o

Stress had no

influence on these results.
Fig. 49
pH 11.5.

sho~the

polarization curves for T318 in saline

'Red-oxide' was again found for this system as soon as

the current density exceeded 100~/cm2.

Another feature in

common with saline pH 6.5 was the rest potential Which, at
Eo

=-

0.41 V, was identical.

Anodic polarization past the

critical value of 0.20~/cm2 down to 0.0~/cm2 at a primary
passive potential of - 0.20 V was achieved with this system.
Stirring was responsible for some cathodic depolarization
and a change in the rest potential to E'
o

=-

0.20V with a

corresponding easier establislunent of passive conditions.

Again

for T318 in saline, no effect was found of stress other than
that of

stirri~g

action when anodically polarized.

Cathodic

polarization below-1 .0 V with dynamic stress did, however,
produce prolific 'clouds' of H2 on the specimen surface, far
in excess of that produced in the absence of stress or for any
other solution tested.
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4.5.

Open-{;ircuit Potential-Time Data for u.nstressed Specimens
Figs 50 to 53 show the results obtained from a recording

of the open circuit potential of each material/environment
combination over a period of time.

As discussed in Section

2.6.4. page 69, (Fig. R13), this is a convenient way of
assessing the performance of materials as poorly resistant,
moderately resistant and completely resistant to a particular
. solution.
Fig. 50 shows the various materials changing their rest
potentials with time when immersed in distilled water.

Mild

steel was clearly shown to be poorly resistant with a "type c"
(Fig. R13) performance curve indicative of the general corrosion
observed.

T130 and T318 both exhibited a "type a" curve,

where the surface oxide film was grown to a limiting thickness
and remained intact.
classical "type bl!

S316 however,

was found to have a

performance curve.

Initial formation of

the oxide film during the first 6 minutes of immersion in
distilled water was followed by film breakdown with a fall in
potential.

A succession of periods of film growth and breakdown

then followed with increasing amplitude of potential change for
the first two weeks.

Thereafter the growth/breakdown process

settled down to a more limited oscillation between -5mV and -90mV.
The change in potential with time for the materials
immersed in saline pH 6.5 is shown in Fig.51.

Mild steel

reached a more negative po ten tial, wi th general corrosion, much
faster than was the case in distil!ed water.
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105

its protective oxide film so quickly in saline yet after about
20 hours the rest potential attained was more noble than that
produced with distilled water. T318, on the other hand,
remained consistently at more basic potentials in saline than
in distilled water.

The behaviour of S316 in saline was similar

to that observed in distilled water, but the final range of
potential observed was between +50mV and -75mV:

that is, a

larger range of potential oscillation in saline pH 6.5 than
in distilled water, surprisingly representing longer periods
of film growth in saline before breakdown.

A particularly

long period of growth in saline is clearly shown for S316 in
Fig. 51 between 2 hours and 1 week.

The same period of time

in distilled water contained four inflexions of growth and
breakdown.
Fig. 52 shows the saline pH 1.5/material
rest potential variation with time.

Mild steel surprisingly

here showed an initial move to a more noble potential before
taking-up its final more negative potential.
was observed, however, from the start.

General corrosion

T130 and T318 both

showed good film growth characteristics.

T130 had a final

potential in saline pH 1.5 which was more noble than that with
distilled water

or

at normal saline.

T318 had a similar

potential/time characteristic to that obtained in distilled
water and much improved over that found in normal saline.
S316 with saline pH 1.5, as shown in Fig. 52, remained at much
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105

less noble potentials than those generally found in distilled
water and normal saline solutions.

However, the most striking

difference in behaviour here was the slow, exponential type
growth as well as the final settling of potential, without
oscillation, to approximately -l70mV.

General corrosion was

clearly visisble after 5 days coinciding with a levelling-off
in the potential curve.
Potential-time curves in saline pH 11.5 are shown for
each material in Fig. 53.

Mild steel again showed a general

move to less noble potentials with time.

However, some more

sudden falls in potential, followed by sudden rises, were
observed.

Since this pH is on the border of that predicted

by Pourbaix (Fig. R15, page 73, Section 2.6.5.) for passivation
by

Fe(OH)3 and Fe(OH)2 it is possible that the steps here

represented a change in the type of film formed.

General

corrosion was observed after about two weeks of this weaklypassive behaviour.

T130 in this solution was far less noble

than in any other solution but nevertheless exhibited good
resistance after an exponential potential rise and sudden
levelling-off after about 1 week.

T318 in this solution was

almost identical with the performance in normal saline, both
performances being less noble than those in distilled water
or in saline pH 1.5.

8316 was again interesting in pH 11.5.

It was noticeable that the film growth/breakdown inflexions
were much less sudden in this solution, being more like the
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result in distilled water than the resultant sharp peaks obtained
for saline pH 1.5 and 6.5 solutions.

The final settling-down

value for potential at -25mV for S316 here was the average of
the range exhibited in distilled water.

The behaviour of S316

in saline pH 11.5 was more strongly-passive than for the other
solutions.
For purposes of comparison, and as a basis for later
discussion regarding the effect of stress, these stress-free
rest potential ranges .observed with time were superimposed on
the relevant potential - pH equilibrium diagrams reviewed in
Section 2.6.5. Fig. R15 (page 73) and in Section 2.8.2. Figs
R32 to R34 (pages 145-146). On Fig. R15, ~ represents that
change in potential with time, from potential "1" to potential
"2", for mild steel in each saline solution.

3-4 represents

the S316 result which was also shown on Figs R32 to R33;
fluctuations in potential are indicated by a wavy-line.

~

represents the maximum range recorded for T130 and/or T318.
Distilled water results are included in the pH 6.5 range for
saline:
diagram.

the maximum range observed was indicated on each
The same relevant potential ranges were also

superimposed on Figs. 34 to 49 for later discussion.

4.6.

Corrosion Fatigue Potential-C.ycles D.ata
Figs 54 to 57 show the results obtained from a recording

of the open circuit potential of each material/environment
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combination with cycling under fatigue loading at 1.7 Hz
6
.
(1.028 x 10 cycles = 1 week).
The corrosion fatigue potential-cycle trace for mild
steel is shown in Fig. 54.

The trace obtained in distilled

water was sensitive to stress amplitude, as indicated by the
three dashed-line curves shown.

Higher stress amplitudes

resulted in the earlier fall in potential.
was not affected by stress amplitude.

The startine potential

The final potential

attained was similarly uninfluenced by stress amplitude except
where fracture occurred before 107 cycles.

Potential-cycle

resul ts for mild steel in ihe online Golu i10118 were c:omple tely
uninfluenced by the stress amplitude.
Hydrogen, evolved during the corrosion fatigue of mild
steel resulted in bubbles of a black sooty deposit of carbon
being distributed all around the specimens in saline pH 1.5.
Corrosion in pH 11.5 however, was visible only at the areas
of local stress concentration throughout the fatigue.
magnetite whiskers on top of Fe 0
2 3
where cracks initiated.

~e

Black

adherent to those areas

Fatigue in saline pH 6.5 resulted in

normal rusting allover the steel but originating initially in
the most highly stressed regions.
Fig. 55 presents a typical result for S316.

Since this

material produced potentinlo in cueh lJolution which were oensitive
to stress amplitude, for clarity, two magnitudes of stress
amplitude are shown here only.

The curves at 350 MN/m 2 to
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fracture are compared with the curves produced at the fatigue
limit, shown by dashed-lines, for each solution.

That is, a

plot which resulted in fracture is compared with a successfully
corrosion fatigue resistant result.

The difference between

any two different stress amplitudes tested in this work was
generally shown by a similar difference in potential-cycle trace
obtained.

Generally at fracture the final potential was less

noble than that at the fatigue limit:
noticeable in saline solutions.

this was particularly

However, in the case of saline

pH 6.5 almost any potential plot could be obtained with different
specimens within the range -390MV (not shown here) and +5OmV.
The result shown in Fig. 55 at the fatigue limit for saline
pH 6.5 is one where the potential fluctuated in the more noble
range towards +50mV.

Oxide film breakdown, as indicated by

a fall in potential, was followed in each case except for
saline pH 1.5
fracture.

by a short period of potential rise before

The shape of the saline pH 1.5 curve was quite

unlike the other passive-behaviour results, and was consistent
with the general corrosion

~bserved

in this solution.

A weakly

passive behaviour was exhibited in pH 1.5 at the fatigue limit
2
of only 35 MN/m (1/10th the stress amplitude of the other result
shown.)

Considerable fluctuations in potential were recorded

generally for S316 at the fatigue limit stress amplitudes.

It

seems, however, that the potential for these tests never fell
to that minimum potential from which film repair was not possible.
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Some idea of the magnitude of this minimum potential in each
solution should be given by the lower limit of oscillation
of the dashed-line fatigue limit curves, e.g. the potential
corresponding to X for pH 11.5 curve in Fig. 55.

The failed

specimens had seemingly reached a less noble potential from
which they could not recover.

Initiation of cracks was observed

in each case during the final upturn in potential and attempt
at film repair.
Fig. 56 shows the corrosion fatigue potential-cycles
trace for T130 in each solution tested at a stress amplitude
2
of 360 MN/m , and also at individual solution fatigue limit
stress&plitudes.

With the exception of saline pH 1.5, the

failed specimens all had potentials which were finally less
noble than those reached at the fatigue limit.

These results

are similar to those obtained for stainless steel.

The pH 1.5

saline final potential was always approximately the same,
however, irrespective of stress amplitude.

The difference

in this solution between failed and fatigue limit specimens
was characterised by the very large early rise and fall in
potential obtained on surviving specimens:

this peak was reduced

with increasing stress amplitude.
The potential-cycles .. trace for T318 durine fatieue in
e~ch

solution tested is shown in Fig. 57.

Similar potential

changes to values far less noble at failure than at the fatigue
limit were found here to those observed for S316 and T130.
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It was noted that in each case of passive behaviour, saline
pH 11.5 specimens reached a far less noble potential before
fracture than those in normal saline.

This was the same order

of potential found when comparing fatigue limit lower oscillation
values, marked X in Figs. 55 to 57, for a possible minimum
'critical' potential criterion of film repair.
Potential ranges observed with time for these dynamic tests,
at one typical stress amplitude, were also superimposed on
on Fig. R15 (page 73), R32 to R34 (pages 145 to 146) and Figs.

34 to 49 (pages 224 to 245) where the static ranges previously
recorded were extended or significantly different.

For distilled

water immersion of mild steel, Fig. 34 (page 2(4), no difference
was found between the change in stress-free rest potential
with time and the dynamic stress values of potential:

starting

approximately at the unpolarized stirring potential E' ,the
o

rest potential drifted down to the unpolarized static case E
o
with time.

Mild steel in saline pH 6.5 however, showed a much
1~

greater change in rest potential for the stress-free case
than for the dynamic stress 11.2', as shown in Fig. 35.

It was

considered noteworthy that, as in the case of distilled water,
the dynamic stress rest potential was originally coincident
with the unpolarized stirring potential.

This same result was

also true of saline pH 1.5 and pH 11.5, Figs. 36 and 37 (pages
226 and 227) respectively.

The downward drift observed in all

cases for rest potential with mild steel was characteristic of
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d

the poor corrosion resistance n all the solutions tested,
and the final rest potentials showed generally less .difference
between static and dynamic tests than that between the initial
potential readings.
S316 in all solutions, Figs. 38 to 41 (pages 230 to 233)
produced dynamic rest potential changes,

3'~4',

which were

smaller than those produced in the static case, 3·- 4.

The

upward direction of potential change was indicative of the
better corrosion resistance here.

However, in each case the

position of 'dynamic case' breakdown potential Eb (as defined
in Fig. R11 Section 2.6.4.), although not sharply defined
here, was only slightly more noble than the rest potential
range recorded.

This result for S316 confirmed the likelihood

of film breakdown:

the oscillations, marked

3' on the diagrams

represent the breakdown and repair ranges observed.
T130 rest potentials were very much less than any
breakdown potential.

Although steps in the trace of potential

were found no breakdown potential was recorded in the range
investigated. -In 02 free saline solutions this has been
recorded by other research 311 in the region of 9V. Since the
oxygen reduction potential (0.82V SHE at pH 7) is SO far below
this breakdown potential, there is no possibility of corrosion
in the transpassive region or in aereated media.

The theoretical

prediction of the impossibility of film breakdown for T130 was
confirmed here in all the solutions tested:

no potential
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..

~

oscillations with time were observed for utrcss-frcc specimens
(Figs. 50 to 53, pages 248 to 252).

However, film breakdown

was clearly indicated for titanium in the presence of dynamic
stress at the fatigue limit, with the exception of T318 in
distilled water (Figs. 56 and 57).

Figs. 42 to 49 (pages 236

to 245) show also the dynamic range of rest potentials obtained
marked

5'~6'.

4.7.

Potentiostatically Controlled Corrosion Fatigue
Potentiostatically controlled corrosion fatigue tests

were not planned in this work as part of the main research
programme, although other research with implant alloys has
incorporated such studies 325,335

The large amount of scatter

obtained for S316 in the saline pH 6.5 solution required further
investigation, and for this reason a limited number of tests
on S316 were conducted in

this~lution

control.

under potentiostatic

.

It had been earlier noted that the unexpectedly long
life specimens, at any given stress amplitude level, showed an
open circuit potential range during fatigue which was more noble
than that recorded for specimens with shorter life.

On average

it was noted that the long life specimens had spent most of
the time at open circuit potentials in the region of +5OmV (SeE),
while short life specimens consistently showed potentials
during fatigue 'in the region of -390mV.
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For this reason it

w~s

decided to control the potential at these two different

values so that·the natural fluctuations were eliminated.
Fig. 58 illustrates the results obtained at two stross
amplitude levels 401 MN/m

2

2
and 270 MN/m , that is above and

2
just below the mean fa tiL'Ue limi t in salino pH 6.5 of JOO MN/m •
Many more such experiments were carried out at different stress
amplitudes, omitted here for clarity in Fig. 58, and the same
differences in behaviour were always observed between the two
potentials.

Specimens at the same stress

life when controlled potcntiostntically at
thought

an~pli tude
-~qOmV.

had a longer
Thin waS

surprisingly, at the time it was observed, because this

was the exact opposite order o·f performance to that under
Unpolarized corrosion fatigue conditions.

The difference3 in

the life are not very noticeable on Fig. 58 owing to the log
scale.

The increase in the number of cycles endured at the

less noble potential over that observed for the more noble
potential was 123% at 401MN/m
tested).

2

(the highest stress amplitude

This was bettered at the lower stress amplitudes,

becoming an

2
increase of 216% at 270 MN/m •

However, it was

noted that for these potentiostatically controlled experiments
fracture occurred at both potentials for a stress amplitude
of 270 MN/m 2 •

The natural corrosion fa tiC:uo touts Generally

2
produced a higher fatigue limit (300 MN/m ) as well as slightly
longer lives at any level of stress.

It seems that the natural

fluctuations in potential are related to film breakdown and
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repair so that the process under controlled potential is not so
effective.

At +50mV the current density applied for control

of potential showed a general change to more positive values
accompanied by general corrosion, visible at point 'e' (in Fig.
58) on the specimens.

At -390mV there was no such clearly

defined change, but rather more oscillations (shown shaded in
Fig. 58) in current density, especially at lower stress amplitudes:
once again longer life for S316 was commensurate with less
stability of an electrochemical variable.
Some specimens which had been tested under potentiostatic
control at the -390mV level were allowed to become free of
control during fatigue.

The open circuit potential immediately

oscillated wildly as rust formed in the highly stressed regions
with pitting.

A black film was then formed allover the material

when potential control was reintroduced.

No pitting was produced

under controlled potential at -390 mV but, as soon as control
was lost, pitting occurred locally at film breakdown.

This loss

and reintroduction of potentiostatic control was also tried
at +50mV.

The result at this potential was similar but the

pitting produced was far less severe.

Pits were far more widely

spread and much shallower than those found at -390 mY.
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4.8.

Examination of cracks and fracture surfaces

4.8.1.

TEM and SEM studies
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) , using carbon

shadowed plastic coated replica techniques, was used to
investigate the fracture surface derived from each material/
environment combination tented.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

(SEM) was also employed and the results used asa check on
the findings of TEM studies on the same test specimens.
TEM studies using 80kV and magnifications in the range
1000 to 32000 were used.

SEM studies were carried out at

magnifications in the range 500 to 10000.

Some 300 to 400

microphotographs were taken during the course of these studies.
Positions on the fract.ure nurface were examined ranging from
'near initiation', through intermediate areas, to areas of
final rupture.

In order to more effectively compare SEM and

TEM results, microphotographs were generally standardized at
magnifications of 1000 and 10000.

It was found advantageous

to examine the relatively larger surface features such as the
larger etch pits, ductile dimples, and the larger striations
with SEM (owing to the large depth of focus), since TEM often
did not show these structures (because of the flat replicated
surface - depth impression given only by the shadowing).

The

advantage in also using TEM was that the finer details,
including any striations bolow

1)KM,

were clearly seen. Such

surface topography detail was often lost when SEM examinations
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were made.
It was considered useful to present here a series
of microphotographs, all representinG fracture surface areas
in the vicinity of crack initiation (and at least in the
region of the start of staGe II t.vpe crack {~rowth) anlt each
one respectively typical of several similarly observed specimen
fractures in its specific material/environment situation.
Reversed stress levels

S

just above the appropriate S / N

endurance graph knee were taken for comparison.

It is worth

noting that, although such a comparison between specimens implies
that Gome will havc endtU'l)d lonc:cl' LO:3L li.ve:c; Lhan oLhers
(approx. 6 x 104 cycleG for example,

ill

the

ClW0

of T"518

and 1.2 x 104 cycles for mild steel), the total crack propagation
times at these stress levels (as discussed in Section 2.7.3)
are not so dissimilar.

The environmental exposure time of

these fracture surfaces, removed from the test machine immediately
after failure, is therefore similar.
here, the direction of crack

In all cases presented

propA~ation

is vertical from the

top of the microphotograph.
Fatigue of mild steel in air at ~ ""50 MN/m

2

is nhown

at a magnification of 1000 using 'l'EH for l"1g. Hl (a), and using
SEM for Fig. Ml (b).

Both SEM and TEM showed the typically

ductile fracture surface.

StriaLiom:, of uPP1'oximaLcly 2.5

/AM. spacing were only visible, usinG SEM, in Fig. Ml (b).
')

Fatigue of S316 in air also at + jjO MN/m'- and shown at 1000
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FIGURE Ml(a)
Fatigue of Mild Steel
in air.
2
~ 330 MN/m
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE M2 (a)
Fatigue of 8316
in air.
2
:!: 330 MN/m
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE M3(a)
Fatigue of T130
~n

2

a~r.

:!: 480
T.E.M.

MN/m

x

lk

FIGURE M4(a)
Fatigue of T31B
a~r.
2
± 560 MN/m
T.E.M. x lk

~n

FIGURE 1fi ( b)

Fatigue of mil d steel
10 alr

2

:!: 330 MN/m
S. E. M. x lk

FIGURE M2 (b)

Fatigue of 8316 1n
alr.

~ 330 MN/m2
S . E. M. x lk

FIGURE M3 (b)

Fatigue of '1'130
1n a1r
:! 4'80 MN/m2
S. E. M. x 750

FIGURE M4 (b)

Fatigue of T3l8
in air
:! 560 MN/m2
8 . E. M. x lk

magnification in Figs. M2 (a) and M2 (b) is presented here for
comparison with the mild steel.

The fracure surface of the S316

was more brittle than that of the mild steel:

Fig. M2 (b)

using SEM, showed the mixed ductile/brittle transgranular
cleavage step failure, while TEM observations showed ductile
type striations of approximately 1 .O~M spacing in Fig. M2 (a).
Observation of several fracture surface areas showed that there
was a trend for the final fracture regions to exhibit relatively
greater ductility.

Fig. M3 (a) and M3 (b) respectively show

the TEM and SEM fracture details for T130 in air at

!

2

480 MN/m •

River patterns, platelets, and tyre markings were commonly found,
with superimposed 45 0 shear ripples and striations, using TEM.
Ductile striations and a ductile type fracture were clearly
seen using SEM.

Large angles were found, in both TEM and SEM,

between adjacent groups of striations.

These striations were

found to be grain orientated rather than stress direction
orientated.

The spacing of striations found varied from approx.

1.3"MM.. to 3.3.,MM. according to orientation.

Fig. M4 (a) and

M4 (b) respectively show TEM and SEM results for T318 in air at
2
: 560 MN/m • Some ductility was indicated by the dimpling
features foUnd using SEM.

Howaver, familiao of micro-cracks

running parallel to the macro-crack propagation direction with
an approx. spacing of O.6"...u.M. were common, as shown in Fig.
M4 (b).

The fracture surface of this alloy was mostly of a

brittle nature.

Grain orientated brittle striations, having
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a spacing of approxima tely 1.4,,-«M over large flat areas,
were found only on TEM examination.
The environmental effect of distilled water on each of
the materials tested is shown by the fracture surfaces Figs.
M5 (a) and M5 (b) to M8 (a) and M8 (b).

Mild steel, shown

in Fig. M5 (a) using TEN showed corrosion products on a
brittle fradure surface.

Quasi-cleavaGe facets were clearly

seen, quite different from the fracture surface obtained in
air as shown by Fig. M1 (a).

SEM examination

revealed slightly more ductility than was apparent from TEM.
Con:ical etch pita were nloo vi:::dble ill Lite
of Fig. M5 (b).

~;l';M

cx:ulIlnaUon

A mixed ductile/brittle fracture surface

was generally seen in distilled water and both
showed some intergranular fracture.

SE~1

and TEM

Distilled water also

produced, as seen in Fig. M6 (a), a more brittle fracturel~5~'b
than that obtained for air.

A mixed ductile/brittle surface

containing pockets of striations, spaced approximately 1 .O~~
was seen using TEM.

Direction changes of 120

0

were commonly

observed for striations in both TEM and SEM studies.
(b) shows a view by SEM.

Fig. M6

The corrosion. fatigue of T130 at

~ 480 MN/m2 in distilled water is shown by Figs. M7 (a) and

m

(b). Striations of 1.0.p~to 1.2;4'WV\ spacinG on local cleavage

facets were found i~ TEM studieo as ohown jn l"i{~! M7 (n).
Study by SEM revealed clearly, as shown in Fig.

m (b),the

cleavage step type fracture in distilled water which contrasts
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rIGURE M5 (a)

Fatigue of Mild Steel
in distilled water

~

330 MN/-m2

T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE

M6(a)

Fatigue of 8316
in distilled water

~

330 Yill/m2

T.E .M. x lk

FIGURE

ill (a)

Fatigue of Tl30
in distilled water

~

480 Yill/m2

T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE M8(a)

Fatigue of T31B
in distilled water
~

560

2
MN/m

T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE M5(b)
Fatigue of Mild steel
in distilled water

:!: 330 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE M6 (b)
Fatigue of S316
in distilled water

~ 330 MN/m2
S. E.M. x lk

FIGURE M7(b)
Fatigue of T130
in distilled water

:: 480 MN/m2
S . E.M.

x

530

FIGURE MB (b)
Fatigue of T31B
in distilled water

~ 560 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

strongly with the more ductile failure of T130 in air, shown in
Fig. M3 (b).

Figs. MS (a) and M8 (b) show the typical TEM

and SEM result respectively of viewing the surface of T31S
2
after fracture at ~ J60 MN/m in distilled water. In this case
very little difference could be found in the fracture surface
from that in air, shown in Figs. M4 (a) and M4 (b).
Striations were again only seen using TEM examination, Fig. MS
(a), and these were spaced at 0.6,~~, somewhat smaller than those
observed in air.
The environmental effect of saline pH 6.5 on each material
is shown by Figs. M9 (a) and M9 (b) to M12 (a) and M12 (b).
Mild steel, shown in Fig. M9 (a) by TEN, showed transgranular
cleavage, less corrosion products, and relatively more ductility
than for distilled water.

It clearly presented a mixed ductile

/brittle mode of failure which was confirmed, in Fig. M9 (b),
by both SEM and TEM.

Comparing the SEM results, in Figs.

M5 (b) and M9 (b) it is clear that distilled water at
pH 6.5 produced a more brittle type of fracture in mild steel
than was produced by the saline at pH 6.5.
Fig. 10 (a), TEM and' Fig. 10 (b), SEM,

SlOW

similar

fracture surfaces on 8"516 in saline pH 6.5 to those obtained in
distilled water:
were noted.

striation spacings from 0.9,"""" to 1 .4/",""'-

A TEM study of T1)O III GaUlIc pH G.,), }<'lg. M11 (a),

showed striations of 1.q)loMtO 1.2,...'"' spacing, on local brittle
facets, in a mixed ductile/brittle/cleavage fracture surface.
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FIGURE M9 (a)

Fatigue of Mild steel 1n
saline pH 6.5

~ 330 MN/m2
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE MlO (a)

Fatigue of 8316 1n
saline pH 6.5

:!: 330 MN/m2
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Mll(a)

Fatigue of T130 1n
saline pH 6.5

± 480 MN/m2
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml2(a)

Fatigue of T31B 1n
saline pH 6.5

:!: 560

MN/m2

T.E.M. x lk

F IGIfflE .M9 (b )

Fatigue of Mild steel
in saline pH 6.5

~ 330 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE MiO (b)

Fatigue of S316 1n
saline pH 6.5

~ 330 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Mll(b)

Fatigue of T130 1n
saline pH 6.5
! 4Bo MN/m2

S.E.M. x 700

FIGURE Ml.2 (b)

Fatigue of T31B in
saline pH 6.5

! 560 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

As shown in Fig. M11 (b), SEM studies also confirmed this
result.

Results as viewed by SEM and TEM for T318 are shown

respectively in Fig. M12 (a) and M12 (b).

It was found that

in saline pH 6.5, as in distilled water, that the fractUre
surface was not dissimilar from that obtained in air.

Striation

spacings, seen only with TEM, were, however, half that found
in air.
Fracture surfaces fatigued in saline pH 1.5 for each
material are shown in Figs. M13 (a) and M13 (b) to M16 (a)
and M16 (b).

The large quantities of corrosion product, shown

as black areas in Fig. M13 (a) and M13 (b), produced in saline
pH 1.5 largely masked the gross attack on the mild steel.
Large etch pits, more clearly seen with SEM and shown in
Fig. M13 (b), were also a feature, and these were found linking
across the crack-front.

S316 in saline pH 1.5 produced a

fracture surface which, when viewed by TEM as shown in Fig.
M14 (a), revealed a transgranular brittle structured fracture
with small etch pits and elongated "dendrite" or "feather"
morphology.

This result from TEM study is similar to that

frequently found in stress corrosion cracking tests with S316.
This structure was however not seen clearly by SEM studies
which showed, in Fig. M14 (b), some ductility and the presence
of striations of approximately 1.1!"M to 1 .5~wY\ spacing.
Striations here were not found with TEM studies.

Saline pH 1.5

produced fracture surfaces on T130, shown in Figs. M15 (a) and
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FIGURE .Ml3(a)

Fatigue of Mild steel
in saline pH 1. 5

~ 330 MN/m2
T.E.M. x lk

~IGURE Ml4

(a)

F'atigue of S316
in saline pH 1.5

~ 330 MN/m2
T. E.M. x lk

FIGURE

Ml5 (a)

Fatigue of T130 in
sal ine pH 1. 5

:!: 480 MN/m2
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml6 (a)

Fatigue of T318
in saline pH 1. 5
~

2

560 MN/m
T.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml3(b)

Fatigue of Mild steel
in saline pH 1.5
2
! 330 MN!m
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml4 (b)
~atigue of S316
sal ine pH 1. 5

~n

! 330 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml5 (b)

Fatigue of T130
in saline pH 1.5
:!: 480 MN/m2
S.E.M. x 530

FIGURE Ml.6 (b)

Fatigue ofT318
saline pH 1. 5

:!: 560 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

~n

M15 (b), which were similar to those obtained for saline pH 6.5
Figs. M11(a) and M11 (b).

Striations were found here varying

from approximately 1 .O~"\ to 1 .4~~ spacing.

A 900 striation

direction change was also commonly found, shown in Fig. M 15 (a).
T318 fracture surfaces were not very different here to those
observed for air.

Fig. M16 (a) shows the generally brittle

surface revealed by TEM, and Fig. M16 (b) shows the SEM view
which is not unlike Fig. M4 (b) for air.

striations were

found by TEM to have a spacing of approximately 1 .O..,M-'-'
The environmental effect on the fradure surface in saline
pH 11.5 for each material is shown by comparing Figs. M17 (a)
and M17 (b) to M20 (a) and M20 (b)
in air.

with the respective surfaces

The mild steel fracture surface is shown in Fig. M17 (a)

as viewed by TEM.

Striations were found for this environment

with mild steel, having a spacing of approximately 0.7 )4nl,
which was somewhat smaller than that found in air, the only other
case where striations were found.

Such fine striations were

not seen using SEM, Fig. Mt7 (b), when very large ductile
dimples were seen to be present on the fracture surface which
had been lost during replication for TEM.

Examination of

S316 fractures in saline pH 11.5, shown in Figs. M18 (a) TEM
and M18 (b) SE." indieated similar features to those seen for
distilled water

ant

saline pB6.5: ',striation spacing was

approxiuiate171.0~fW\.
··!13d,~tr!1q.s
with the saline' pH 11.5
'.
'
,;t'f.' _"
"

'

also gave·s1.tlilar

re."" .

~t.~~,.\~

~~ .:.:<1,,";- {~,,: ~ ~

.

.~

".

flown 1nFigs. M19 (a) and M19 (b),

"':,'.

~.~-,

!..'.' ,

FIGURE .MlI(a)
Fatigue of mild steel
in saline ~H 11.5

:t

2
330 MN/m

T.E.M. x 1k

FIGURE m8(a)
Fatigue of 8316
in saline pH 11.5

!

2
330 MN/m

T.E.M. x 1k

FIGURE Ml9(a)
Fatigue of T130
saline pH 11.5

~n

+ 480 MN/m2

T.E.M. x 1k

FIGURE M20 (a)
Fatigue of T31B 1n
saline pH 11. 5
2

:t 560 MN/m

T. E.M. x 1k

FIGURE ..Mll(b)

Fatigue of mild steel
in saline pH 11.5

!: 330 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml8(b)

Fatigue of S316 ln
saline pH 11. 5

2
:!: 330 MN/m
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE Ml9 (b)

Fatigue of T130
in saline pH 11.5

:!: 480 MN/m2
S.E.M. x

530

FIGURE M20(b)

Fatigue of T318
in saline pH 11.5

:!: 560 MN/m2
S.E.M. x lk

to those seen for saline pH 6.5 and pH 1 .5.
at approximately

2.0~mwere

TEM in Fig. M19 (a).

Striation spacings

however much larger, as seen using

The proportion of cleavage was also

larger for pH 11.5 saline tests than for the other environments.
The environmental effect of saline pH 11.5 on the fatigue of
T318 was shown, in Figs. M20 (a) and M20 (b), to be not unlike
that of air in respect of fracture-surface damage features.

Very

little difference in the appearance of the fracture surface
was found for T318 in any of the solutions tested.

However,

for saline pH 11.5 no striations were seen at any position
over the entire fracture surface.

Families of micro-cracks,

running parallel to the fracture propagation direction, were
revealed by SEM as shown in Fig. 20 (b).

This was a feature

of all T318 fracture surfaces which distinguished them
from those of other materials viewed by SEM.

Figs. M4 (b),

M8 (b), and M16 (b) for the other environments showed the
micro-crack spacing to be of the same order of magnitude
as the striations observed only by TEM.

Micro-cracks baving

lengths into the surface proportional to their spacing were
always observed.

A spacing of

2~~was

found for saline pH 11.5

which, as shown in Fig. M20 (b), is Significantly larger
than that found in other environments.

This environment

thus failed to produce the striation-marked fracture surface
on T318, seen with all the others tested, and produced instead
families of micro-cracks having approximately twice the depth
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and spacing observed in

oth~environments.

Table 9 shows

the striation spacing (in~rn) noted for each material/
environment combination.

-~----l
I

S

Distilled

Saline

AIR
Water

Material ~

pH 6.5

pH 6.5

pH 1 .5

pH 11.5

Mild Steel

b.2.

~

~

~

0.7

S316

1.0

1.0

0.9-1 .4

1 .0-1 .5

1.0

T130

1 .3-3.3

1 .0-1 .2

1 .0-1 .2

1.0-1 .4

2.0

T318

1.4

0.6

0.7

1.0

~

Table 9

Striation spacings observed in ~ t'l''\

Where single figures appear in the table, the recorded
range of spacing was less than

0.1~\M.

to fall into two distinct groups:

The results appear

those whose ranges started

at values near 1 .O"M-M and those near 2 .O. . ~p\ or marked "none".
The results for the first group yield a mean striation spacing
of 0.97/"-"",, with a standald deviation of

0.21,.~""'.

T130 in air

was found to have a very wide range of striation spacing but it
was thought correct to incluce this in the first group, .because
the upper limit of the range was not significant.
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The striations

were clearly shown in Fig. M3 (b) to be grain direction
orientated, and the higher spacing distances are the result
of cosine error.

The lower limits of each of the ranges

found are, for this reason, more significant.

Mild steel in

air at 2.5/""" spacing and T130 in saline pH 11.5 at 2. O"M-W'\.
spacing, together with T318 in saline pH 11.5 and mild steel
in all environments except saline pH 11.5, were perhaps
indicative of a different mechanism for crack growth.
Figs. M21 (a),H21 (b), M22 (a) and M22 (b) show the
various fracture surfaces of S316 in saline pH 6.5 obtained
with reference to the high

siN

in Section 3.3.1. and 3.3.7.

data scatter obtained, as reported

A "low result", that is one

exhibiting a corrosion fatigue life below the mean value
expected for a given stress amplitude, was found to have a
fracture surface as illustrated in Fig. M21 (a) and M21 (b).
The respective

SEM and TEM views for a specimen exhibiting

a longer than expected, or "high'result" , are shown in Figs.
M22 (a) and M22 (b).

'!'heae fourphoto:,micrographs showing

1000 mignification with SEMand 10000 with TEM were typical
of the very many specimens examined at the uxtreme high and
low endur@ces of the sqatter-band.
in this section.,

The views shown earlier

Fig~~'K10 (a)and'f10 (b) represented the

fracture su.rrace of.sp..c~.n havi~ an average life predicted
-

-

by the SiN curve:~
,., ~1.,'t;h~se
mio;~fP*ptjs
represent fracture
.. /'
'
,':-.>~.,

,.

surfaces in the,ftpon.1\J.8t aDo," the fatigue limit.

The small

FIGURE M21 (a)

Fatigue of 8316
in saline pH 6.5

! 350 MN/m2
"Low result" 265 000 c
S.E.M. x lk

FIGURE

M21 (b)

Fatigue of S316 1n
saline pH 6.5

! 350 MN/m2
"Low result"265 000 c
T.E.M. x 10k

FIGURE

M22(a)

Fatigue of S316 1n
saline pH 6.5

! 375 MN/m2
"High result" 595 000 c
S.E.M. x 1k

FIGURE

M22(b)

Fatigue of 8316 in
saline pH 6.5
:t 375 MN/m2

"High result" 595 000 c
T.E.M. x 10k

differences in stress amplitude between each one was not thought
significant when compared with the very great differences in the
fracture surface observed.
"Low results" when viewed by SEM, Fig. M21(a) showed
striations over a broader crack front than those shown in
Fig. M10 (b) for an "average result".
was however identical.

The striation spacing

TEM views of "low result" specimens,

shown in Fig. M21 (b) were quite different from the normal
view shown in Fig. M10 (a).

Boundary granular attack with

pitting was clearly evident.
"High results" when viewed by SEM, Fig. M22 (a) showed
cleavage steps, as well as striations of the same spacing as
low and average result fractures.

The "high result" fractures,

like the "average result" specimens, showed many changes of
striation direction with grain orientation, unlike the broad
-front "low result".

TEM views of "high result" fractures

showed a surface covered with corrosion products and nodular
dimples characteristic of general attack as shown in Fig. M22 (b).
This view was quite unlike the grain boundary pitting attack
found for "low result" specimens.
The normal result, Fig. M10 (a) TEM and M10 (b) SEM
produced views of fracture surface mid-way between the extremes
shown here for "high result" and '!low result" specimens.
Since the striation spacing was approximately 1..A"M for all
cases, it was considered that the differences in life between
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specimens was that of time to initiate and develop stage I
cracks only.

4.8.2.

Optical Metallography
All cracks observed in the various material/environment

combinations under fatigue were found to be transgranular,
propagating from the top surface downward as shown in Figs.
M23 to M27.

The environmental effect was most clearly seen

for mild steel:

Fig M23, in air, does not have the width or

secondary dissolution features present in distilled water,
shown

in Fig. M24.

Some influence of environment could also

be seen in the series of micrographs Figs. M25 to M27, where an
increasingly aggressive solution widened the crack.

No influence

of environment on crack appearance could be found for titanium.
A view of the top surface of a mild steel specimen, Shown in
Fig. M28, shows the spread of cracks from the edge of a drilled
hole across the width of the specimen. . Fig. M29 shows the same
view at a larger magnification f'orT1'O.

Fracture surfaces of

such specimens with holes were nat tqun.d tc? show any features
which were different from· those of plain specimens.
Generally, families of parallel cracks were initiated

.

on the surface of mild steel in·all solutions as well as in air
extending l;.pproximately 5 mm either side of the crack resulting
in fracture.

Similar families of cracks were seen for S;16

in air and in distilled water, but one crack resulting in fracture
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FIGURE M23
2
Fatigue of mild steel in air ~ 310 MN/m after 1.18 M.cy.•
Optical mag . x 100 , shmving transgranular prop ation
of cracks from the top surface .

..>
FIGURE M24
2
Fatigue of mild steel in distilled water ~ 301 MN/m
after 0.9 Mty. Optical mag. x 100 , showing transgranular
crack propagation and secondary disssolution of steel
in the direction of applied strain.

FIGURE M25
Fatigue of S31~ in
air ~ 465 MN/m .
Optical mag . x 190 ,
showing trans granular
crack .

FIGURE M26
Fatigue of S316 in
saline pH 6 . 5
2
455 MN/m . Optical
mag . x 190, showing
transgranular crack
typically wider than
those in air .

FIGURE M27
Fatigue of S316 in
saline p~ 1 . 5
450 MN/m . Optical mag.
x 190 . showing
transgranular crack
typically wider than
in other environments .

FIGURE M28

Fati~e of mild steel in d.istilled water ~ 270
MN/m at 0 . 74 MCy. Optical x 70 , showing top

urface multi - crack growth from edge of hole
perpendicular to applied strain direction .

FIGURE M29

Fatigue 01 T130 in distilled water +
- 530 MN / m2 .
Optical x 190 , showing transgranular fracture from
a single crack propa atin from edge of hole .

was observed only in saline solutions.

T130 and T318 did not

show more than the one crack originating on their surface.
Crack propagation times associated with these results varied
from a few seconds at high stress amplitudes to 4.4 minutes at
high cycle tests for the longest time to fracture after visual
crack initiation.

The proportion of the test time spent

during stage II crack propagation was thus estimated at
~O.005% for any experiment.
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1.

Discussion of Results

5.1.1.

The influence of the chloride ion

This variable, discussed in Section 2.6.2., was identified
in its

e~fect

here by noting the differences in the behaviour

of each material fatigued in saline pH 6.5 compared with that
seen in distilled water.
Table 2 (page 206) together with the SiN curves in Figs.
14 and 15 (page 188) showed that for mild steel the chloride
ion was responsible for a 39% increase in Endurance Limit at
2 x 107 cycles with plain specimens.

A further remarkable

improvement in the presence of chloride ions was found for specimens
having drilled holes:

an increase of over

700%

in endurance

being noted for 2 mm diameter hole specimens in saline pH6.5.
Leaving a discussion on the influence of drilled holes until
Section 5.1.4, it remains to be seen why there is such a
significant increase in high cycle fatigue performance, in the
presence of chloride ions, with plain specimens of mild steel.
Chloride ions were not found to be responsible for this
improvement at all stress amplitudes.
also observed.

The opposite effect was

A complication in assessment was the two

discontinuities obtained in distilled water for mild steel
(Fig. 14), similar to some curves produced by Luther & Williams
in air, which were extended and confirmed from previous work
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228

108

The chloride ion was thus seen, by comparison between Fig. 14
and Fig. 15, to be responsible for a reduced fatigue performance
2
at stress amplitudes above 120 MN/m •
reduction varies

"7 i

The magnitude of the

th stress amplitude, because of

discontinuities in the "rate of damage" relationships, but
was in general agreement with work reported earlier 116-118 in
Section 2.6.2.

The lower disconinuity has been found to

disappear at higher frequencies 228 in previous work, and if this
would indeed happen here, for distilled water with mild steel,
the improvement found for saline solutions might not then occur.
The present method of loading specimens was, however, unsuitable
for high frequency experiments so that this supposition remains
unconfirmed.

The estimated corrosion curremdensities obtained

from linear polarization studi~s, given in Table 8, (page 221)
showed similar results for mild steel with amwithout chloride
ions.

The corrosion potential, shown in Figs. 50, 51 and 54

(pages 248 to 255) was less noble in saline pH 6.5 at all
times so that these variables could not account for the changing
effect of chloride ions with stress amplitude.

The polarization

curves, shown in Figs. 34 and 35, however, showed an interesting
difference in behaviour due to stirring.

Mild steel in distilled

water became considerably more noble in potential when stirred.
The potential shift was five times that found for mild steel in
saline pH 6.5. The introduction of chloride ions effectively
depolarized the system both anodically and cathodically.
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At moderate to high stress amplitudes the depolarizing effect
with fatigue and concomitant stirring action was found to be
greater in saline pH 6.5 than in distilled water.

This finding

was consistent with the reduced endurance for mild steel in
saline at higher stresses.

At low stress amplitudes both systems

were less effectively depolarized.

However, the corrosion

,

potential with fatigue in saline pH 6.5 was far less noble and
nearer the cathodic protective value 123 of -0.734 V (SeE)
than that in distilled water (Section 2.6.5. Fig. R15).

The

change-over in the influence of the chloride ion with stress
amplitude is thus seen, from this data, to be the result of
a balance between depolarization and the shift in corrosion
potential.

This balance was foUnd to be tilted in favour of

a more protective potential with time in the solution
containing chloride ions compared with distilled water.

The

improved corrosion fatigue performance at high cycle-low stress
amplitude for mild steel in saline pH 6.5 found

here was

therefore not inconsistent with the electrochemical observations.
The results for plain specimens of S316, from Table 2
(page 206) and Figs. 18 and 19 (page 193) show that the chloride
ion was responsible for a reduced fatigue limit;

yet some of

the widely scattered data for S316 in saline pH 6.5 suggested
an improvement in performance.

The scatter in the low amplitude

region is such that the influence of the chloride ion
is not clear from the SiN curves except at high stresses where
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longer life definitely results from the addition of chloride
ions.

Observation of similar data, from Table 2 with Figs.

22 and 23 ( page 197) and Figs. 26 and 27 (page 202) for T130
and T318 showed that the influence of chloride ions on these
materials is insignificant at stress amplitudes near the fatigue
limit.

Again, however, it was noted that at the higher stresses

the addition of chloride ions was beneficial.
The corro~ion current density (Table 8) for S316 is
increased by a factor of over 3 as the result of chloride ions
in solution.

The increase for T130 was slightly more than this

while that for T318 was a little less at approximately 2.4.
These significant

re~ive

differencffihad, however, no influence

on the establishment of a fatigue limit in distilled water
and saline pH 6.5. It is also difficult to see this difference
as being responsible for the general improvement in fatigue
resistance in saline over that in distilled water at high
stresses.

Anodic and cathodic polarization curves, Figs. 38

and 39, 42 and 43, 46 and 47, (pages 230 to 243) respectively
showed that the effect of chloride ions was always to lower the
unpolarized potentia.

An increase in the passive current

density was produced with S316 but the opposite effect was found
for T130 and T318.

High stress amplitude corrosion fatigue

potential traces (Figs. 55, 56 and 57) showed that less, noble
. potentials were always produced in each system than those found
near the fatigue limit;

this is in agreement with previous
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research 33.

However, each trace in saline pH 6.5 showed a

considerable initial rise in potential, followed by a fall at
film breakdown or dissolution and a further rise with film
repair, which was barely noticeable in distilled water.

These

differences between behaviour in saline and distilled water were
greatly magnified at the higher amplitudes of stress.

Many times

in this research it was found that a longer fatigue life was
accompanied by less stable electrochemical behaviour.

The

mechanism of passive film growth, followed by a dissolution
which removes cracks as they initiate, was considered to
operate at high stress amplitudes more effectively when chloride
ions are present:

hence the improved corrosion fatigue performance

in this situation.
Fracture surfaces examined generally did not show any
clear evidence of the influence of chloride ions for T130 or
T318.

Surfaces formed in distilled water being very similar

to those in saline.

Mild steel, however (Fig. M5 (a) and M9 (a),

Section 4.8.1.) showed improved ductility in saline pH 6.5

and

the quasi-cleavage facets, found by TEM, in distilled water
fractures, were absent.

The results for S316 in saline pH

6~5

were noted for the scatter which had been remarkably absent in
this research for all the other results.

Photomicrographs

(shown in Fig. M21 (a) to M22 (b)) were obtained showing quite
different fracture surfaces for specimens having endurances at
the extreme limits of the scattered results.
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"Low result"

specimens exhibited boundary granular attack with pitting in
saline pH 6.5 when viewed by TEM.

"High result" specimens

showed instead a fracture surface covered with general corrosion
products and nodular dimples.

Normal, mid-scatter, result specimens

produced fracture surfaces which were mid-way between these two
extremes and which were very similar to the results in distilled
water.

The effect of the chloride ion here was critical and

responsible for the scatter in the saline pH 6.5 results.
Potentiostatically controlled tests produced results which
helped to determine the difference in the nature of these
fractures.

Under controlled potentials of +50mV life was

substantially shorter than at controlled potentials of -390 mV
(SeE):

the exact opposite order of performance found under

"free" corrosion fatigue conditions.

Without control "high

result" specimens were observed to spend most of the test time
at rest potentials near +50 mY, while the "low result" specimens
were at -390 mY.

Other experiments where potentiostatic control,

at these two potentials, was interrupted for a short period
showed that it was "loss of coni;Tol" which accounted for the
difference in performance.

Potentiostatically controlled

specimens at both potentials were not subjected to pitting.
At the time of interruption of control, however, specimens at
-390 mV were seen to suffer rapid pitting accompanied by the
formation of a black film when control of potential was regained.
Specimens at +50 mV in the same experiments had a far less
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localized attaCk on interruption of control and had then
longer lives than those at -390mV.

This work went some way

to simulating the conditims found under "free" corrosion
fatigue, and enabled the scatter to be explained in terms of
a critical combination of chloride ions and potential.
At +50mV a general passive film dissolution process on
S316 was enhanced by chloride ions and localized breakdown
of the film retarded.

At -390mV passive behaviour under

fatigue was less pronounced with chloride ions, leading to
earlier film breakdown and pitting.

Any average open-circuit

potential between -390mV and +50mV was found possible for
S316 in saline pH 6.5, producing a corresponding scatter of
endurance data.
Because of the geometric.al restrictions imposed by
specimen dimensions in this work, it was not possible to
study extended crack growth data.

Examination of the striation

spacings on fracture surfaces, however, indicated similar
growth rates in distilled water to those in saline for all
the materials tested;

Table 9 (page 286).

This finding

is contrary to the results often found from crack growth
studies, as discussed in Section 2.6.2.

5.1.2.

The influence of low pH
Section 2.6.5. discussed the influence of pH as a

controlled variable generally:

here the results at pH 1.5
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for saline solutions is discussed for each material.

Table 2

(page 206) shows that the fatigue limit or endurance at pH
1.5 was always less than that at pH 6.5.

Figs. 15 and 16,

19 and 20, 23 and 24, 21 and 28, (pages 188 to 203), all show
that this reduction in performance exists at all stress
amplitudes.
Mild steel at pH 1.5, not unexpectedly according to the
potential - pH diagram (Fig. R15, page 73 Section 2.6.5.),
showed H2 evolution.

Bearing in mind the limitations in

application of Pourbaix diagrams for systems in equilibrium
to corrosion fatigue processes, and modifications owing to
the presence of chloride ions, it is neverthleess useful to
discuss potential shifts with respect to such data.

The

initial corrosion fatigue potential moved with time towards
a less noble, more protective, potential (marked

1 , _ 2' ).

Table 8 shows that the corrosion rate was increased by a
factor of approximately 18 in the pH 1.5 solution over that
at pH 6.5.
very rapid.

The corresponding general corrosion was initially
Polarization curves (Fig.35 and 36) showed a more

noble unpolarized potentia! at pH 1.5 than that found at
pH 6.5;

the effect of stirring was also greatly reduced.

This

finding was supported by similar results for corrosion fatigue
potentials with cycling, Fig. 54 (page 255).

The fracture

surfaces (Figs. M13 (a) and M13 (b) for pH 1.5) showed large
quantities of corrosion products around large etch-pits linking
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across the crack front characteristic of the grossly enhanced
rate of general corrosion at low pH.
Results for S316 in pH 1.5, Fig. 20 (page 194), showed
that this steel performed in a similar manner to mild steel,
developing a fatigue limit only at extremely low stress
the reduction in performance at pH 1 .5, from

amplitudes:

that at pH 6.5, at 88% was approximately double the reduction
found for mild steel.

Table 8 (page 221) shows that the

current density at the lower pH was twice that found in normal
solutions but far from camparable with the gross change found
for mild steel.

Polarization curves, Fig. 39 and 40 (pages

231 and 232), mowed that in pH 1.5 a relatively more noble
open-circuit potential was established, with dynamic conditions,
and current density was reduced compared with that at pH 6.5.
Corrosion rate was seemingly therefore not the cause of the
poor fatigue performance of 5316 at pH 1.5.

Potential-time

curves, Figs. 51 and 52, (pages 249 and 250) show that a less
noble potential was found in pH 1.5 saline.

Corrosion fatigue

potential traces Fig. 5? were also found to result in failure
in pH 1.5 at less noble potentials:

they also failed to

show the initial rise in potential, with subsequent fluctuations,
so typical of S316 in saline pH 6.5.

From these observations

it would appear Ithat in pH 1.5 saline the corrosion fatigue
potential (mark~d

3t~4t

in Fig. 40 on page 232) as well

as the static p~tential (marked 3-4 ) are within the "more
I

I

/

/

/
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active" region compared with the more certainly passive behaviour
(Fig. 39) found for pH 6.5.

The effect of low pH here was to

reduce the initial surface film formation and prevent subsequent
repair of the weak film on breakdown.

The longer life at

pH 6.5 was predictable from the relative instability of the
electrochemical parameters found indicative of passive film
formation.

The difference in behaviour was also predictable

from the Potential - pH diagram (Fig. R15 page 73).
the small potential shift with time (marked as
remains in the zone of corrosion.

At pH 1.5

4' ) under fatigue

At pH 6.5 similar data

shows the diretion of potential shift with oscillations
(marked ~) into the passive region.

The potential - pH

diagram for the Cr/H 20 system (Fig. R32, page 145) however
is usually thought more relevant to the behaviour of these
stainless steels.

A prediction from this diagram at the

measured potentials (marked

3'~ 4' ), showed the dissolution

to cr(OH);

at pH 6.5 becoming dissolution of Cr to er+++

at pH 1.5.

The process at low pH due to the alloyed Cr in

the steel does not then result in the formation of a protective
passive film.

The diagram for the Ni/H 0 system, discussed
2

in Section 2.8.2. Fig. R33 (page 14S),showed that dissolution
of Ni to Ni ++. occurred at both low and neutral pH.

It was

interesting to note, however, that the oscillation of potential
observed at pH 6.5 coiacided with the line of theoretical
corrosion of Ni which has not been found in practice.
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The

measured range of potential oscillation at pH 6.5 also crossed
the active-passive domain for the Fe/H 0 system.
2

Film formation

at the more noble limit of the range and metal dissolution at
the other limit is thus predicted from both the Fe/H 0 and
2

the Ni/H 20 systems at pH 6.5.

At pH 1.5 no such behaviour

was observed.
The fracture surface of S316, fatigued in pH 1.5 saline,
when viewed by TEM showed (Fig. M14 (a)) quite different
features to those observed at pH 6.5.

Small etch pits and an

elongated "feather" morphology, similar to that frequently
found in stress corraion cracking tests for S316, was revealed.
Striation spacing, however, was similar on fractures in both
neutral and low pH saline, and it therefore seems that the
reduced performance of S316 at low pH was due to a faster
crack nucleation.
As discussed in Section 2.6.5.

stainl~s

steel in neutral

solutions 159 can have local crevices where pH~1.

When pH<:4

the fatigue performance has been recently found to be dramatically
reduced 160 • The results of this research, at comparatively
low frequency, confirm this for S316 in bending.

The critical

current density required for passivation has been found to
increase with decreasing pH 160 a result which is also confirmed
here (Figs. 39,40 and 41) for S316.

The depassivating pH is

thought to be a cr1. t·1ca1 f ac t or 161 f
orts ·
a1n1 ess s t ee 1 s so that
fatigue strength decreases 142 with low pH can be explained in
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terms of the electrochemical parameters observed and
discussed in this research.
The result for titanium T130 at pH 1.5, resulting in a
25% reduced fatigue limit compared wih that found for pH 6.5
saline, was quite understandable in view of the relative
domains shown in the potential - pH diagram, Fig. R34 (page
146).

Potential movements with time (marked

5~6) and

51~61

) at pH 1.5

corrosion fatigue potentials (marked

were entirely within the corrosion domain.

Similar data at

pH 6.5 was clearly within the passive zone.

An estimated

concentration of approximately 10- 4 at pH 1.5 for Ti +++
soluble ions~possibly becoming TiO++ later in the process,
was predicted as the process for dissolution at pH 1 .5, rather
than the Ti0 .H 0 passivating' film at pH 6.5. Table 8,
2 2
however, shows that the corrosion rate was nearl~ halved in
pH 1.5 compared with pH 6.5.

Corrosion potential-time data

(Fig. 51 and 52) was similar at both pH values and this data,
together with the initial steep rise in potential found under
corrosion fatigue (Fig. 56), suggested that in fact some
degree of passivity was present at

p~

1.5.

From electrochemical

parameters it would appear that a passive film was initially
rapidly built-up but, once ruptured, could not be effectively
repaired in the pH 1.5 saline in competition with the process
of metal dissolution.

Fractographic studies did not show any

clearly defined difference between the fracture surfaces
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produced in pH 1.5 and pH 6.5.

The reduced performance with

'fatigue in pH 1.5 was therefore thought to be the result
purely of the initiation mechanism differences described.
The performance of T318 with fatigue in pH 1.5 compared
with pH 6.5 was reduced by only

9%

at the fatigue limit, a

much improved result compared with T130.

Table 8 shows a

reduction in corrosion rate at pH 1.5 for T318.

However,

the reduction in this case is significantly more than that
found for "pure'" titanium.

A factor of nearly 8 reduces the

T318 value of i corr to only approximately one third of that
found for T130.

Polarization diagrams (Figs. 47 and 48),

together with potential-time results (Figs 51 and 52) showed
that relatively more noble potentials were attained in the pH
1.5 saline.

This result was further supported, as shown in

Fig. 57, by corrosion fatigue potential traces with cycling.
Once more it was noted that electrochemical parameter instability
(marked Swith dynamic results

5'-6'

accompanied improved endurance:
at pH 1.5.

superimposed on Fig. 47)

such oscillations were absent

Photomicrographs also showed very little difference

between fractures at pH 1.5 and pH 6.5.

Both systems exhibited

passivity under corrosion fatigue so that pH changes from 6.5
to 1 .5 had very little effect on fatigue performance for

5.1.3.

T~8.

The influence of high pH
Table 2 (page 206) shows that pH 11.5 saline solutions
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reduced to nearly the same extent the fatigue performance of
mild steel, compared to neutral solutions, as did solutions of
low pH.

This was a rather unexpected result in view of

previous work at slightly higher pH where a certain passivity
was shown together with the establishment of a fatigue limit
near that for air 123,162 (Section 2.6.5.).

Tho prediction

from the potential-pH diagram, as shown in Fig. R15 (page 73)
with the measured potential movement (marked

1~2), is for

passive behaviour with a possible Fe(OH)3 film initially
formed on the steel surface possibly becoming Fe(OH)2 with time.
The final position on the diagram was, however, noted to be
in the vicinity of the high pH corrosion zone.

At high stress

amplitudes the performance in pH 11.5 was very similar to
that in saline pH 6.5, much improved over results at pH 1.5.
It was at low stress amplitudes in this research where performance
at pH 11.5 was so disappointing for mild steel.

The estimated

corrosion rate at pH 11.5 was slightly lower than that at pH 6.5,
and certainly of a different order from that found at pH 1 .5
(Table 8). Po~ization curves (Figs. 35 and 37) showed clearly
that mild steel in saline at pH 11.5 had an unpolarized
potential considerably more noble than
saline.

that measured in pH 6.5

A slightly more noble potential in pH 11.5 saline was

in fact produced than the unpolarized value found in distilled
water (Fig. 34).

The main difference here between the behaviour

of mild steel at pH 11.5 and other solutions, however, was that
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the unpolarized potential moved in a less
under conditions of stirring.

noble

direction

This effect was in the

reverse direction to that found for any other material/
environment system.

The behaviour in this case, although

unlike that for mild steel in the other solutions, was
certainly not characteristically passive.
Potential-time curves (E'ig. 5:5) in saline pH 11.5 for
mild steel showed some minor fluctuations in their otherwise
gradual change to less noble potentials.

Some attempt at

film formation was thus indicated, but the overall change to
less noble potentials was such that passive behaviour was not
promoted here.

The final

potential at long endurance, as

shown in Fig. 54 (page 255) indicated, in fact, the least
protection for general corrosion at pH 11.5.

Fracture surfaces

for mild steel in saline pH 11 ;5, as shown in Figs. M17 (a)
and M17 (b) (pages 283 and 284), showed finely spaced striations,
the only system in which these were found except for fatigue
in air.
The evidence thus shows that, during this research,
mild steel in saline pH 11.5 suffered early general corrosion
resulting in eventual crack initiation.

A tendency towards

passivity was evident but not effective except possibly during
the very short time of crack propagation.
Results for S316 show that fatigue performance in saline
pH 11.5 is slightly improved at low stress amplitudes, with
considerably less scatter, over those obtained in neutral saline
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(Table 2, Figs. 19 and 21):

the performance at higher stress

amplitudes, however, was less satisfactory than at pH 6.5.
Observation of the fracture surfaces for S316 did not reveal
any significantly different features for specimens fatigued in
saline pB 11.5 from those seen at pH 6.5 or distilled water.
Potential-pH diagrams (Figs. R15, R32 and R33) with the
observed potential ranges (marked

3--4) showed passivity

for the stainless steel with Cr dissolution to CrO~-

The

domains were more clearly defined at pH 11.5 so that the more
stable passivity was predictable.
density at pH 11

~5

The corrosion current

was reduced, from that'measured in neutral

saline, by a factor of 15.

Polarization curves (Figs. 39 and

41) showed that a distinct critical current density was absent
in pH 11.5 saline and that the passive range to breakdown
potential was considerably extended compared with pH 6.5 results.
The large range of potential oscillation found for pH 6.5
corresponded with the natural critical current density and
breakdown potential positions found by anodic polarization
experiments.

The almost complete absence of such oscillations

of potential for pH 11.5 corresponds with the improved range
of passivity found.

At high stress amplitudes, however, the

dynamic line (Fig. 41) for anodic polarization shows that the
breakdown potential occurs at much less noble potentials so
that conditions for passivity within the measured potential
range were far less stable at high stresses.
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The estimated

corrosion rate was also clearly considerably increased by
stirring and the application of fatigue load.

The influence

of stress amplitude on breakdown potential was further confirmed
by the corrosion fatigue potential-cycles trace (Fig. 55) at
pH 11.5.

Fatigue limit specimens showed a breakdown of passive

film in the region of -0.03 V (SeE) whereas -0.16 V, for example
2
was recorded at : 350 MN/m • High stress amplitudes are thus
seen clearly here to result in earlier breakdown of the passive
film in

pH 11.5 than for fatigue in saline pH 6.5.

These

observations account completely for the differences in behaviour
under low and high amplitude stress between high and neutral
pH saline solutions.
Table 2 showed that the fatigue limit in pH 11.5 was
not substantially different to that found for neutral solutions
for T130 and T318.
of

specimen~

In the case of T130, however, the endurance

at stress amplitudes above the limit was substantially

reduced at pH 11.5:

a similar result to that found with S316.

The estimated corrosion rate for both titanium materials was
also comparable with S316 in saline pH 11.5, being substantially
reduced from their re~pective values in neutral saline (Table
8).

Polarization diagrams for T130 showed the same difference

between pH 6.5 and pH 11.5 (Figs. 43 and 45) as that found for
S316.

The neutral saline behaviour, despite its two-step

anodiC polarization characteristic, was unaffected by stress.
The saline pH 11.5 anodic polarization, however, was considerably
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changed in character by stirring and dynamic load.

The

breakdown potential was depressed in a similar manner to that
found for S316.

Similar curves for T318 (Figs. 47 and 49)

showed that there was no influence of stress on the polarization
of this material in either saline pH 11.5 or pH 6.5.

These

findings are consistent with the result that corrosion fatigue
performance was similar at all stress amplitudes for T318
in high and neutral pH saline.

They are also consistent with

the result that, while the fatigue limit is similar for high
and neutral pH saline, the high stress amplitude performance
of T130 at pH 11.5 was considerably reduced compared with that
at pH 6.5.

The reason for this result for T130 is also

consistent with the result for S316 discussed above.

In addition,

it was noted that potential-ti~e curves (Figs. 51 and 53)
for T318 were almost identical for pH 6.5 and pH 11.5, while
for T130 the potential progress towards more noble values at
pH 11.5 was much slower than that attained in pH 6.5.

The

potential range superimposed on the potential-pH diagram
(Fig. R34, Section 2.8.2.) predicted passive behaviour at
pH 11.5 although this was close to the corrosion zone at pH:>12.
Passive behaviour was in fact observed during corrosion fatigue
for titanium T130 and T318,

However, the protection offered

by the passive film at high stress amplitudes for T130 is less
effective than that in neutral pH saline solutions.
respect T130 is similar in its behaviour to S316.
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In this

5.1.4.

The influence of drilled holes
Corrosion fatigue limits or endurances, for the various

material/environment systems tested, are shown in Table 2
(page 206).

The results obtained for plain specimens have

been discussed in the preceding sections.

The results for

specimens with drilled holes were frequently found to
reveal an interesting difference in behaviour from that of
plain specimens.
All results for stress amplitude were calculated on
the basis of average stress in bending across the net material
widthat a hole.

Identical SiN curves for plain specimens and

specimens with a hole would therefore indicate that any stress
concentration or the effect of localized strain
edges of the hole, was of no consequence.

at the

Differences in

fatigue performance, at the same stress amplitude, between the
various environments should describe the environmental
contribution in fatigue in the presence of a drilled hole.
Mild steel in air results, Fig. 10 (page 184), showed
that drilled holes are effective in reducing the SiN curve
downwards, so that the notch reduction factor N (equation 39,
page207) given in Table 3 (page 209) for 2 mm diameter holes,
was 0.4,9 at the limit.

The value of N was somewhat higher at

high stress amplitudes showing that the presence of a hole was
less damaging in this region (i.e. N = 1 indicates no effect
on equivalent cross-sections).
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Data for the smaller hole

(Fig. 10) showed that, in this material, a 1 mm hole was less
damaging throughout the stress amplitude range than the
larger diameter hole with equivalent material cross-section.
A clear stress concentration effect of holes was therefore
established for mild steel, in accord with previous research
108 , d urlng
°
reverse bendOlng f a to19ue.

Distilled water immersion

showed that results for the specimens with small diameter holes
were again less damaging than those with the larger holes.
The environmental effect found for plain specimens which resulted
in the double "knee"

siN

curve, Fig. 14 (page

188)

was completely

modified to give a single rate curve in the presence of a
hole.

The corrosion reduction factor C (equation 40), varied

considerably with stress amplitude, but the value of I showed
less variation.

An increasing deviation of I from -1 generally

at the lower stress amplitudes was observed.
Immersion in saline solutions (Figs. 15 to 17) produced
a double rate curve for specimens with holes, similar to that
found for the corresponding plain specimen SiN curve.

The

same overall mechanism would therefore seem to apply here
£or both types of specimen at all stress levels.

The total

effect of introducing a hole in mild steel on the corrosion
fatigue endurance, shown in Table 1,was extremely damaging in
respect of high cycle performance.

The multiple regression

model, equation 44 (page 214), develo.ped to predict
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the interaction I, to within 0.078 standard deviation for all
mild steel/enaronment combinations showed that Nand C produced
opposite contributions to 1.

The notch reduction factor N

was contributing towards a more negative interaction I, while
the corrosion reduction factor C contributed towards a more
positive value for I.

For this reason it is not possible to

say here that any particular value of I represents zero interaction.
It is a limitation of the model used here that, while the total
effect may be predicted with equations 41 and 44, it is not
immediately obvious from the value of I whether the effect is
greater or smaller than the effect of each factor considered
separately.
Referring now to the S316 results for drilled holes
(Fig.

11 and Table 2) in air, it was found that the presence

of such notches had very little effect indeed!

This material

was found to be highly tal erant of such notches when subjected
to fatigue in air.

Table 4 shows that the values of N found

were near unity for high stress amplitudes and, at 0.887 for
the fatigue limit value, approximately double the value
obtained for mild steel.

In distilled water (Fig. 18), the

improvement over the performance in air found near the fatigue
limit for plain specimens was not produced for specimens with
holes.

Holes of 1 mm and 2 mm diameter produced the same

results near the fatigue limit in distilled water aa in air.
Whatever mechanism was responsible for the increased fatigue
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limit in distilled water, it was obviously rendered inoperative
by the presence of a hole.

Data in saline pH 6.5 showed more

precise results for specimens with holes than for the plain
specimens discussed previously.

The same fatigue limit (Table

2 and Fig. 19) was obtained for both sizes of hole and simi~
performances were produced in saline pH 6.5 to those in distilled
water and air.

Tests at pH 11.5 (Fig. 21 and Table 2) showed

identical results for specimens with or without holes above the
fatigue limit, and also very little change in fatigue limit
because of the introduction of a hole.

These results for S316

suggested that while the presence of a hole did not significantly
reduce the air fatigue performance, calculated on net crosssection, it did cause treearlier breakdown of the protective
passive film.

Film breakdown "at the edge of a hole, where the

strain was maximum, was deferred at pH 11.5 by the more protective
film formed in this solution, together wihh the improved stability
discussed in the previous Section.

At pH 1.5 the drastic

reduction of endurance life discussed previously for plain
specimens was also found for specimens with holes.
some deviation at intermediate stress

amplitude~

Except for

the results

obtained for specimens with holes were identical to those for
plain specimens (Figs. 20, Table 2).

This result confirmed

the high tolerance of S316 to the presence of drilled holes in
all the tested environments.

Table 4 (page 210) showing the

range of values for C and I obtained, was found to separate
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the results of saline pH 1.5 quite clearly from those of the
other environments.

Fatigue limit corrosion factors

C~1

were

obtained for passivable behaviour and approximately one tenth
of this value for C was produced at pH 1.5 saline.

In spite

of this clearly different result for pH 1.5, the interaction
factors I obtained were not so different.

Saline pH 1.5

results for S316 were well described by the model represented
by equation(44)which was also applied to mild steel in all
environments.

The behaviour of S316 in saline pH 1.5 was thus

grouped together with mild steel for corrosion fatigue under
non-passive conditions.

S316 in all other environments,

however, produced results which could only be satisfied
together in the model by quite a different interaction
relationship, equation (43) (page 214).

This relationship

was found to predict passive corrosion fatigue behaviour, and
the essential difference in this relationship was one of
factor sign.

Both N and C were found in this case to contribute

to a more negative interaction factor I.

For passive behaviour

it was then possible to recognise values for 1<4, from the
results in Table 4,

where~ergistic

behaviour caused a reduction

in fatigue life greater than the sum of notch and corrosion
effects considered separately.

On the other hand S316 in

saline pH 11.5 with 1:>-1 at the fatigue limit, exhibited
synergistic behaviour with reduction in fatigue life less than
that of the notch and corrosion effects separately.
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This result

where I>-1 for passive behaviour corresponded with the result
shown in Table 2 for pH 11.5 saline.
The equation (43) relationship form for tlle model was
found to be applicable to T130 and T318 in all environments
as well as to S316 for distilled water, saline pH 6.5 and
pH 11.5.

I;>-1 was again found for T130 in distilled water

and saline pH 11.5 where combined effects of notching and corrosion
were actually less than the sum of the separate reductions
in corrosion fatigue performance. (Tables 2 and 5)

The opposite

resultant behaviour was noted in every other case, where
I~-1.

The model which was fitted to all the results,

irrespective of the value of I, was thus found to be generally
applicable to any of the passivable metal/environment situations
in this research with titanium and stainless steel.

Table 2

and Fig. 12 show that for T130 in air the effect of a 2 mm
diameter hole was considerable at high stress amplitudes.
The 1 mm hole was less damaging for the same net cross-section.
At stress amplitudes near the fatigue limit the damaging
effect of the smaller hole was greater.

Table 5 (page 211)

shows the variation of notch factor N with endurance for 2 mm
diameter holes.

These results for T130 are contrary to all

other results found in this research.

Values of N for T130

were found to increase with increasing endurance life so that
the notch effect for this material was seen to be more
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damaging at high stress amplitudes than at low amplitudes of
stress.

For all other materials the reverse result was

established.

The results for 1 mm holes showed less high to

low amplitude variation of notch sensitivity, so that the size
of the notch was an important fe.ature in these results.

SiN curves for T130 in distilled water (Fig. 22) and in
saline pH 6.5 (Fig. 23) also showed interesting differences
in the order of damage for the large and small diameter holes.
The cross-OVer in the curves for air was not found
immersed c.onditions.

unde~

Distilled water fatigue limits for T130

for 1 mm and 2 mm diameter holes were not significantly
different from those established respectively for each size
in air.

Saline pH 6.5 results showed that 1 mm diameter holes

were slightly less damaging to' the fatigue limit in this case
than for distilled water.

The mildly improved situation for

1 mm holes in saline, was however, surprisingly turned into a
considerable reduction in performance in salina for the
2 mm diameter holes.

Compared with the performance in distilled

water, the decrease in fatigue limit for the specimens with
the larger hole was quite drastic.

Why was 'it found here that.

saline caused increased notch sensitivity for the larger holes
while at the same time causing reduced notch sensitivity for
the smaller holes at low stress amplitudes?

The smaller hole

was clearly more damaging in distilled water, yet in saline
it was actually the larger hole which was more damaging at all
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stress amplitudes.

Can the mechanism involved for saline

corrosion fatigue be similar to that for air at high stress
amplitude, where a similar order of hole size damage effect
was noted (Figs. 12 ane 23)? And, by similar results, can
the mechanism involved for distilled water corrosion fatigue
be that operating in air for low stress amplitudes (Figs. 12 and
22)?

The results a least indicate differences in mechanism

for interaction between geometric size variables, stress and
environment.

From a stress concentration analysis, K
f

= 1 .52

for the 1 mm diameter hole and 1 .45 for the 2 mm diameter hole
108,242,341-342

The smaller hole was therefore slightly more

damaging in theory than the larger one.

As discussed in

Section 2.4.3, however, environmental interactions have been
known to change the order of such values.

Here it would seem

that the reversal of the damaging order for holes in T130
with saline pH 6.5 is not simply an

environmental effect

since a similar result was obtained at high stress amplitudes
in air as well as for mild steel generally.
The results for T130 specimens with holes in saline
pH 1.5 (Fig. 24) were quite distinctly different to those
obtained in saline pH 11.5 (Fig. 25).

The much lower fatigue

limit for plain specimens in pH 1.5 was further reduced substantially
when holes were introduced, so that the limit was not established
6

below 10

cycles.

By contrast the fatjgue limit of T130 in

saline pH 11.5 was reduced insignificantly further by the
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presence of a hole.

The high stress amplitude results,

however, showed that the presence of a hole was more damaging
at pH 11.5:
10

5

cycles.

the fatigue limit was established earlier than
T130 was thus seen to be notch sensitive in saline

pH 1.5 at low stress amplitudes but not so sensitive at higher
stresses.

In pH 11.5 saline the reverse order of notch

sensitivity with stress amplitude was found to that for pH 1.5.
Comparison of these results with those for T130 in air (Fig.
12) shows that high stress amplitude results in air are very
similar to pH 11.5 saline results, while fatigue limits in air
and distilled water are not significantly different from
pH 11.5 saline with 2 mm diameter holE.

The results for pH 1.5

are quite different from those in air with holes in T130,
and represent unacceptably poor performance at low stress
amplitudes.
T318 was much more sensitive to the presence of drilled
holes in air (Fig. 13) than T130 at the fatigue limit.

Much

of the advantage therefore, in using this high fatigue strength
material, was lost when holes were present: a 45% improvement
for T318 over.T130 with plain specimens in air fatigue, was
reduced to one
hole.

of only 15% here for specimens with a drilled

Table 2 and Fig. 26 shows that when fatigued in distilled

water this notch sensitivity is further enhanced.

The fatigue

limit for plain specimens, as discussed earlier, was actually
increased over that obtained in air.
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Owing to the presence

of a hole, however, the corrosion fatigue limit was dramatically
reduced:

a 53% reduction in fatiGUe limit as the result of

the hole in T318 with distilled water, compared with a reduction
of only

30%

in air because of a hole.

The reductions of

fatigue limit in saline solutions (Figs. 27 - 29, and Table 2)
were also similar to that found for distilled water for specimens
with a hole.

Neutral saline solutions were less damaging than

other solutions, but generally the presence of saline had little
effect on the performance of specimens with a hole.

Table 6

(page 212) illustrates that the corrosion factor C had little
effect for any solution tested:
the fatigue limit.

The value of the notch factor N was clearly

the dominant feature here
limit.

i.e. it was near unity at

resp~onsible

for the reduced fatigue

Above the fatigue limit the SiN curve for both plain

and holed specimens was unremarkable in shape for air fatigue.
For all immersed solution environments, however, the curve
obtained was nearly vertical, illustrating that endurance was
almost independent of stress amplitude.

A mechanism, different

to that operating for T318 in air, and largely independent of
stress amplitude, chloride ion, and pH would seem to operate.
The presence of a hole in T318 here drastically reduced the
threshold for crack initiation with this common mechanism.
No similar result WaS found with a hole for other materials.
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5.1.5.

Mechanisms
A variety of theories and mechanisms which have been

advanced to explain the behaviour of corrosion fatigue was
discussed in Section 2.7.

The S/N curves obtained in the

results hare together with the interaction analysis has
enabled the passive behaviour to be clearly separated from the
non-passive corrosion fatigue irrespective of material.

In

Section 2.7.1. a classification, for passive behaviour, based
upon the existence or otherwise of a corrosion fatigue limit
was observed to be in general use: "true corrosion-fatigue"
being referred in the literature to the case where no limit
was observed.

It seems liN!y, however, that some fatigue

limit will always exist if only testing of materials is conducted
at sufficiently low stress amplitudes.

In the case of mild

2

steel this was found here to be <3MN/m for saline pH 1.5 and
such a limit, if it exists, is hardly of practical use.

In

the case of S316 in pH 1.5, however, a fatigue limit was
2

established at 35 MN/m .

This limit was clearly established

as the level of stress amplitude below which corrosion fatigue
failure was not possible in saline pH 1.5 for S316.

For all

practical purposes this limit was unacceptably low and normal
passive behaviour for this material was not observed.

Was this

therefore an example of "true corrosion fatigue" even though a
fatigue .limit was established?

The behaviour of S316 during

fatigue in saline pH 1.5 was not described by ·the traditional
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definitions, unless "true corroSion fatigue" results are
considered above some limit of fatigue too low to be of practical
importance.

Such a limit probably exists in all cases but has

remained undetermined in most research because of freque.ncy
and time constraints.
Truly passive behaviour during corrosion fatigue in all
solutions tested was confirmed for all medical implant alloys
except in the case of S316 in saline pH 1.5, using the same
multiple regression model for interaction, equation (43).

The

behaviour of mild steel in all environments tested and that
of S316 in pH 1.5 saline was described using another variation
of the model, equation (44).

This separation in the model

between passive and non-passive corrosion fatigue by the sign
of the corrosion factor constant was considered significant
and useful.

A negative constant was characteristic of passive

behaviour and a positive one characteristic of fatigue in the
active condition.
Landgraf's classification of fatigue behaviour 40,
discussed in Section 2.7.2. puts this present res.earch clearly
into the low stress amplitude-high cycle fatigue category.
This classification of strong, tough, and ductile metals into
progressively steeper slopes for strain controlled endurance
curves was, however, not found generally applicable to the
~sults.

Reference to Table 1 (page 177), shows that T318

was the strongest and least ductile material tested, yet it
produced the steepest

siN

curve slope above the fatigue limit in

air. T130, by comparison, was more ductile and not so strong, yet it
-'324-

exhibited less than half the

siN

curve slope found for T318.

These were strain controlled tests in air and the reverse
order of slope should have been found according to this
classification of mechanical properties.

The results in

corrosion fatigue for all the other solutions tested showed a
similarly contrary order of magnitude for slope.

A general

classification of the results here according to mechanical
properties was therefore not appropriate in terms of Landraf's
analysis.
The

compar~ively

sh0rt time observed for crack propagation,

being ~0.005% in any experiment, was consistent with the
striation spacing found on the fracture surfaces.
one striation per

c~le

Assuming

progressing across the entire depth of

the 3.18 mm specimen (a most improbable happening) at 1)Am
spacing, this represents 3.18 x 103 cycles for propagation as
an absolute maximum.

At the maximum observed time of 0.005%

endurance this corresponds to a total endurance life of
approximately 6.4 x 107 cycles.

Since this is outside the

range for these experiments it is evidently the case that
crack initiation exceeded 99.995% of the total life for this
research.

Mechanisms responsible for corrosion fatigue fracture

here were primarily those of crack initiation.
Several mechanisms were discussed in Section 2.7.4.
and the experimental evidence which has been found to support
some of these is considered here.
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The critical corrosion rate

below which a fatigue limit may be established has been advanced
as an important factor for corrosion fatigue 149,12 3 (Section 2.6.4.)
For steels it has been suggested that a critical current density
2
of at least 2.)J-A/cm was necessary to nucleate a crac 1,.

Since

this current density is equivalent to only 1 x 10-4 atomic
layers per stress cycle, it cannot be responsible for crack
nucleation on its own.

It must represent an overall rate

when local rates are very much higher.

The overall rates

recorded in this research are shown in Table 8.

For mild

steel, except for pH 1.5 ·saline where the current density was
far in excess of the "critical" value, the rates were approximately
half that suggested to nucleate a crack, yet no fatigue limit
was produced in any solution. A much lower critical current
2
density than 1?/cm was indicated therefore, if overall
rates are a significant indication of the existence of a
fatigue limit.

Local dissolution rates, which are difficult to

measure, are important but it seems that the effects of total
dissolution behaviour might be extremely small for active
corrosion during fatigue.

The results for S316 in saline pH 1.5,

as discussed in Section 3.4.4, showed certain similarities
with the behaviour of mild steel.

The corrosion current density

was a tenth of the critical value and a fatigue limit was
indeed produced, albeit a very low one.

Local rates in this

solution were probably very similar to the overall Tate and
therefore also below the critical value.
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However, for the other

solutions with mild steel, local rates were probably far in
excess of the overall rate and therefore well above the critical
value.

Again, in pH 1.5 saline the high corrosion current

der.sity, recorded as an overall rate, was probably similar to
the local values.

The

id~of

a critical corrosion rate as

a factor in the mechanism of active corrosion fatigue is not
incompatible with these results.
Pitting, as discussed in Section 2.7.4, cannot be
regarded as a general mechanism for fatigue crack initiation.
It is probably more the result, and not the cause, of corrosion
fatigue cracking.

S316 in saline pH 6.5 producing the large

scatter of results, discussed in Section 3.4.1, was an example
here of pitting on the surface'of some specimens during
fatigue.

Photomicrographs clearly showed this pitting

(Fig. M21 (b)) on the fracture surface also.

The passive

layer was destroyed by chloride ions at the grain boundaries
for these specimens.

Cracks initiated in thE situation at

pits simply because they were, by geometry and corrosion
history, the more anodic sites.

Preferential dissolution of

emergent slip steps here, in the same way as from the surface
of an unpittedmaterial, being the likely mechanism for fatigue.
The absorption of a liquid on the metal surface, causing
a reduction of surface energy 245, has been advanced as a
mechanism of fatigue in distilled water for mild steel.

The

difference in the air and immersed solution results could owe
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something to this mechanism in the very early stages of
fatigue cycling for all materials.

It has, however, many

limitations as an overall mechanism, as discussed in Section
2.7.4.

The results for stainless steel and T318 in distilled

water showed that the fatigue limit was higher than in air, a
~ct

which is not compatible with a reduction in surface energy

It is also unlikely that the higher fatigue limit was the result
of a cooling effect in aqueous solutions at the relatively low
frequency of cycling used here.

An oxide removal mechanism

246, however, could account for a vertical displacement of the

siN

curve in either direction relative to air.

The reduction

in fatigue limit in aqueous solutions is the likely result of
increased rates of oxide growth and removal so that it is
less effective in protecting the underlying metal from selective
attack.

An increase in fatigue limit over that found in air

could result, however, from a high rate of uniform anodic
dissolution
oxide.
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so that cracks are removed as they form in the

A different result could also be obtained at different

stress amplitudes with the uniform anodic dissolution mechanism.
At higher

~plitudes

of

str~ss

for materials other than

titanium, fatigue strength could be reduced by oxide interaction
at PSB's.

At lower stress amplitudes, oxide removal is more

likely to remove the cracks as they nucleate in the oxide and
produce a fatigue limit sooner.

The cross-over in

SiN

data

frequently observed, relative to performance in air, could be
explained in terms of such a mechanism.

S316 in distilled

water and pH 11.5 saline, with T318 in all solutions except
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pH 1.5 saline, were examples of such a cross-over phenomenon
in this research.

It would appear that this mechanism represents

a strengthening component within the overall weakening
mechanism of "true corrosion fatigue", however ill defined!
A critical passive current density has been advanced
as a cause of failure during fatigue in the passive state
provided the pH is low enough 142 •

Steels have been noted

to be more sensitive to fatigue failure in the passive state
the higher the current density required for repassivation.
Reference to Figs. 38, 39 and 41 with Table 2, as indicated
below, shows that for S316 this relationship between endurance
limit and relative passive current density is confirmed.
Distilled water

330 MN/m

saline pH 11.5

320 MN/m

saline pH 6.5

300 MN/m

2

o. 20 ,))AIcm 2

2

o. 32 ,.MAl cm 2

2

0.56plcm

2

A mechanism whereby, following rupture of the passive layer
by a slip step, the local area is repassivated as metal is
dissolved is most attractive here.

Both from mechanical and

electrochemical considerations, this weak passive-filmednotched area would be activated repeatedly so that a crack
is nucleated.

Cracks would, by this mechanism, be nucleated

faster with higher local dissolution of metal the higher the
current density for repassivation.

Such a mechanism fits

the results obtained for S316 and accounts for the appearance
of the relatively few cracks observed compared with active
state corrosion fatigue.

It also accounts for the grain
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boundary localized attack found on some stainless steel
specimens and the eventual generation of pits.
Hydrogen embrittlement by adsorption at cathodic areas
is not a general mechanism for low stress amplitudes 252 .
However, as discussed in Section 2.7.4 (page 103), pseudoelastic materials 198 , 200 (page 91), such as T318, have been
found to initiate cracks as the result of internal stress
intensification in the high cycle range.

This is an alternative

mechanism of mechanically generating cracks rather than the
PSB formation responsible in "plastic" material.

Initiation

of cracks in T318 type material has been observed at the interface between the hcp 0/.. -grains and the bcc
detectable slip201

ft -grains

without

A hydride layer which is a hard and

brittle phase is thought to form on the surface of these
titanium alloys during cathodic charging which should serve as
loci for crack initiation.

The presence of a hydride on

commercially pure titanium, however, has been found not to
impair its ductility253, 256.

The initiation of cracks generally

in titanium is thus thought to owe something to a H2 embrittlement process 254 •

As discussed in Section 2.7.5, crack growth

of titanium alloys in NaGl solutions is also tnought to be
282
the result of H2 embrittlement
• The evidence of the present
research, whereby near vertical

SiN

curves were obtained for

T318 above the fatigue limit, strongly suggests a mechanism
different from that operating for the other materials.

The

data for T318 were clearly quite different in many ways from
tbose of commercially pure titanium T130.
for T318 show that the

siN

The results in air

curve has a slope just over twice
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that of T130, Figs. 12 and 13 with equations (7) and (8)
(page 218).

In distilled water the slope for T318 was ten

times as large while the slope for T130 increased only slightly,
Figs. 22 and 26 with equations (24) and (35) (pages 229-233).
The very substantial difference in the behaviour of T318
from that of T130 when fatigued in aqueous solutions, which
was not so apparent for fatigue in air, suggests that H2
embrittlement could be responsible.

Such a mechanism could

explain why, above the fatigue limit, the fatigue life was
relatively independent of the stress amplitude.
was seen to be a primarly time dependent process.

Crack initiation
Fracture

resulted after a certain number of cycles, ~105, regardless
of stress amplitude, salinity and pH (Figs. 26 to 29).

A

minimum amplitude of stess, corresponding to the fatigue
limit, was apparently necessa,ry for the mechanism of
embrittlement and crack initiation.

Further increasing

amplitudes of stress, thereafter had very little influence
on the acceleration of the process.
Apart from explaining the results obtained for T318
with plain specimens, a mechanism of H2 embrittlement could
also explain the very large sensitivity to notching found for
this material.

The brittle hydride layer would be more easily

ruptured by stress concentration at the edge of a hole.

As

discuss.ed in Section 2.8.1, smooth specimens of titanium
implant alloys have similar fatigue limits in aqueous environa;_ r 296-299. ThO~s fO~ndO~ng was confO~rme d
ments to those ;n
~
in this research generally, except for the low pH saline
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(Table 2).

Specimens having a 2 mm diameter hole in this

research with T318, however, showed that the fatigue limit
was significantly lower than that in air.

Other research

with steel specimens, as discussed in Section 2.7.2 (page 80),
having

~ansverse

holes showed that PSB's appeared earlier than

for plain specimens near the edge of holes owing to stress
concentration

24

•

With cold working resulting from drilling of

the holes, crystallites adjacent to the edge of holes were
strengthened so that slip started some 70"AJJIl from the edge.
No other difference was noted between plain specimens of steel
and those with holes.

Stress concentration for "plastic"

materials seems responsible for both lowering the fatigue limit
and reducing the endurance life of specimens generally: i.e.

SiN

curve is moved downward and to the left.

For the so called

pseudo-elastic materials such as T318, however, stress
concentration will be responsible for reducing the fatigue

.,

limit only:

i.e.

siN

curve is moved downward only.

Since a

PSB mechanism is not found for these materials, endurance life
is not reduced so dramatically by stress concentrations at
higher stress amplitudes.

The results obtained for T318 with

2mm diameter holes (Figs. 26 to 29) clearly s~pport a mechanism
of H2 embrittlement for initiation at the edge of the hole,
owing to increased probability of hydride film rupture with
stress concentration.

The minimum stress amplitude required

for the embrittlement mechanism, the fatigue limit, is thuB
considerably reduced by the presence of the hole.

The effect

of a hole in T318 was therefore much greater than in any other
material tested in reducing the corrosion fatigue limit.
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5.2 Conclusions

The corrosion fatigue performance of :"mc surgical
implant alloys, in reversed bending at a typical frequency
for human limb movement, has been investigated.

A rather

different performance picture was presented here than that
to be concluded from some earlier work at much higher test
frequencies and with push-pull or rotating bending load
arrangements

62 ' 318... 322 •

In this respect the importance

of more realistic test conditions has bean emphasized.
In addition to presenting results in body saline under
more realistic loading, the performance of the materials
in an extended range of the normal body environment has been
determined.

Performance with high pH, encountered perhaps

in sterilization and cleaning processes, and with low pH for
post operative shock and crevice conditions in service, has
been examined.

The drilling of holes in surgical implant

alloys when fitting is not uncommon, and the effect of this on
subsequent corrosion fatigue life has been found to vary
considerably from one material to another.
Comparison with the results for mild steel in the same
range of environments, and for implant materials in air and
distilled water, has widened the scope of this investigation.
Metal/environment combinations resulting in either activestate corrosion fatigue or passive-fiimed fatigue were thereby
more easily studied and

s~parated.

A variety of electrochemical

measurements and electron fractography studies, together with
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... ttl

Mt

an analysis of siN data, provided evidence to support various
mechanisms for the nucleation of a crack.

This research

produced results which were compatible with 99.995% ~f the
total fatigue life spent in crack initiation.
The behaviour of mild steel in all the environments
tested, and that of S316 in pH 1.5 saline, was described
using a single model, equation 44 (page 2i4), for interaction
between stress concentration and corrosion during fatigue.
A different model, having the opposite corrosion factor sign,

equation (43), was found to represent all other metall
environment combinations tested here.

The two models represented

active-state corrosion fatigue for S316 in pH 1.5 saline and
for mild steel generally while passive-state corrosion fatigue
was represented in all other cases.

The idea of a critical

corrosion rate as a factor' of the mechanism for active-state
corrosion fatigue was not incompatible with the results
obtained.

A similar requirement for a critical passive current

density was

comp~ble

with the results for S316, in all

environments except pH 1.5 saline.

An oxide removal mechanism

was considered as a possible explanation of "higher-than-air"
fatigue limits and "cross-over" between aqueous and air SiN
curves.

Such a mechanism could have accounted for the S316

in distilled water, and saline pH 11.5, results.

It could also

have been a mitigating factor in 'the overall mechanism for
T318 which was considered to be primarily that of hydrogen
embrittlement.

T130 showed that, contrary to all other results,

notch effects were greater at higher stress amplitudes than
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near the plain specimen fatigue limit.

This difference

between T130 and T318, together with a lower strength and
greater ductility for T130, seems likely to account for the
sensitivity to stress amplitude above the fatigue limit for
T130 which was not found with T318.

The early fracture of

a brittle hydride layer on the surface of T318 by stress
concentration at the edge of a hole, was considered to be a
probable explanation for the drastic reduction in fatigue
limit for this material in the presence of a hole.
The influence 'of the chloride ion on the fatigue
performance of each material was investigated.

For mild steel

a remarkable improvement in high cycle fatigue performance
was found in saline .pH 6.5 compared with that in distilled
water.

The opposite effect was produced at higher stress

amplitudes and this behaviour was related to a change in
electrochemical variables with stress.

Chloride ions were

found to reduce the fatigue limit of S316 slightly and to have
an insignificant effect on T130 and T318.

At higher stress

amplitudes, however, the addition of chloride ions was found
to be beneficial for the passive-state material/environments,
unlike the effect produced with active-state corrosion fatigue.
A wide scatter band of results was obtained for S316 in saline
pH 6.5 and attributed to instability of passive film breakdown.
This instability was manifest in open-circuit, potentials
oscillating in the region -390mV to +50mV (SCE).

Local

breakdown of the passive film with pitting and shorter life
was produced at -39OmV.

A more general passive film

dissolution process appears to have been enhanced by chloride
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ions at +50mV, so that localized breakdown was delayed.
The influence of low pH on S316 was dramatic.

Passive

behaviour at pH 6.5 and pH 11.5 in saline, as well as in
distilled water, was not observed at pH 1 .5.

Active-state

corrosion fatigue behaviour was produced instead during the
acceptably useful stress amplitude range.

A fatigue limit,
2
of academic interest only, was determined at only 35 MN/m ,
2
compared with 300 MN/m at pH 6.5 in saline. T130 was also
substantially reduced in fatigue limit by saline at pH 1.5,
but no significant influence of pH on the performance of T318
was found.

The drilling of holes in specimens was compared

on a net cross-section basis for each material.

Mild steel

generally showed a stress concentration effect, moving the

S/N curve downward, but it was found that no such effect was
produced for S316.

Thus stainless steel was shown to be very

little affected by the presence of a hole.

By contrast

the fatigue limit of T318 was approximately halved as a result

"

of a hole in distilled water and in saline solutions.

The

reduction in fatigue limit for air with T318 was 30% and it
is clear that this material is very notch sensitive.

The

behaviour of T130 was less dramatic with respect to reduction
in performance in the presence of holes.

Some interesting

differences in order of reduction was found for holes of
different size.

Further research is required to fully evaluate

the effect of this geometric variable generally.

However, it

was shown that 1 mm diameter holes are more damaging than
2 mm diameter holes for T130 in distilled water and in air:

the reverse result was shown in saline pH 6.5.

The dramatic

reduction in the performance of T318 can be judged by the
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results for distilled water and saline pH 11.5 with 2 mm
diameter holes:

T130 has been found to have a higher fatigue

limit than T318 in these solutions.
The evidence produced during this research shows that
the use of S316 for surgical implants cannot be recommended
where conditions of low pH are known to exist.

It is generally

believed that low pH saline solutions have to be resisted
during corrosion fatigue in service, especially if crevice
situations arise.

The fact that current orthopaedic practice

has not yet revealed widespread failures, attributed to the
corrosion fatigue of stainless steel, may indicate that
prolonged acid conditions are infrequent.
Since T130 plain specimens were found to have a lower
endurance limit in all environments tested than T318, the latter
material would normally be preferred.

The advantage of using

the higher strength alloy T318, also with excellent corrosion
resistance, was clearly seen to be lost, however, when a hole
was drilled through the material.

Research into alternative

ways of producing holes in practice, or of subsequently
strengthening the surrounding material, would be very valuable
for T318.

Reservations have been noted regarding the possible

further damage by fretting corrosion with alloys such as
T318.

Further research is required to fully evaluate this

possibility with various implant designs.

The results of the

present work show clearly that designs requiring the drilling
of holes in T318 during fitting should be avoided.

In such

cases the endurance of implants manufactured from T318 is
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likely to be only slightly improved over that produced using
commercially pure titanium implants.

When plain smooth-

surfaced surgical implant designs can be used, T318 will have
a corrosion fatigue performance. far exceeding that of any
of the other materials tested.
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5.3

Surmestions for

1)

F. urther

\vork

A further investigation into the corrosion fatigue

resistance of S316 over a range of pH between 1.5 and 6.5
would be interesting.

Does the drastic reduction of endurance

and fatigue limit occur at one critical value of pH or is
there, for example, a linear relationship between pH and
endurance?
2)

It would be useful to conduct a two-stage environment

test for S316, possibly more typical of service conditions
after the fitting of implants.

Corrosion fatigue initially

in saline pH 1.5 would be followed by a gradual change of
environment to pH 6.5.
3)

Fretting-corrosion fatigue experiments with T318,

using the test facility described in this work, with implant
fixing screws and plates would be valuable.

Such a series

of experiments could further investigate possible way of
strengthening the material surrounding a hole and generally
improve implant design.
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